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approach that looks more closely
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comment
Yeah, we know what you’re likely thinking: did the HNNers perhaps go a little
too far? A 160-page edition of HNN, with over 100 pages on the HBT conference?
Our answer would be: well, probably not, really.
When we set out to write about and report on the HBT Conference in Sydney,
we quickly began to realise that there was something quite unusual happening
there.
There was, certainly, the matter of the sad passing of HBT’s original group
manager, Tim Starkey, in late 2016. All of us, everyone at the Conference,who had
known him, felt pretty raw at times.
But the real centre of attention was what HBT was doing itself. With a new
management team headed by the two Mikes — Mike Coates as CEO, and Mike
LoRicco as general manager — there was a sense of urgency about what HBT had
to get done, and quickly, in the coming year.
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While the two Mikes were careful and correct in saying that this “something”
that needs to get done is largely internal in its nature, it is also true that many of
its causes are external as well. The hardware industry has become so accustomed
to big disruptions over the past ten years or so, that many dismiss what is happening now as just another in a series. That is really not the case. What we are
witnessing at the moment, with the consolidation of Mitre 10, Home Hardware,
Thrifty-Link and Tru-Value hardware stores into Metcash’s Independent Hardware
Group (IHG) is, relatively, the largest concentration of independent buying power
in the industry’s history.
The probable IHG strategy is clear. Using this weight in the market, the organisation will seek to procure highly favourable deals with key suppliers based on the
promised volumes of orders it can deliver. Of course, under the terms and conditions the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) imposed on
Metcash, IHG has some, but not absolute powers to restrict how many of its stores
enter into supplier arrangements. It’s likely, though, that IHG believes it will be
able to secure contracts that are so favourable that most of its associated independents will be glad to go along with its arrangements.
From there, the efficient logic of markets can take over. Lower supply prices can
translate into better margins for IHG and the independent retailers, and lower
prices for customers. Those lower prices drive more demand, which creates more
volume, which means supply prices can be still lower. It’s that famous “virtuous
circle”.
There is nothing at all wrong with any of this — it is how the system has been
designed to work. While it can seem just a little “Magic Pudding”-ish, the extra value that finds its way into the system, adding to all those margins while reducing
end prices, comes mainly from a single source: the reduction of risk. It is a feature
of modern business, and especially the wholesale/retail relationship, that risk is
very expensive.
The question remains, however, what does HBT do, tactically, to respond to
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these moves? And the answer that HBT has come up with, and was on display at the conference is, well, pretty uniquely HBT, really.
The IHG approach is somewhat athletic, like a game of rugby, with one
side working hard to get the best possible deal out of the other side, on the
supposition that they are, naturally, in opposition.
The approach that HBT is taking is to start by saying to its suppliers, well,
don’t we all, in the end, want to get to the same place? Don’t we want to have
an industry that is profitable for everyone, with fair prices reflective of value
delivered for both suppliers and retailers?
The question that HBT is asking suppliers isn’t “how low can you go on
prices?” Rather, it is “How engaged with our group are you willing to become?” That engagement means looking not just at prices, but also service,
supply, and even product design and availability.
What is really interesting, however, is the role that HBT seems to be
moving into, the way in which it is seeking to facilitate this movement to a
closer embrace between suppliers and retailers. Changes such as this carry
all kinds of risks. Suppliers worry that they will gear up for the retailers, and
then be disappointed by the orders they receive. Retailers worry that in deserting their “traditional” suppliers for those more willing to engage deeply
with HBT they will find themselves treated as second-class customers.
There is risk everywhere, and, normally, that risk level would slow, or even
block, the capacity for the market to change in this way.
Except.
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Except that the brilliant move HBT seems to be taking is to become what
we could best describe as a kind of “risk buffer”.
For its retailers the message (as interpreted by our retail sources, not from
HBT management, who naturally prefer to keep deep strategy private) is that
any concerns about customer treatment will be handled by the group as a
whole. They are effectively guaranteeing they can make sure that retailers,
even if they are new to a supplier, will get fair and even treatment.
To the supplier, the message from HBT is similar: we will get you the order
numbers. Don’t ask them how, because HBT has never been about “strong
arming” anyone. But they do know how to persuade, to explain, to be considerate and clear.
Perhaps the most important aspect of this is that HBT members trust
HBT. They don’t expect them to get everything right all the time, but they
do very much expect two things from them: they will listen to any and all
complaints and suggestions; and they will act with consideration, and a wide
view of a situation, not just do whatever is convenient at the moment.
Yeah, there’s a lot of coverage in this issue. We wanted to capture this moment as much as possible. This next year is going to be one of some change.
We wanted to make sure we did our job of getting a clear picture of what
things look like at the start as best as we could.
HBT is taking a risk. It’s brilliant, and it could be rough at times. But it is, in
many ways, the only good way forward.
(And Tim would have loved it, we imagine.)
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big box update
Bunnings in Glynde is
knocked back”
in this
update:
•start
Plans
for a Buntext
nings Warehouse
in Frankton Flats
region in New
Zealand
• Colac Bunnings
store put on the
market
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• Grey Lynn (NZ)
store is for sale

• New Shepparton
store opening as
old store is sold
• Adaptions for
Gladesville store
• Council has
rejected a Bunnings store in
Glynde (SA)

Plans for a Bunnings
store in Glynde (SA)
has been rejected by
the local council’s development panel.
Bunnings lodged
an application with
Norwood, Payneham
& St Peters Council
to build a $26 million
store on the corner
of Penna Avenue and
Glynburn Road. The
site is located within a
light industry zone.
However panel members rejected the plans,
saying the store would
generate heavy traffic
in the surrounding
streets and would not
be “manufacturing on
a small scale”.
The decision comes
about eight months
after more than 1000
small business owners
and residents signed a
petition opposing the
plan because of traffic
concerns.
Amanda Price-McGregor, speaking on
behalf of Capaldo Investments, which owns
Mitre 10 Glynde, said
the Bunnings proposal
was at odds with the
council’s development
plan. She told Adelaide
Now:
It does not meet
the intent of a light
industry zone (and) it
will have a significant,
detrimental impact

The Bunnings store was to be located on the cnr of Penna Avenue and Glynburn Road

The owners of Mitre 10 Glynde opposed the proposed Bunnings store
on the existing bulkygoods traders in the
area. A large number
of vehicles will avoid
Glynburn Road and
that will cause rat-running in the backstreets
due to the easy access
of roads.
Bunnings property general manager

Andrew Marks said he
was disappointed with
the panel’s decision
and said the company
would now “evaluate
its options”.
We will continue to
work with authorities
to bring investment
and jobs to Glynde.
Bunnings’ application
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for the site was made
in April 2016 and came
after Home Timber &
Hardware closed its
store on the corner of
Magill and Glynburn
roads in 2015.
https://goo.gl/Sfs49b

big box
update
Design accommodations for Gladesville
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The Bunnings store
for the corner of Victoria Road and Frank
Street in Gladesville
(NSW) has planning
approval, but the big
box retailer has proposed more changes.
These include greater
setbacks to surrounding streets, reducing
the size of the store,
and vehicle access.
Bunnings said one of
the main reasons for
the changes was to sit
the store away from
the retaining walls
and batters to Victoria
Road and Frank Street.
The previous design required excavating the
retaining walls, which
could affect their sta-

bility and pose risks to
public roads, according to the company.
The changes would

the proposed changes. Bunnings general
manager – property,
Andrew Marks told

will open.
When the big box
retailer first proposed
the store, some Glades-

for nearby College
Street to be closed to
through-traffic. Ryde
Council put barriers in
the street in November
for a trial period.
A council spokesman
said the barriers will
remain until Bunnings
is operational for at
least 12 months. The
council will prepare a
report on the findings
of the trial period. Its
traffic committee will
consider the report to
decide whether the
barriers remain.

increase the setbacks
and reduce the risk.
The Joint Regional
Planning Panel is
expected to approve

the Northern District
Times that there are
no firm timings on
when building will begin or when the store

ville residents were
concerned about builder traffic using residential streets. They
successfully called

https://goo.gl/nr53Jd
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big box
update
Shepparton store opening

Subscribe
11

As preparations continue for
the opening of the $53 million
Bunnings Shepparton in
regional Victoria, the company
has been recruiting an additional 50 new team members
to help run the store.
Bunnings Shepparton store
manager Paul Connaughton
said the site would have an
approximate total store size of
more than 18000sqm, making
it the second largest in Victoria. He told Shepparton News:
It’s a big investment in the
region and in terms of employment for local people, with our
team now 170-strong. Training
is under way for our existing
and new team members.
Mr Connaughton said
Bunnings would be in a better
position to supply commercial
products for the numerous
building projects in Greater
Shepparton, along with a wide
range of home improvement
and outdoor living products
for its DIY customers.
The previous Bunnings centre was bursting at the seams
and the new store will make it
easier than ever for customers
to get what they want.
The old, soon-to-be-vacated
Bunnings site has been sold
to a private Brisbane-based
family for $5 million, in a deal
negotiated by real estate ser-

Don’t miss out!
We’ll email you the
summary and link
every fortnight

vices firm CBRE.
Joseph Du Rieu from CBRE
told the Financial Review
it was his understanding
the new owners intended to
convert the warehouse into a
large-format retail centre. The
previous Bunnings Warehouse
measured 6500sqm and stands
on a site of almost 22,000sqm.

FREE

Bunnings Mackay also
sold

Click to subscribe

Another Bunnings Warehouse located in South Mackay (QLD) has been purchased
by listed property trust, Charter Hall Long WALE REIT for
approximately $28.5 million,
reflecting a yield of 5.95%.
The $830 million Long WALE
property trust – its acronym
refers to weighted average
lease expiry – was launched in
November last year through
a spin-off of properties held
across the Charter Hall’s unlisted platform.
Charter Hall has a strong relationship with Bunnings and
has an ownership stake across
its managed funds platform in
34 Bunnings stores valued at
about $1 billion.
https://goo.gl/NKGMSe
https://goo.gl/tdE5Yg

or go to:

http://goo.gl/lHPt57

HI
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big box
update
Proposed store for Frankton Flats
in New Zealand
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Bunnings has plans to build a
big box store on a 1.62ha site at
Frankton Flats in Queenstown,
New Zealand.
Bunnings New Zealand general
manager Jacqui Coombes told the
Otago Daily Times the company
had lodged a development application for a store, which would front
State Highway 6.
The application said Bunnings’
planned 8119sqm store would be
divided into a main warehouse
building, timber trade sales area,
outdoor nursery and a building
materials and landscape yard,
along with 134 car parks.
The only other store in Queenstown of a similar size is Mitre 10
Mega, about 150m from the Bunnings site, which is 8000sqm. That
opened 18 months ago.
The application said Bunnings
would help develop the construc-

tion sector “and will contribute to
lowering the costs of construction,
which in turn will assist in delivering more affordable housing,
among other projects”.
The Queenstown Lakes District
Council had “raised concerns”
about the company occupying industrially zoned land. Its
planner, however, quoted a report
that “categorises [Bunnings] as, in
many ways, akin to an industrial
activity”.
The retailer is also consulting
with the NZ Transport Agency. If
approved, it would be the South Island’s sixth Bunnings Warehouse.
The nearest to the proposed store
is in Dunedin.
https://goo.gl/KUzXHi

Grey Lynn NZ store is up
for sale

The newly-opened
Bunnings Warehouse
store located in Grey
Lynn, an inner suburb
of Auckland, New Zealand is on the market.
Surrounded by
some of the country’s
wealthiest suburbs,
the 7207sqm site is
one of the biggest
private landholdings in
Auckland’s city fringe.
Bunnings will take a
new 12-year lease with
eight six-year rights of
renewal when a sale
is settled. Whillans
Realty Group managing director, Bruce
Whillans, told the New
Zealand Herald:
[Bunnings] chose
this site because of
its prominent corner
position and frontage
to Great North Road,
which is a major arterial route connecting
Auckland’s inner west

suburbs with the CBD.
The nearby suburbs
are undergoing substantial development
and intensification
because of the city’s
strong population
growth. Demand for
closeness to the CBD
by both homeowners
and businesses is pushing land values higher.
Five of Auckland’s 10
most affluent residential suburbs are within
a 3km radius of Bunnings Grey Lynn. Over
the past two years,
about 300 apartments
have been built within
a 1km radius of the
property, with a further 500 units under
construction.

highly sought after
investment vehicle
over the past two or so
years – and given the
fixed rental growth
of 2.75% per annum
and the secure lease
in place, we anticipate

this property to be well
received.
https://goo.gl/7f6YEx

https://goo.gl/0BfhwT

Bunnings Colac on the market
Real estate firm,
CBRE Victorian Retail
Investments is handling the sale of Bunnings Warehouse in
Colac, western Victoria.
Located at 130-138
Bromfield Street, the

6,500sqm property is
secured by a 10-year
net lease to Bunnings.
The big box retailer has
been operating from
the site for two years.
CBRE is selling the
property on behalf of

a local syndicate who
have owned the property since developing
the site in 2011. Justin
Dowers from CBRE
said:
Bunnings Warehouse
assets have been a
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indie update
in this
update:
•start
Business
text has
declined for
WA-based Yokine
Hardware in the
current climate
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WA downturn impacts
hardware stores
A slowdown in the
would last at least
to lack confidence in
building industry and another two years, but the short-term health
retail customers tight- he planned to keep the of the state’s economy,
ening their belts
have left some
independent
hardware stores
in Western Australia struggling.
Yokine Hardware
owner Ian Holdsworth said his
figures for last
month were half
that of April last
year. He told The
West Australian:
We used to
supply a lot to
the building trade, Yokine Hardware is feeling the effects of WA’s downturn
but many of these
builders simply
do not have the
work any more
and that knocks
on to us. We used
to get three or
four semitrailer
loads of cement
delivered in a
month — now we
get just one.
Retail customers
had also curbed
The quarterly Sensis Business Index surveys over 1000 participants
their spending.
Whereas previously people would
business going given
while the longer-term
buy a few extra light
his passion for the
outlook was on the
bulbs or other small
industry.
rise.
items as spares, now
Mr Holdsworth’s com- The latest quarterly
they were buying just ments came amid the
Sensis Business Index
the amount they imrelease of a poll which survey, involving more
mediately needed, Mr
showed WA’s small
than 1000 participants
Holdsworth said.
and medium-sized
across Australia,
He expected the pain businesses continued
found the longer-term
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outlook had risen to its
highest level in more
than six years.
Sensis chief executive John Allan
said businesses
continued to feel
the economy was
in bad shape. But
he said optimism
for a year’s time
had improved
dramatically this
quarter — to its
highest level since
December 2010.
The Sensis
survey found
that the unfavourable business
environment and
falling sales were
the prominent
concerns for less
optimistic small
and medium
businesses. But
for businesses
feeling more
positive, the primary driver was
their positions as
established solid
businesses.
https://goo.gl/
Btv3gI

supplier
big box update
update
Housing has “peaked”
says CSR boss
in this
update:
•start
US business
text
drives profit at
James Hardie

• MTD Products
makes investment in robotic
mowers
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• Adelaide Brighton beleives
infrastrcuture
spending remains strong

• CSR MD believes
market has
“peaked”

In an interview with
the Financial Review,
the managing director
of CSR says residential
construction markets
appear to have peaked.
This led to an almost
12% fall in the company’s shares, as investors concluded the
record profits generated by its core building
products division won’t
be repeated.
But Rob Sindel, who
has been running the
company since early
2011, said there would
still be solid demand
for Gyprock plasterboard, tiles, bricks,
insulation and walling
systems on the eastern
seaboard over the next
year. He said the company is protected from
a downturn in the
high-rise apartment
market because that
only represents 12% of
its customer base.
Mr Sindel predicted
a smooth landing as
the Australian housing
market adjusts from
boom times. He said
that while the highrise apartment market
would continue to slow
down faster than the
detached housing and
low-rise townhouse
type segment, only a
sharp rise in interest
rates for borrowers
would trigger more

serious issues for
the broader market. He told the
Financial Review:
I just can’t see
that happening.
Multi-residential
is the one that
will come off a bit
quicker.
It was important
for housing markets observers to
There will still be solid demand for CSR’s Gyprock products
look more closely
at the health of
different types of
segments in Australia. He said:
It’s actually a
whole series of
sub-markets.
Mr Sindel said
all of the individual businesses
in CSR’s building
products division increased
Gyprock is a major supplier to residential construction markets
their profits over
the past 12 months as
were concerned the
results as perhaps one
they capitalised on
outlook had now
of the reasons for the
the strength of the
dimmed. Mr Sindel said sell-off. He said:
housing sector on
the market had now
The market will deAustralia’s east coast to likely peaked from the cide what the price is.
deliver a record result. record levels of activity CSR’s overall net profThe building prodthat had been happen- it was up 25% to $177.9
ucts arm lifted earning, although there was million for the year
ings before interest
still solid demand for
ending March 31, 2017.
and tax by 21% to
construction products Total revenues were up
$202.8 million for the 12 particularly in Sydney 7% to $2.47 billion.
months ended March
and Melbourne, with
31, 2017. Profit margins Western Australia still
https://goo.gl/KNyedp
in building products
weak.
reached 12.9%, comHe pointed to the
pared with 7.9% five
strong run-up in CSR
years ago.
shares in the few
However investors
weeks before the
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supplier
indie
update
Infrastructure spending still strong
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As Australia’s biggest
cement supplier, Adelaide Brighton, believes
there are at least
three years of strong
demand ahead for its
products on the east
coast, even if house
prices start softening.
Chief executive
Martin Brydon said
that, although housing
approval figures were
slowing from high
levels, there was still
a strong pipeline of
orders in residential
construction for up to
two years, and then
any slack would be
picked up by rising
levels of infrastructure
spending on roads
and other big projects.

He told the Financial
Review:
Certainly the residential pipeline has got a
year or two to run. We
expect to be pretty busy
in all of our products.
Approximately one
third of Adelaide
Brighton’s revenues
from supplying the
residential construction market. Chairman,
Les Hosking, said even
if residential housing
prices did begin to
decrease, it would have
little impact on the
construction market in
the short term.
It’s not immediate.
There are plenty of
housing sites being
developed now where

construction hasn’t
even started.
He pointed to the
Badgerys Creek region
in outer Sydney as a
particular hot spot,
where demand would
be very robust in new
housing construction.
The federal government will oversee the
building of a second
airport for Sydney
there.
Demand for cement
and other products
is also very strong in
Victoria, and Mr Brydon said while some
parts of the Australian
economy were going
through difficult times,
such as retail, the economy overall was able to

navigate through the
shifts fairly well.
Adelaide Brighton expects profits in the first
half of calendar 2017
to be below the same
time last year, because
of one-off restructuring costs and the
relocation of a North
Melbourne plant, even
though sales volumes
will be higher.

But it expects profits
in the second half of
2017 will be stronger
than the same time
last year, despite
electricity costs likely
being $8 million higher
than last year.
https://goo.gl/KAYIY8

MTD Products gets into robotic mowers
network of dealers,”
MTD said in a statement. CEO Rob Moll
said:
Both MTD and Robomow see tremendous
opportunities to grow
our brands through
this merger of our
products and talents.
He said MTD plans
to market Robomow
US outdoor power
were not disclosed. It
technology under the
equipment manufacis expected to close by company’s Cub Cadet
turer, MTD Products
July 2, pending govand WOLF-Garten
has entered into a
ernmental and other
brands.
merger agreement
approvals.
Mr Moll noted that
with F. Robotics AcquiThe transaction will technology “has
sitions, which makes a “combine Robomow’s
already taken hold in
product called Roboindustry-leading tech- Europe, and the marmow, a line of environ- nology and award-win- ket is growing globally
mentally friendly, roning robotic lawn
at a rate of 15% or more
botic residential lawn mowers with MTD’s
annually.”
mowers sold mainly in broader outdoor power If the merger is
Europe.
equipment portfolio
completed, F. RobotTerms of the deal
and extensive global
ics’ operations would

remain headquartered
in Pardesiya, Israel. Its
existing management
team would continue
to lead the company
with support from
MTD’s European,
North American and
Asia-Pacific divisions.
Udi Peless, CEO of F.
Robotics, said:
For the last 22 years
we have been focused
on developing innovative technologies
and leading robotic
mowing products. We
are excited to see this
investment reach its
full potential in the
market via MTD’s
leading brands and
distribution.
MTD already markets
the Cub Cadet RG3,
a robotic mower for
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golf greens. In 2015, it
bought two companies
that strengthened its
technological capabilities: CORE Outdoor
Power, which MTD
says offers motor technology that “provides
greater torque and
efficiency than traditional electric motors
in cordless battery
applications”, and
Precise Path Robotics,
which added the RG3
to MTD’s offerings.
https://goo.gl/Skp4vx

indie
supplier
update
James Hardie posts a rise in
net profit
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Building materials supplier James Hardie has posted
a 13% rise in full- year profit
largely due to strong housing construction in its core
US market.
The company’s bottom-line profits were $371.8
million in the year to March
31, as sales rose 11% to $2.57
billion.
Sales of fibre cement —
the group’s flagship product
— were up 12% in the US.
Housing market activity in
Australia and New Zealand
underpinned a 22% rise
in earnings from its fibre
cement business outside of
the US, including Asia and
the Middle East. In reference to a drop in sales in the
Philippines due to imports
from competitors, chief
executive Louis Gries said:
Asia Pacific had a good
year — the only bump in the
road was the Philippines.
Its Australian operations
were strong, with improvements in volume, price,
costs and the efficiency of
its new cement plant in
Queensland, he said. The
performance of the Australian business is expected

to be steady in the 2017-18
financial year, Mr Gries
added.
Modest growth in the US
housing market is also expected to continue into the
current financial year.
A $51.74 million decrease in
the value of James Hardie’s estimated asbestos
liabilities also boosted the
company’s bottom line.
Claims for mesothelioma, a
cancer caused by asbestos
exposure, were down 6% to
373 in 2016/17. There were
two large mesothelioma settlements worth more than
$1.34 million in the year.
Total claims for all asbestos-related compensation
fell 3% from the prior year
to 557, and the average
settlement dropped 10% in
value. Large claim settlements amounted to $4.4 million. This is down from $13.3
million in the prior year and
significantly lower than the
company’s forecast of $24
million in claims.
https://goo.gl/A5t8Rk

A house in Chantilly, Virginia (USA) using James Hardie fibre cement
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retail update
Amazon makes inroads
in home improvement
in this
update:
• Bunnings website is the most
visited Australian
retail website
• Ruralco posts
record profit

18

• More shoppers
are looking to
Amazon for hardware products

According to research
from One Click Retail,
American shoppers are
increasingly turning to
Amazon to buy tools
and home improvement, outdoor and
sporting goods, and
home appliances.
In the tools and home
improvement category, Amazon had an
overall growth rate
in 2016 of 35% over
the previous year,
compared to the US
domestic market’s
total growth of 6%.
Sales of woodworking items rose 30%,
while sales of garage
storage products
increased 35%.
Nathan Rigby,
vice-president, One
Click Retail, which
specialises in eCommerce data measurement, sales analytics
and search, said:
Though often seen
as an Amazon-proof
industry, the old-fashioned American
hardware store is not
untouchable. Amazon has all the same
advantages in the tools
and home improvement sector that it
has in grocery, beauty
products and health
care – and we’ve seen
plenty of evidence of
those industries feeling
the Amazon Effect. As

more uber-connected
millennials enter home
ownership, Amazon’s
share of this product group, like many
others, will continue
to grow at a disruptive
rate.
In the outdoor and
sporting goods category, Amazon’s 20%

near USD11bn

year-over-year growth
in 2016 was four times
the rate of the overall
market, according to
One Click Retail. Mr
Rigby said:
Amazon understands
that it’s the consumer
driving the company’s
success. The ways they
are innovating new
services and offerings,
they are doing so with
one thing in mind: is
this what the consumer wants?

home improvement
market reached
USD10.9 billion in sales
for the year, according
to NPD’s receipt mining service, Checkout
TrackingSM.
With the exception of
outdoor living, online
sales of each major
segment of the home
improvement market
grew in the 12 months
ending March 2017, and
almost every category
tracked within those
segments experienced
double-digit online
dollar growth.
The fastest growing

E-commerce sales

Global information
company, The NPD
Group also finds that
online sales of home
improvement products
have grown 41% in
the 12 months ending
March 2017.
The e-commerce
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categories last year
were plumbing pipes
and fittings, light bulbs,
and ceiling fans, and
the categories with
the largest online sales
gains were home decor,
light fixtures and
lamps, and rugs. Joe
Derochowski, executive director and home
industry analyst at
NPD, said:
The pace at which
e-commerce is
gaining acceptance
among home improvement consumers emphasises the
need to understand
how consumers are
utilising online and
in-store shopping
options, and how
to make them work
together.
Marketers can
capture the replenishment of commodity
products, like light
bulbs and air filters, by
offering online convenience, but there are
also opportunities to
benefit from consumer showrooming for
bigger ticket items, like
bathtubs and vanities,
with the in-store experience.
NPD’s Checkout
Tracking E-commerce
information illustrates
that the online sales
growth reaches across
a variety of home

retail
update
Record half-year profit for Ruralco
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Ruralco, owner of the
CRT group of independent rural retailers, reported net profit after
tax for the first half of
the year jumped 15% to
$12.4 million, up from
$10.8 million in the previous corresponding
period.
Revenue of $841.4
million was up 4% on
first half 2016.
Ruralco Holdings
managing director
and chief executive
officer Travis Dillon is
pleased with the “core
business” performance
that delivered record
half-year profits on the
back of good seasonal conditions across
regional Australia.
Strong sales growth
in rural merchandise,
fertiliser and crop
protection chemicals,
high average livestock
prices, recovery in
the wool market and
increased real estate
sales volumes at higher
average prices drove
a strong performance
by its rural services
division, Ruralco said.
Gross half-year profit
for the division was
$132.7 million from revenue of $697.1 million
compared to $118.4 mil-

Ruralco owns the CRT group of independent rural retailers
lion from $694.3 million
for the same period
last year, it told the
Australian Securities
Exchange recently.
But while higher than
average rains across
agricultural regions
boosted rural services,
it had the opposite effect on the company’s
water services division.
Gross division profit
slipped $2 million in
the half to $27.5 million
on revenue up from
$96.7 million to $102.3

million.
Geographical concentration of its irrigation
supplies and water
trading businesses in
above average rainfall
areas in the west and
south of the country
contributed to the
impact of the rains,
Ruralco said.
But completed
acquisitions of 14 new
businesses during the
half year – including
Great Northern Rural
Service, Geraldton

(WA) – in key catchment areas and agricultural centres was
expected to diversify
the division’s earnings
base for the future, the
company said.
Company focus in
the second half of the
year will be to optimise operational and
financial performance
of its newly integrated
business acquisitions
and the Ausure Consolidated Brokers joint
venture in its insur-

ance business.
It would also continue to the commercialisation of an unmanned
aviation vehicle (UAV)
with PrecisionHawk
and UAV flight services
expert The Ripper
Group.

number of people entering life stages that
are important to home
improvement categories, from first-time
home-buyers to downsizing empty-nesters,
the industry is in a

prime position to help
consumers today and
develop new shopping
habits that will last for
decades to come.
https://goo.gl/e6pK3G
https://goo.gl/jSFV6k

https://goo.gl/onhOYT

Amazon makes inroads (cont.)
improvement categories and consumer age
groups.
Millennials are a driving force behind this
online growth, with
the younger segment
growing at the fastest

pace, and the older portion accounting for the
largest share of dollar
gains. However, gen X
and the baby boomer
generation are also
very active in online
home improvement

spending, representing
almost two-thirds of
industry sales for the
year. Mr Derochowski
said:
The current demographic changes are
driving increases in the
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indie
update
Bunnings is most visited Australian retail site
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A new study into the visitation of Australian retail websites has seen Bunnings beat JB Hi-Fi for the number one
spot.
The research, by global discount platform Cuponation,
found that Bunnings had 25.58 million hits to its site between January to March 2017. However, when international
sites were added into the mix, Ebay was the clear winner
with 215.38 million hits in the same period.
Amazon came in at second spot, an indication that Aussies
are comfortable with online behemoth.
It follows on from reports that Amazon will “disrupt” traditional retailers such as JB Hi-Fi and Harvey Norman when
it finally arrives in Australia and another study that found
searches for anything “Amazon” in Australia had jumped
93% since July last year. In the research, Cuponation also
noted:
Users from Australia are big consumers of foreign webshops…It’s a big challenge for domestic webshops to keep up
with the foreign ones. The competition is hitting hard and
consumers tend to find alternatives in other markets and
through other e-commerce channels.
The top 10 Aussie sites were the following:
1) Bunnings.com.au: 25.58 million
2) Jbhifi.com.au: 25.06 million
3) Woolworths.com.au: 19.28 million
4) Officeworks.com.au: 15.90 million
5) Coles.com.au: 14.61 million
6) Kmart.com.au: 14.54 million
7) Harveynorman.com.au: 13.99 million
8) Kogan.com: 12.37 million
9) Bigw.com.au: 11.07 million
10) Catchoftheday.com.au: 8.98 million
The top 10 most visited retail sites (when overseas sites are
included):

1) Ebay.com.au: 215.38 million
2) Amazon.com: 62.13 million
3) Ebay.com: 36.11 million
4) Bunnings.com.au: 25.58 million
5) Jbhifi.com.au: 25.06 million
6) Woolworths.com.au: 19.28 million
7) Officeworks.com.au: 15.90 million
8) Coles.com.au: 14.61 million
9) Kmart.com.au: 14.54 million
10) Harveynorman.com.au: 13.99 million
https://goo.gl/sxnWDE
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Australia’s Forgotten
Bathroom Renos
While kitchens may still remain the “king”
of home renovations, there is little doubt that
bathrooms are rapidly catching up. Surveys in
the US and the UK indicate that the two are
coming closer to parity.
A survey based on data collected from the
US National Association of Home Builder’s Remodeling Market Index (RMI) survey, which
measures conditions in the remodelling market, showed that kitchens and bathrooms
topped the remodel list for 2015, with kitchens
hitting 81% and bathrooms 79%.
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Perfect for those
early morning
recoveries from
a hangover.
Bathroom design
trends as outlined
by the UK’s Elle
Decoration Magazine, May 2017

Those numbers are based on home renovation businesses
reporting their most common jobs (goo.gl/ODJydX).
A UK report from MTW Research shows that spending
on bathrooms has increased by GBP230 million over the six
years between 2010 and 2016. UK homeowners are thought to
have renovated some 830,000 bathrooms during 2016
(goo.gl/RNGbyl).
For Australia, the Housing Industry Association (HIA)
paints something of mixed picture of the future for bathrooms overall. It predicts that when it comes to the installation of new bathrooms, these numbers will drop from 441,200
in 2015/16, to 338,900 in 2018/19, a decline of over 23%. This will
occur as new home construction slows, according to the HIA.
However, the decline in new home construction will likely
support an increase in renovation activity. While the HIA
does not forecast renovations, it suggests that the number
of bathroom renovations will continue somewhere around
220,000 a year through 2018/19 (goo.gl/zU59h6).

Beneath the numbers
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While predicted numbers are nice to have, they don’t really
go that far in telling the real story of bathrooms. After a
period of some consolidation in bathroom trends, from 2010
to 2016, HNN is seeing some signs of a more complex market
developing. Rather than being influence by strong market
signals from just a few sources, there are demographic and
cultural differences starting to emerge that will change the
nature of the bathroom industry as we move towards 2020.
Of the trends that we do see emerging, it seems useful to
concentrate on four of them in particular: ageing in place, the
polarisation of the market, and, perhaps the most important,
something that HNN is going to call “design dissonance”.

Ageing in place
The easiest trend to spot, and one which is receiving much
more attention internationally than in Australia, is ageing in
place. The bathroom is a particular focus for the changes that
older Australians need to make to their houses if they continue to live at home and not move to an aged care facility. Falls
are a real health menace for older people. In 2011–12, 96,385
people aged 65 and over were hospitalised for a fall-related
injury in Australia. This is three and a half times as many
people who were 45 to 64 years old, according to statistics collated by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (goo.
gl/2w7kdx).
According to ABS statistics dating back to 1995, falls in the
bathroom are a high risk, especially for men. Some 7.7% of all
falls by men took place when bathing, showering or dressing,
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Forgotten Bathrooms
• Ageing in place, while a potentially good market gets ignored
by most bathroom suppliers and
retailers
• People who do not have DIY
skills or enough funds to hire
trades are simply discarded as a
potential market
• There is an increasing dissonance between bathrooms as
they are described by magazines
and retailers, and the actuality
of the bathrooms that get built
• These signs indicate the industry could be set for a disruption
• Amazon may be one of the disruptive forces

while the number was just 3.3% for women. For both genders,
falls resulting from a slippery surface underfoot were 10.3%
of the total (goo.gl/nL02Iw).
It would be possible at this point to quote from a number
of surveys and studies which indicate that, despite there being solid evidence of the demographic increase in people over
70 years of age (something that will ramp up still further
by the middle of the next decade), and lots of well-meaning
plans and governmental initiatives, there is little evidence
that much has been done to improve house safety for the
elderly.
Beyond these elements — the statistical weight of more
older people, the lack of action, despite good intentions —
there is another factor to consider, which is simply culture.
Many of us have a fixed mental image of what it is to be older,
which can include rapidly declining health, frailty, lack of
mental acuity, and simply not being “with it”.
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The reality of older people today is that there is far more
variety than there once was. Fewer people have lived physically tough lives, more have had good nutrition constantly,
most have received medical care far beyond what was possible a generation ago. Some people certainly do (unfortunately) age according to the expectations of past generations, but
many do not, and it’s quite likely that the “spritely” 75 yearold will become the usual, rather than the exception.
Graeme Hugo writing in a “Policy Brief” for the Australian
Population & Migration Research Centre at the University of
Adelaide in early 2014 put it like this:
The third dimension of population ageing in Australia is one
which is often overlooked and relates to their characteristics.
They are quite different to earlier generations entering the
retirement stage of the life cycle – economically, socially, and
in their values, attitudes and their expectations. This is because
each cohort lives through quite different economic, social
and cultural conditions, they have
different levels of education, world
experience, etc. Baby boomers
will differ in a myriad of ways from
the previous generation of older
people. This will also have a major
impact on the nature of the care and
residential arrangements which they
seek, prefer and can pay for (goo.
gl/1011mC).
In terms of the bathroom industry today and how ageing in
place affects the markets it serves,
it’s possible to see that market as
splitting into two. At one end of
the market — and this is, a little
curiously, the part that seems to

Age in place doesn’t have to be dowdy. Shower provides wheelchair access, bench, handrails, no kerb. Note hand rail behind toilet as well. From Tier 1 Group, Texas. goo.gl/L1QsSc
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get much of the attention — are what we might call the “wise
and well-off elderly”. These are people who, at 65 or 70 years
of age, will go systematically through the house where they
live, and work out what they need to change in order to go
on living there safely for another 20 or 25 years. They get the
kerb removed from the shower (a major source of trip-andfall), the bathroom floor resurfaced with non-skid rubber,
install a walk-in sitting bathtub, put a bench in the shower,
add brighter lights everywhere, and so forth.
For many people, even in the bathroom industry, that is
how they think of ageing in place, and its market potential.
It is well-off couples or individuals who can spend $20,000 to
$40,000 getting their house kitted out for a comfortable life as
an older person.
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Yet these wise and well-off are, without doubt, a smallish
minority, and the real need for ageing in place as it applies to
bathrooms is far more general, more broad, and actually more
urgent. For example, a March 2011 report for the NSW Ageing
Disability and Home Care, Department of Human Services,
entitled “Housing And Independent Living: Environmental
and built factors for maintaining independence in older age”
went around looking at where older people in New South
Wales were living to assess how well those dwellings met
their needs as older people. This is some of what they discovered, just for bathrooms:
• 96% did not have a folding seat in the shower
• 77% did not have a slip-resistant floor surface in the bathroom
• 76% did not have a slip-resistant floor surface in the toilet
• 40% did not have an easy to reach shower tap
• 91% did not have a provision for a grab rail near the toilet
• Additionally, 62% had problems because they did not have
shower or bath grab rails to aid them.
Looking at overall conditions in these homes, the report
states that 27% of them had eight out of a possible 25 potential hazards, and were thus at high risk of causing injury.
This is not a market that needs to go out and spend
$25,000 on kitting up the bathroom to a comfortable standard. Look at the list of things that are wrong: that’s about
$3,500 to maybe $6,000 that needs to be spent. To at the very
least stop a 75 year-old getting a nasty fright and bad bruise,
if not winding up in hospital with a broken limb, with all
the potential health risk that come with being elderly and
bed-ridden, that is not a significant cost.
Now, here is the thing. We’ll be looking at this more closely in the section on polarisation of the market, but go to the
really very well done Bunnings bathroom gallery at: goo.
gl/RQZL5M . There are about 20 bathroom combinations
on display there. Click through them all. Now tell me, how
many grab rails did you see?
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Even accessibility nightmares like over bathtub
showers can be managed with the right fittings

Yeah. None.
That is not in any way a dig at Bunnings. You could look at
any of a half-dozen bathroom companies, and while they may
sell grab rails (and Bunnings not only has an extensive range,
but it also has a video of a lovely older guy showing you how
to go about installing them: https://www.bunnings.com.au/
diy-advice/bathroom/baths-showers-and-toilets/how-to-install-bathroom-grab-rails), it’s not there in the marketing.
You simply are not going to see a bathroom visual display
carousel for bathrooms that lists the Modern Minimalist
Bathroom, the Timeless Allure Bathroom, the Black Vogue
Bathroom, the Pamper Bathroom, and then the Ageing In
Place Bathroom.
And there is a good, solid, sound sensible reason for this.
Really. We all know as retailers that if, say, a thirties-ish
couple were to be browsing through an online bathroom
catalogue, and they came across an image of handrails, nonslip mats and a shower with a folding seat, well, one of them
at least would likely crawl under the bed with a pillow over
their head moaning softly for an hour. For sure.
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This is, very explicitly, a retail problem, in the sense that it
is a bit of an unthinking reflection of some outdated cultural
notions about ageing itself. To be very clear, HNN is not making the kind of argument that if you don’t have doggy doors
specifically designed to accommodate blind, left-handed Beagles, you are somehow discriminating against their owners as
a minority. Not at all.
There is a good, solid market out there. At least for two or
three years, it seems likely that if this market were properly explored, it could bump revenues from bathrooms up by
around a good 3% or so. Yet even the ultimate market rationalist, Bunnings, which declares itself as being always on
the look out for expansion markets everywhere, a company
whose former CEO would declare he wanted to sell toilets to
everybody everywhere without barrier or obstacle, cannot
overcome a cultural bias from the past, and actually overtly
market to old people.
Built into this is also a reflection
of just how fragmented the bathroom industry really is. Compare
it to, for example, the solar power
industry. Solar power went out and
campaigned to get some massive
subsidies from governments to
help cover the cost of solar power
installation in homes, both because
this would be good for the environment, and because it would help
with loading and resilience of the
Excellent web-based gallery of bathrooms from Bunnings, but no accessibility options
urban power grid. Estimates put the
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amount spent by government to subsidise solar roof panels
in Australia for FY 2015/16 at $726 million.
The case for subsidising ageing in place bathroom conversion is potentially much better than that for subsidising solar
power. Increasing medical costs are of prime concern. Those
costs will increase with an ageing population. Spending money on preventative measures in the home to make bathrooms
safer makes every bit as much sense as spending on safety in
the workplace.
Imagine a program where trained assessors could help
home owners determine what alterations need to be made,
then arrange for a 20% to 30% discount on the materials and
labour needed to perform the installation. Politically, looking after pensioners, reducing health care costs, just making
“mum and dad” feel more comfortable, would surely be something of a winner.
Yet it is unlikely to happen. Purely because the bathroom
industry as it has developed is far more competitive than it
is cohesive. There is no effective single voice to speak for the
bathroom retail industry as a whole. It is a massive, wasted
opportunity.

Polarisation of the market
27

In the home improvement/DIY sector, market polarisation
is often masked by failure.
That’s an important statement to make, because of three
major Anglo-based markets, US, UK and Australia, it applies
more to the home improvement market in Australia than the
other two. Can’t DIY? Don’t have the funds to pay for the high
prices tradies charge for the work? Well, then, you are, simply,
no longer part of the market.
Think of it like this: right now, here in Australia, there are
probably (conservatively) 85,000 couples under 35 years old
with no DIY skills that could scrape up $4500 to spend on
either a kitchen or bathroom renovation. That’s a $38 million
market, and almost no one is really catering to it.
Instead, what the bathroom market in particular does, is
to compete over different parts of the middle market. Reece
goes after the higher end of the middle, Bunnings goes after
the lower end, and IKEA flits between the two, offering some
higher end features at the lower end price points. There is
another half-dozen companies that would get allocated different points on that middle spectrum. The upper end of the
market has its own suppliers and sources, most of the international companies that distribute directly through architectural firms and some house designers.
The thing to really think through is this: that little money,
few DIY skills market is just going to get bigger. Job prospects
in Australia, even for those who go through universities, are
not going to get magically better over the next five or six
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years. And we all know that DIY skills are declining through
the general population.
Much of Western Europe (let alone Eastern Europe) has
been in a similar situation for well over a decade. It is almost
normal in many countries to not get a “real”, decent job before
you turn 30, and only then if you’ve managed to find some
work for the six years since you graduated from university.
It was understanding this, and the way in which European
society has developed, that made UK-based home improvement retailer Kingfisher choose to go down a particular path.
When Véronique Laury took over as managing director of
Kingfisher in February 2015, she was, after years of working
for the company, aware of many of its operational inefficiencies, and knew some of what needed to be done to fix that:
fewer SKUs, a centralised IT system, more rational staffing of
various departments.
What she also knew, and a basic fact that everyone in
home improvement should remind themselves of from time
to time, is that if Kingfisher was experiencing slipping sales
revenue (as it was), that would come down to one thing: the
company was not selling things that people wanted to buy.
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Ms Laury’s response to this was to set out and to carefully study the markets where Kingfisher operated — Britain,
France, Ireland, Poland, Russia and elsewhere — to discover
how people lived, and how Kingfisher could help them improve their lives.
What Kingfisher discovered was quite surprising. For
example, Kingfisher found that in France, 39% of home improvers would abandon a bathroom renovation project well
before it was completed. Of course, the comparable number
in Australia is ... well, we don’t know, do we? And that is precisely the point.
Perhaps the best story Ms Laury tells about responding to
the kind of market needs Kingfisher discovered doesn’t have
to do with bathrooms, but with fencing. Kingfisher wanted
to offer some simple fencing solutions for people, fences that
would be so easy to put together that if you could build a
tower in Lego you would probably not have a problem. As
they researched customers’ needs as regards fences they
discovered something very interesting: the majority of customers only had access to their backyards directly through

The customer home improvement journey, as analysed by Kingfisher under Veronique Laury
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their house. In other words, any material they used to repair
a backyard fence would have to be carried through the front
door, down the hallways, probably through a couple of narrow doorways in small rooms, and then out the backdoor.
To quote Ms Laury’s delightful way of describing this:
Another one is the fence that you see here. This is not a
completely new product. It has been developed on the basis
on a product that was existing in France. And that was highly
successful, but not democratic at all. So you will have different
components: you have aluminum, you have wood, you have
composite, you have glass, you have those kind of decorative
panels. And you can assemble all of that.
One of the things we learnt from our deep customer insight,
as an example, in most people who have a garden, they don’t
have any way to go on the site. When they have to do things
in your garden they have to go through the house. And when
you are doing fencing, I promise you that going through your
house with those big fencing is not easy. This one is completely disassemble, and you can put it in your car and easily
go through your home with those parts. So, this is the kind of
things that we do. This is how we are going to bring some new
stuff to people in every of our markets.
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That wasn’t an insight any other home improvement
retailer had come across before. It meant that in designing
these easy-to-build fences, Kingfisher would need to design
them with smaller components that could be easily carried
through a small house.
Kingfisher has spent about 18 months now beginning to design and build a whole new kind of bathroom system, based
on this research, and the kind of concerns it discovered about
fencing. The goal of these systems is to embrace the needs of
home improvers who have been at least partially forgotten by
most home improvement retailers. The
systems will be easy to design, easy and
inexpensive to install, and adaptable
to the very small bathrooms that most
houses throughout Europe have.
Nobody is doing anything like that
in Australia. The market is not polarising here around people who have
enough money to buy more expensive
fittings, and those that are happy to find
something that works, that looks nice,
and that is easy to install and repair.
In Australia, the real polarisation is
between people who can do bathroom
renovations because they possess the
right combination of money and skills,
and those who can’t do bathroom renovations.
It’s another lost opportunity.

The helper ecosystem that Kingfisher sees as a major contributor to getting home
improvement done
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Design dissonance
“Design dissonance” is a term we are borrowing from the
world of systems design in technology. Perhaps the best definition is this:
Design dissonance occurs when a product or service sends
out cognitive signals that run counter to the desired effect.
What is being pointed to here is that design does a number
of things. It should facilitate the use of whatever is being
designed — of course. It should also, perhaps, unfacilitate
a bad or unsafe use of what is being used. For example, the
safety button on a power tool trigger makes it a little harder
to use, but it makes it really hard to use it in an unsafe way,
by accidentally starting it up.
The other main function of design is to contain and communicate a narrative about the things that have been designed. When we purchase an object or simply go to use it, we
might have no or just very little experience with that particular object, so we look at its design in an effort to determine
how it might perform.
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Of course, this opens up the way for profitable miscommunications as well. A typical one is buying some product in a
box, then opening up the box to discover that it is half-empty.
The design of the box should have accurately described size
or quantity, and instead it has been deceptive.
Between those two extremes — design that accurately
describes an object, and design that misleads — is an area
where design can be somewhat ambiguous. The guy who
buys a simple family sedan, but chooses the option to have
racing stripes on it isn’t being fooled into thinking the car is
faster than it is. Rather he is expressing something that is aspirational. Either he wishes he could own a sports car instead
of a family sedan, or that he could afford a faster car.
A lot of retail has a high component of the aspirational
attached to it. While there is certainly a place for that, from time
to time the aspirational begins
to overwhelm the basic reality of
whatever is being sold. The situation often seems to become one
of people buying half-imaginary
products for half-imaginary uses.
At least a part of the Australian
bathroom industry seems to be
developing toward this. In particular, looking through most of the
home design magazines available
today, it can be difficult to know
what exactly it is they are describing, or, really, why. Take this sample
of text from a picture caption in

While Real Living is generally a good design magazine, even it falls down when it comes
to bathrooms. From Real Living, April 2017
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Real Living (ironically) magazine:
A whirlpool bath (left) with matt black tapware sits among the
urban jungle housed in an atrium. Dual sinks and round mirrors (above) provide a contrast to the grid design of the tiling.
The greenery of the atrium (right) is complemented indoors
with a small flowerbed of grasses that provide a handy border
to hide the loo.
It’s a bathroom with a skylight, and underneath the skylight is a glass box with a couple of plants and a bunch of
rocks. This sits between the bathtub and the shower. (“Among
the urban jungle”? Really? You can just imagine saying to a
designer, “I desire an urban jungle to be among”.)
What is just as interesting as the words, is the way the
bathroom is portrayed in images in the magazine. There
are four pages of content, spread out over six pages in the
magazine (due to ad pages), consisting of three double-page
spreads. The images on the first of these two spreads are a
little confusing and disorienting, in that they make it hard
to get a sense of this bathroom. It is only on the final spread
that a clear, overall picture of the bathroom is shown — making possible the rather simple description we’ve provided
above.
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What is clear is that the magazine is taking something
of a cinematic approach to the architecture it describes. It’s
not designed, as the magazine in other ways suggests it is, to
provide a clear overview of what is going on with this design
so as to aid other designers. Instead it is designed to dazzle
the eye, to introduce a narrative experience that has to do
with “jungles”, geometry, and secrets somehow concealed in a
small brightly lit room that is wall-to-wall white tiles.
Often when we venture into territory such as this, HNN
falls back on finding some actual practitioners in the real
world of whatever it is, the people who actually put things
together. When it comes to bathrooms, and what people are
really doing, we fell back on Klaus Tietz. Mr Tietz was, once
upon a time, a hardware retailer, but swapped over for the
other side of the counter and became a specialist in bathroom renovations for the past 15 years.
His company, Bermagui Bathrooms, did most of its work
in Canberra, but he has recently moved location to the south
coast of New South Wales.
We began our discussion by asking Mr Tietz what recent
trends he had noticed.
Most of my clients are tending to keep things simple. Unlike
glossy magazine designs, most bathrooms are quite small and
the aim is to utilise the available space.
I’m seeing spa baths are less common and in most cases I’m
removing them instead of installing them . When it comes to
tiles, people are tending to use neutral colours. White wall tiles
with a charcoal coloured floor tile seems to be quite popular.
Tiling to the ceiling is preferred rather just half way up the
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walls. White never dates and coloured towels along with
chrome tap fittings can change the theme of the bathroom
quite simply.

Also the semi-frameless shower screen is popular over the
fully framed shower screen, and where possible (provided
there is enough room), an open shower with single toughened
glass panel. Shower bases are less common because they can
fade and scratch over time so a tiled-in shower base, with no
shower hob, is the preferred option.

Look, actual information! Things you can understand, and
maybe use.
HNN then asked Mr Tietz what changes he had seen over
the past five years.
I’ve noticed over the past 5 years that the use of a vertical
mosaic feature tile strip in the middle of the shower or bathroom is now dated. A trend seems to be emerging to run the
floor tiles up one wall as a feature. This also gives the illusion
of a big room. White rectangular wall tiles 300mm by 600mm
when run vertically can make a small bathroom look much
bigger.
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This issue of the space and the appearance of space is evidently one of some concern for many of Mr Tietz’s customers. As he points out, increasing the actual physical size of a
bathroom is a major renovation, so most of his customers try
to find alternatives.
There are a few ways of making the existing bathroom space
look and feel larger. One of those is to change the bathroom
layout/configuration, also tile colour and orientation play a big
factor. Installing a sliding door cavity where possible will give
more room for a larger vanity and a shower. In cases where the
shower is over the bath we can remove the bath tub allowing
space for a bigger shower, this can make a big difference in
making the room look bigger.
What about the classic bath/no bath debate? we asked Mr
Tietz.
Most people generally prefer to keep the bath but when we
work out that on average they only use the bath four times a
year, they all seem to agree that they can live without it. Unless, of course, it is a family with small children.
One topic we were really interested in was whether people
were spending up on things like shower fittings.
I’m finding that if the property is an investment property, they
will tend to use the cheaper brands. If the property is their own
residence, they generally spend more on good quality shower
fittings.
The cheaper shower fittings tend to deteriorate much quicker
especially in the coastal regions where I’m currently working.
A sign of this is pitting in the plating of the cheaper chrome
fittings. Spending money on a better quality fitting means it
will last much longer and will keep the bathroom looking good
in years to come.
We were also interested in whether people, once a drought
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has passed, would continue to invest in water conservation
measures.
Yes, people are more water conscious these days than ever
before. All modern tapware now has a WELS rating (Water Efficiency Labelling Standard) which measures the water efficiency of a shower head, tap or toilet. Using a zero to six star rating
allows a quick comparison. The more stars the higher efficiency much like an energy rating of a fridge or freezer.
Finally, with so many new waterproofing products for
bathrooms on the market, we wondered if Mr Tietz had tried
anything new out.
I’ve seen many attempts at waterproofing using different
methods. In most cases they have failed, especially in the older bathrooms, because the products we have today were not
available back then. The most important part of a bathroom
renovation is the correct installation of the waterproofing system. The consequences of failure of the waterproofing membrane can be very costly. I suggest that this task should only be
done by a qualified, licensed tradesperson.
So, that is the real world of bathroom renovation. Small
rooms that have to be carefully handled, white still works,
dark floor tiles, possibly going up the wall, fully tiled treatments, spend more on bathroom fittings if you want them to
last, and buy high water efficiency gear because people value
that.
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Analysis
If we put these three things together — almost ignoring
the (profitable) ageing in place market, polarising the market to such an extent that aspirants are denied a place, and
the invention of fantasy products to serve imaginary needs
— there is only one conclusion that can be reached: this is
a market that is very ripe for disruption. By “disruption” we
mean the classic business case put forward by Harvard professor Clayton Christensen in his classic work “The Innovator’s Dilemma”.
This is how Dr Christensen explains the process:
As companies tend to innovate faster than their customers’
needs evolve, most organisations eventually end up producing products or services that are actually too sophisticated, too
expensive, and too complicated for many customers in their
market.
Companies pursue these “sustaining innovations” at the higher tiers of their markets because this is what has historically
helped them succeed: by charging the highest prices to their
most demanding and sophisticated customers at the top of
the market, companies will achieve the greatest profitability.
However, by doing so, companies unwittingly open the door
to “disruptive innovations” at the bottom of the market. An
innovation that is disruptive allows a whole new population of
consumers at the bottom of a market access to a product or
service that was historically only accessible to consumers with
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a lot of money or a lot of skill.

Perhaps the clearest sign that this disruption exists as a
potential is that the company that has in the past been the
hardware industry’s disruptor par excellance, Bunnings, finds
itself on the wrong side of the equation in this case. It’s not
quite as far into the imaginary as, say, Reece, and its options
are certainly more basic and less expensive. In the end, Bunnings has had little choice than to follow the market in this
case, because to do otherwise would involve not only all the
hard work that Kingfisher in the UK is putting in, but also
the violation of some of the basic principles that Bunnings
has adhered to since 2002: simplicity at all costs, and do not
go into vertical products. The message the bathroom sector
may be sending to Bunnings is that even great, successful
strategies eventually cannot be stretched to fit all market
circumstances.
While it is possible to see the potential for disruption, is it
likely that this will occur? Five years ago, even if the circumstances were the same, the answer would be a pretty clear
“no”. Today that is a little less certain. The reason for that can
be summarised in one, single world: Amazon.
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Amazon is coming to Australia. It’s not well understood,
but Amazon has been a considerable disruptor in some markets. One of the best known is in the world of the seemingly
endless cables that are required these days for computers.
Amazon realised at one stage that suppliers were getting
away with incredible margins on cheap connections, and
launched its own line of cables, AmazonBasics, radically
undercutting the market. A typical deal? A one-metre USB to
micro-USB cable for USD8.00. Well, actually, that price is for
three of those cables. That’s how cheap they go.
Of course, it does seem unlikely that Amazon would launch
itself full-scale into bathroom fittings in an effort to disrupt
that market. But that is really not the point. One of the aspects of Amazon that most commentators in Australia have
simply not understood is that the goods
sold directly by Amazon are only a small
part of the Amazon picture, and much
of the real effect on Australian retail is
going to come from its secondary sales.
Amazon is every bit as much an enabler
of ecommerce for other companies as it
is an ecommerce company itself.
Suppose, for example, that you are
today a small bathroom fixtures and
furniture company somewhere in Australia, and you have developed a unique
suite of products, perhaps made out of
sturdy, waterproofed cardboard-like
construction, that would mean that
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someone with $2000 to spend could make a real difference to
their bathroom. How do you market that? None of the regular channels are going to want to have anything to do with
you, precisely because it might disrupt some of their existing
product lines. You can set up a website and sell online, but
that means having to attract traffic, which means publicity,
search engine optimisation and so forth.
Or you could, you know, agree to sell through the Amazon
website as a supplier. Instantly, you have access to a vast
audience. You have great design for displaying your products,
customer reviews, great SEO, and, most importantly, your
product is suddenly showing up on searches of Amazon products, effectively reaching the exact audience you need.
Three years, give or take. And we’ll be looking at quite a
different market for bathrooms.
Tick, tick, tick.
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Ace same store sales
dip in Q1
in this
update:
• Reliance
start
text Worldwide is buying
Holdrite

• The National
Hardware Show
in Las Vegas is
over for another
year
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• Sears has been
sued by a small
tool maker
• Home Depot is
opening stores
again

• Lowe’s is getting
into the maintenace and repair
segment
• Q1 sales dip for
Ace Hardware

Ace Hardware reported an increase in
net income and a dip
in comparable store
sales during the first
quarter. In this quarter,
the retail co-operative
posted net income
of USD28.3 million
versus USD26.1 million
in the period a year
prior. This represents
an increase of USD2.2
million or 8.4%.
The company noted
that comparable store
sales reported by the
approximately 3,000
Ace retailers who share
daily retail sales data
decreased by 0.2%
versus the same period
a year before. The company stated the slight
decline resulted from
lower customer traffic.
Retail revenues from
Ace Retail Holdings
(ie. corporate-owned
stores) were USD52million in the first
quarter of 2017. This
was an increase of
USD1.4 million, or 2.8%,
from the first quarter
of 2016. The increase
was the result of new
retail stores that have
been added from the
previous corresponding period (pcp).
Within these stores,
same store sales decreased 3% compared
to the first quarter of
2016.
Overall revenues

were USD1.24 billion,
an increase of $1.4
million or up 0.1% from
the pcp.
Wholesale revenue
was flat with the year
earlier at USD1.19
billion while retail
revenue increased to
USD52 million from
USD50.6 million.
Operating income was
USD31.2 million versus
USD28.8 million in the
period a year previous.
Ace added 16 new
domestic stores in
first quarter of 2017
and cancelled 21
stores. This brought
the company’s total

domestic store count
to 4,358 at the end of
the first quarter of 2017,
an increase of 56 stores
from the first quarter
of 2016.
On an international level, Ace added
30 stores in the first
quarter of 2017 and
cancelled 21, bringing
the worldwide store
count to 5,003 at the
end of the first quarter
of 2017.
John Venhuizen, Ace
president and CEO,
said:
I’m delighted to report
an 8.4% increase in
net income, a double
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digit jump in accrued
patronage dividends
for our owners and surpassing a global store
count of 5,000 stores
in the quarter. While
revenue improved, our
increase fell short of
our expectations. And
despite the obvious
temptation, I’ll resist
pinning the blame on
the less than favourable weather.
https://goo.gl/dKsX27

usa
update
Lowe’s buys maintenance company
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Lowe’s Home Improvement said it has
agreed to buy two
companies that sell
products to apartment
building managers
and owners, in moves
aimed at diversifying
its business beyond
DIY homeowners.
The retailer said it
would pay USD512 million for Maintenance
Supply Headquarters,
which sells appliances,
flooring, lighting and
other supplies primarily to apartment
complexes.
Lowe’s said that in
November it bought
Central Wholesalers,
an apartment supplier.
The two firms primarily serve owners
and managers of rental

properties and other
multifamily buildings.
Lowe’s has been
working to make itself
a go-to source for professional customers,
such as contractors,
who regularly place
bigger orders than the
average customer. Pros
make up a relatively
small portion of Lowe’s
shopper base, but the
company has said the
pro business is growing faster than the DIY
home improvement
market.
The surge of apartment building development all over the US
presents a particularly
large opportunity for
the company’s pro customer business. Richard Maltsbarger, Lowe’s

chief development
officer and president of
international, told the
Charlotte Observer:
With the growth of
multifamily (construction) that has occurred
over the last decade, as
well as what will occur
going forward, it gives
us a great chance to access the more than 30%
of Americans who rent
their place of residence.

figure fell short of
analyst expectations
of USD19.5 billion,
according to Thomson
Reuters data.
Comparable sales
First quarter
increased comparesults
ny-wide by 1.9% and
by 2% in the US. It had
Lowe’s recently
Q1 earnings of USD602
reported that net sales million, compared to
increased 10.7% to
net earnings of USD884
USD16.9 billion in the
million in the pcp.
first quarter compared Robert Niblock, Lowe’s
with the previous
chairman, president
corresponding period
and CEO, said in a
(pcp). However, that
statement:

A solid macroeconomic backdrop, combined
with our project
expertise, drove above
average performance
in indoor projects.
We also continued to
advance our sales to
pro customers, delivering another quarter
of comparable sales
growth well above the
company average.
https://goo.gl/LkI9Uk
https://goo.gl/IXPsb9

Home Depot building stores again – slowly

Big box retailer Home
Depot is adding six
stores this year, resuming modest expansion
as it continues to
outpace the troubled
US retail sector. “We
haven’t opened a US
store since 2013,” chief
financial officer Carol
Tome told the Atlanta
Journal Constitution

(AJC).
Three of the new
stores are in the US
— locations in Florida
and Texas are already
open, while another is
planned in Louisiana.
Ms Tome spoke with
the AJC after Home
Depot reported that
sales rose 4.5% to
USD23.9% in the com-

pany’s first quarter.
The company virtually froze expansion
during the housing
crash and recession,
trimming costs and
avoiding the kind of
over-reach and painful
retreat suffered by
many retailers.
Now, Home Depot
still won’t build and
open a new store unless number-crunching
warrants the investment, Ms Tome said.
In assessing sites,
the company looks
at data including the
number of households
in the area, the average
spending of those
households and the

presence – or absence
– of competitors like
Lowe’s, Ms Tome said.
There’s a lot of math
[involved].
But the math says
there are still areas
where Home Depot
sees a “void”, a spot
where an extension
of the big box brand
would do well. Ms
Tome said:
There aren’t many of
those voids, but there
are a few.
Despite adding only
a handful of stores,
Home Depot has
steadily grown revenue
for the past several
years.
Home Depot recently
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reported that its sales
per square foot of store
space had climbed 4.6%
from a year ago. Yet by
that measure Home
Depot is still well
below its most efficient
year of 1999, Ms Tome
said.
I want to get back
to that peak. We have
to just continue to do
what we do.
Company officials
said they expect to end
2017 with sales about
4.6% higher than last
year.
https://goo.gl/4Ns3H0

usa
update
Jury rules for small tool maker
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Almost five years
after suing Sears Holdings for knocking off
its wrench invention, a
company based in the
Chicago suburbs has
prevailed. A jury in a
US District Court in
Chicago has ruled that
Sears and tool supplier
Apex Tools willfully infringed on the patents
of LoggerHead Tools,
awarding it USD6 million in damages.
Dan Brown Sr. and
his son, Dan Jr., run
LoggerHead together. The company’s
main product is the
Bionic Wrench, which
the elder Mr Brown
invented after watching his then-teenager
struggle to loosen nuts
on a lawnmower with
pliers.
The creation, which
adjusts like pliers but
grips like a wrench,
was an immediate
hit when it debuted
in 2005. The Bionic
Wrench sold almost
10,000 units during
the opening minutes
of its debut on QVC,
the home shopping
network, and flew off
shelves at Sears and
Ace Hardware. The
product was also honoured by the Chicago
Innovation Awards in
2006. Its success did
not go unnoticed.
In 2012, a LoggerHead
customer approached
Dan Sr. and mentioned
that he’d seen a Bionic
Wrench at Sears — but
instead of the tool’s

trademark green
packaging and accents,
this one had a red-andblack motif affiliated
with Sears’ Craftsman
brand. Was LoggerHead now making
private-label wrenches
for Craftsman, the
customer asked? It was
not.
The real Bionic
Wrench, which is manufactured in the US,
costs USD24.99. The
knockoff, called the
MaxAxess was made
in China by Apex, and
cost USD11.99 at Sears.
In addition to violating Dan Sr.’s patent, the
MaxAxess also threatened LoggerHead’s
business model. Dan
Brown Jr told Chicago
Business:
We only sell patented products. Because
they’re patented, we
think we can get a value-added price, which
allows us to pay more
to manufacture in the
US.
There was no way
LoggerHead could stay
in business by halving
its price.
Of course, suing not
one but two corporate
behemoths is a daunting task for a small
business. Sears booked
USD22.1 billion in sales
in 2016. Apex was purchased by Bain Capital
in 2013 for an estimated USD1.6 billion.
LoggerHead, which
has sold about two
million wrenches since
2005, isn’t quite in the

same league.
Dan Jr. said:
We knew we
had strong
intellectual
property, but we
also knew this
was going to be
a David vs. Goliath battle and
that getting to a
jury trial would
be difficult.
The Browns
The Bionic Wrench by LoggerHead Tools
spent a lot on
five years of legal
the retailer by changlawsuit against Sears
costs, according to Dan ing the terms of its
“as they seek to embarJr. In the end, though, supplier agreement or rass us in the media to
he said both he and his threatening to cancel
force us to let them out
father are thrilled with its contract with Sears of their contract. But
the result.
altogether.
Sears has nothing to be
Sears noted that
One World Technolo- embarrassed about —
the court previously
gies is a subsidiary of
we have lived up to our
dismissed LoggerChina-based Techtron- word under our conhead’s fraud claims and ic Industries that man- tract, and we will take
that the retailer was
ufactures power tools the appropriate legal
defended and indemand other products
action to protect our
nified by Apex on the
under the Craftsman
rights and ensure that
patent claim. Nonethe- brand.
One World honours
less, the company said
The lawsuit claims
their contract.”
in a statement that it
that the tool vendor
Mr Lampert said
was “disappointed in
threatened to cancel
Sears had helped One
the jury’s finding”.
its contract with Sears World “build a formidabecause of concerns
ble presence in the tool
Suing and being
about the retailer’s
industry” over their
sued
financial stability
nine-year relationship.
unless Sears agreed
He said Sears had paid
Sears is also suing a
to cut back its orders,
the company more
major tool vendor that the Chicago Tribune
than USD868 million
it says refused to hon- reported.
since 2007.
our its contract with
Sears says it has
https://goo.gl/8QgUthe retailer. The lawalways paid its suppli- dO
suit follows on from
ers on time and claims
the threats that Sears One World Technolohttps://goo.gl/WsCEO Eddie Lampert
gies is trying to take
kVLF
made in a blog post
advantage of negative
recently.
rumours and media
Mr Lampert said One reports about Sears’
World Technologies
viability to change the
was trying to “embarterms of its contract.
rass” Sears and “take
Mr Lampert said One
unfair advantage” of
World planned to file a
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2017 National Hardware Show
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Organisers of the National Hardware Show
in Las Vegas, Nevada
(USA) said that over
30,000 industry professionals, including more
than 2,600 exhibitors,
attended this year’s
event.
New Product Launch
and Inventors Spotlight were once again
popular areas to find
up-and-coming products. One product that
attracted attention was
the Snapatite, a plastic
multi-use utensil that
includes a spoon,
fork, knife and bottle
opener.
First-time exhibitor,
Monkey Rung is a
ladder accessory tool
that can connect on
just about any type of
ladder.
The NRHA Village

Stage stayed busy with
a number of speakers that discussed a
variety of topics. The
keynote speaker on
the first day was Dr Kit
Yarrow, with “Decoding
the New
Consumer
Mind”. Her
presentation is
based on
a book of
the same
name,
which discusses how
consumers have
changed their shopping habits over the
years. Dr Yarrow said:
The No. 1 thing
customers say they
want is omnichannel
retailing. Customers
say they prefer to go
to a store, but it’s just
so complicated to get

there. Bring technology
into the store to help
customers understand
what they are about
to buy.
The second day’s keynote speaker was retail

things easy for customers. Provide easy
checkouts and fast returns, and make it easy
for customers to find
things in your store.
Make sure to provide
that human
connection-you win
in this area,
and you have
an advantage no one
can touch.
Caribou
expert Mary Walter
Jack’s Trading Co. in
with “Your Remarkable Soda Springs, Idaho,
Service Advantage”.
was announced as the
She spoke about how
winner of the Reimagindependent retailers ine Retail program,
can set themselves
which is sponsored by
apart through perthe National Hardsonalised customer
ware Show. It will give
service. Ms Walter said: owner Robert Lau and
Protect yourself
his staff USD100,000
by exploiting your
to build an in-store
local knowledge. Make cafe, where they can

host in-store BBQs
and cooking events,
and provide a space
for locals to use at no
charge.
The North American Retail Hardware
Association (NRHA)
recognised its Young
Retailer of the Year
honourees the night
before the show
opened. These innovative retailers are 35
years old and younger
and are helping grow
their businesses, continuing their hardware
education and contributing to their local
communities.
https://goo.gl/qpWP7m

Reliance is acquiring Holdrite
growth in the
past three years
and remains a
market leader
in many of its
product categories. The acquisition also offers
additional R&D
and innovation
capability.
The transaction provides
Reliance Worldwide
Securus, trading as
the existing Reliance
Corp (RWC) has diver- Holdrite, for USD92.5
business with a strong
sified its business with million. The deal will
foundation in the
an acquisition that
be funded by debt and North American new
exposes it to the North completion is expected construction market
American new conby end of June.
and the means to grow
struction market. The
Holdrite has genersales of EvoPex and
company will purchase ated over 20% revenue SharkBite 2XL. Con-

versely, the company’s
experience in retail
distribution should
support future growth
for Holdrite products
through this channel.
Holdrite provides engineered products and
services such as water
heater accessories,
fittings restraints, fire
stop systems, secondary pipe support and
acoustic isolation to
plumbers and contractors.
Over 98% of the
product sales are in the
US and Canada, largely
through wholesale
distributors. Holdrite
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has a manufacturing
facility in Tennessee
and distribution centres in Tennessee and
Nevada.
Holdrite currently
generates a small portion of sales through
The Home Depot and
Lowe’s and there may
be scope for Reliance
to expand its presence
with both retailers.
https://goo.gl/QBtkUi

europe update
Slower LFL sales at
Kingfisher in Q1
in this
update:
•start
Toolstation
text
ranked highly
for customer
satisfaction

• Officeworks exec
will become
Hombase boss
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• First quarter
like-for-like sales
slow as corporarte renovation
continues

Home improvement
big box retailer Kingfisher reported solid
UK growth for the first
quarter of its financial
year, but total like-forlike (LFL) sales were
dragged down by continued weaker sales in
France and disruption
from its own restructuring plans.
Total group sales in
the three months to 30
April of GBP2.86 billion
were up 5% on the previous corresponding
period (pcp) but down
0.6% on a LFL (like-forlike) basis at constant
currency rates.
This compared to a
fourth quarter that
saw 0.7% group LFL
growth and a first
quarter last year where
LFL sales increased
2.3%.
UK and Irish sales
were up 1.5% to GBP1.27
billion and up 3.5% on
a LFL basis, with B&Q
up 0.5% and Screwfix
up 12.6%.
French sales from the
Castorama and Brico
Depot chains rose 3.8%
on a reported basis to
GBP1.09 billion, but
LFL constant currency
sales were down 5.5%.
Other European
operations saw sales
leap 18.4% to GBP0.51
billion, up 0.7% LFL at
constant currencies,
entirely from growth

in Poland, with Russia
and Spain still negative.
Chief executive Véronique Laury, architect
of the One Kingfisher
transformation plan,
said the business re-

launching first.
Ms Laury is planning
to unify 20% of product ranges compared to
the 4% last year, before
gearing up for unifying
55% next year. Around
a quarter of space

Mazauric as its new
CEO of B&Q.
Mr Mazauric, who
has been with Kingfisher for over 16 years,
was previously the financial director at B&Q
and currently runs its

Inside the B&Q Nottingham store. Photo credit: Clear Retail, Pintrest
mained on track amid
her sizeable piece of
corporate DIY.
We are experiencing
some business disruption given the volume
of change, as we clear
old ranges, remerchandise new ranges and
continue the roll out of
our unified IT platform.
However, we are on
track to deliver our
Year 2 strategic milestones. Early customer
reaction to our new
ranges is encouraging,
especially in France
where our new unique
bathroom ranges are

in-store is expected to
be disrupted this year,
up from 3% in FY 2017
from range changes.
Online sales should
benefit from adoption
of a new IT platform,
which is now live in
nearly a third of Castorama France stores,
which Ms Laury said
will enable the building of a much stronger
digital offer.

New B&Q boss
Kingsfisher has also
confirmed the appointment of Christian
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sister company Brico
Depot in Romania.
In taking over the
role, Mr Mazauric
replaces former B&Q
boss Michael Loeve
who left earlier this
year to become the
head of Danish discount supermarket
Netto.
https://goo.gl/PDTYbV
https://goo.gl/PGBtok

europe
update
Toolstation tops customer satisfaction poll
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UK DIY store Toolstation has beaten department store Harvey
Nichols and hi-tech
retailer Apple, and 98
others, in a survey of
customer satisfaction
and how likely consumers were to recommend the retailer.
Toolstation finished
joint-top with Richer
Sounds, a British home
entertainment retailer,
in the annual Which?
magazine consumer
survey. It finished
joint-top for the second year in a row after
sharing the crown
with department store
chain John Lewis in
2016.
The joint-winners
both achieved a cus-

tomer score – based on
satisfaction and likelihood of recommendation – of 80% in the
poll of 10,214 consumers asked about their
shopping experiences
at 100 retailers over the
past six months.
The DIY firm’s parent company, Travis
Perkins, reported an
increase in its retail
sales of 4.4% in its
first quarter for 2017.
Which? editor Richard
Headland told the
Daily Mail:
The best retailers,
Richer Sounds and
Toolstation, continue
to strike the right balance by selling quality
products at reasonable
prices. It’s a simple

formula, but that’s why
they consistently score
well with shoppers in
the Which? survey.
Toolstation marketing director John
Meaden said:

We are delighted
ahead of some great
that our customers
names.
have spoken highly of
their experience when
https://goo.gl/alRpKl
buying from us and are
pleased to be named
joint top of the survey

Management move at BUKI
Officeworks executive David Haydon has
been named trading
and commercial manager of Homebase, in
Wesfarmers’ Bunnings
UK and Ireland division (BUKI). Stationery
News reports that he
was widely tipped to

succeed Mark Ward as
managing director of
Officeworks,
Mr Haydon joined Officeworks in 2013 as its
director of merchandise, marketing, supply
chain, store development and e-commerce.
He is credited with

David Haydon is moving from Officewors to BUKI

rejuvenating the
Officeworks product
range, driving its “every
channel” strategy, and
turning it into one of
Wesfarmers’ fastgrowth businesses.
Mr Haydon will
bring to his new role
a solid background in
hardware, having held
senior roles for leading
British hardware
chains B&Q and Wickes, both of which are
now competitors with
Bunnings as it ramps
up its store network
through Britain and
Ireland.
Mr Haydon will join
the Bunnings UK
leadership team in

late June, reporting
to BUKI managing
director Peter Davis.
He will also sit on the
company’s steering
committee.
Before joining Officeworks, Mr Haydon
was commercial and
marketing director for
Kingfisher’s international businesses,
overseeing commercial
and marketing strategies for China, Poland,
Russia and Turkey.
At B&Q he was
director of trading and
commercial strategy,
and has worked at
other large retailers
including Wickes and
Superdrug.
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Mr Haydon’s move to
Bunnings UK follows
the recent announcement by Wesfarmers
that it has shelved
plans for an initial
public offering for Officeworks It is believed
Mr Haydon’s decision
to leave was a personal
one and not linked to
the decision to pull
the plug on a float for
Officeworks.
https://goo.gl/
pBOsvw
https://goo.gl/dosRrd

news
App helps makes DIY
modifications for disabled
in this
update:
• Lady tradies get
support in the
ACT
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• Homes can be
adapted for the
disabled and
elderly through
DIY projects with
a new app

Stores dedicated to
accessible home features remains a niche
market in Australia.
And this poses a problem for making homes
accessible for those
with a disability and
for older Australians.
To cater to this growing need, academic
researchers developed
a new app – DIYmodify – to encourage
these modifications.
The app was funded
by the Department of
Family and Community Services.
The aim is to keep
Australians in their
homes and out of care
for longer.
With the 65 to 84 age
demographic expected
to double in size from
2010 to 2050, modifying homes is one of
Australia’s big challenges.
While many older
Australians move into
nursing homes or
downsize into smaller accommodation,
experts encourage
Australians to modify
their homes to suit
their needs.
The reasoning
behind this is straightforward. UNSW
associate professor
and director of the
Home Modifications
Information Clear-

inghouse Catherine
Bridge said many
would prefer to stay
in their homes and
some would find it
difficult to move. Dr
Bridge told Domain:
If I could wave a
magic wand and
make all new housing accessible, it’d
still only be 2% of the
housing stock each
year.
Already, more than
15,000 DIY home
modifications for
this purpose are
undertaken annually in NSW by those
with a disability or
who are older, with
the figure growing
dramatically.
DIY modifications
such as ramps and
handrails could make
current homes appropriate for longer.
Analysing consumer
sales data from Bunnings for grab rails,
handrails, hand-held
showers, shower infills
and ramps, they found
year-on-year growth
in home modification
activity on this indicator, Dr Bridge said.
In the 2011 to 2013
years of data analysed there was a 50%
growth in people
buying these items.
In a separate study
by UNSW, which inter-

viewed 150 people who
had undertaken home
modifications because
of disability or old
age, they found a 42%
reduction in required
care and a large increase in their quality
of life. Dr Bridge said:
Home modifications
can postpone going to
a nursing home by five
to 10 years.
Disability Services
Minister Ray Williams
said the app was the
first of its kind and
“replicates the goals
of the NDIS [National
Disability Insurance
Scheme], empowering
people with disability
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to live life their way”.
This could help with
the provision of suitable housing outside
NDIS housing, which
currently provides
specialist disability
housing to 6% of
those involved in the
scheme.
https://goo.gl/tuvEi9

news
ACT budget backs lady tradies
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ing minister Meegan
Fitzharris is confident
will create real change.
She told the Canberra
Times:
This funding aims
to address barriers
experienced by women
seeking to enter trades
that are traditionally
male dominated. The
proportion of women who commenced
a traditional trade
apprenticeship in 2015
was 3%. Promoting
female participation
in traditionally male
dominated trades will
improve workplace
equity and strengthen
Higher education and training minister Meegan Fitzharris
different industries
through greater female
A million dollar ACT Skills Canberra to
representation.
budget announcement develop upskilling and
The package will
aims to boost the num- reskilling activities
also assist mature
ber of female tradesfor females working
aged workers with
people and mature
in trades and mature
employability. The
worker numbers in the age workers toward
skills programs target
capital.
employment.
those re-entering the
The $1 million
The funding package workforce after raising
vocational education
was an ACT Labor Par- children or those wishpackage will be rolled
ty election promise in ing to enhance their
out over the next
2016 and a move higher skillset to prepare for
four years and fund
education and trainmanagement roles. Ms

Fitzharris said:
Mature aged workers
have a lot to contribute
to our community –
and we want to ensure
that anyone who wants
to continue working
can do so with the
right skills.

months the group has
trained more than 350
women in women-only
workshops from basic
power skills to creating
pallet furniture. Ms
Solly told ABC Radio
Brisbane’s Rebecca
Levingston:
Most of the women
She Skills
are aged 35 to 55, with
workshop
some women wanting
to learn skills after beIn Brisbane, a
ing recently divorced.
workshop is helping
One lady who is a bike
to empower women
mechanic comes to
with skills to fix more bring additional skills
than just the kitchen
to her job.
sink and to “create
At this stage the
great things”. She Skills workshops are just for
equips women with
women as it lowers the
basic maintenance,
barrier to get people to
carpentry and mechan- the classes.
ical skills.
The group is conMeg Solly and her
sidering opening up
husband Clint began
certain workshops to
the workshops with
men in the future.
the aim to give women
https://goo.gl/VHVovc
the confidence and
skills to “give things
https://goo.gl/vRqvX2
a go”. She said motivation came from her
mother after her father
died 13 years ago.
Over the past 12
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products
of 20mm and 26mm.
The PowerGear X
loppers come into
their own when
faced with young and
tough green branches.
Thanks to the patented PowerGear X
mechanism, users will
be able to effortlessly
carve through branches of up to 55mm in
diameter because
cutting is up to three
Fiskars’ Powermore comfortable user and a half times easier
Gear™ technology has experience.
compared to standard
evolved to improve
3D SoftGrip™ conloppers, according to
on the pruners, tree
tour moulding will
Fiskars.
loppers and shears.
prevent slipping and
Its PowerGear X
With three times
reduce fatigue for the shears have optimised
more power than
avid gardener. It is
tool balance, control,
traditional pruners,
designed for a splinand improved weight
the PowerGear X
ter-free grip and has
distribution. They are
range can help tackle anti-shock surface
a powerful tool when
tough jobs with ease.
structures.
shaping, cutting and
The mix of lightweight The PowerGear X
trimming bushes and
yet durable materials bypass pruners are
hedges.
as well as innovative
simple to disassemble
design have trimmed
and reassemble for
the weight of the
maintenance. They are
PowerGear X range,
available in two sizes
providing an easy,
with cutting capacities

More power,
less effort
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of space. Frameless
designs are simple and
can create impact in a
bathroom. The Reflekta Round Mirror can
also be paired, either
doubled up
over “his
and her”
vanities,
Highgrove Bathveys a more organic
or as an
rooms have introand fluid feel. The
alternaduced the Reflekta
Reflekta Round Mirror tive to the
Round Mirror, a pencil can enhance the space standard
edge mirror for the
without being too
rectangubathroom.
loud and ostentatious. lar shape
Round designs in
Well placed mirrors often seen.
bathroom products
will bounce light
If there
is a trend that is
around a room, and
is a wall
emerging and concreating an illusion
that has

In the round

a lot of texture like
crisp and minimalist
rock, exposed brick or aesthetic.
textured tile, then an
unframed mirror is
the ideal complement.
It would also suit a
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products

Secure your
load
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Since developing
the first of its kind
lightweight aluminium rooftop carrier in
2010, Rhino-Rack has
confirmed its reputation for durable and
user friendly off road
vehicle products.
Constructed from
aluminium and fibreglass reinforced nylon,
the Pioneer range of
rooftop accessories are
suitable for both offroad enthusiasts and
highway commuters.
With a sleek and
low profile design,
the Pioneer Platform
offers minimal wind
drag and noise on the

road. With a flat design and no side rails,
the Pioneer Platform
provides easy access
to gear from all four
sides. Simply slide
goods on and off the
roof and secure them
to the bars or utilise
the C-channel rail
design and additional
eyebolts.
The Pioneer Tradie
is a solution for the
transportation of
ladders, construction
equipment and long
loads that extend
beyond the base of the
platform. Fully welded
rails on two sides provide a rigid tie down

Chipper and
shredder in
one
Yardmax previewed
its new 2-in-1 chipper
shredder at the 2017
National Hardware
Show.
Designed with the
homeowner in mind
and a focus on durability and ease of use, the
latest addition to the
Yardmax line of products boasts stamped
steel construction,

point, with hand grips
built into the design.
The versatile Pioneer
Tray has been built to
maximise load capability and provide added
security against shifting loads while driving,
and has a front wind
fairing to facilitate a
quieter drive. It also
has a fully welded,
closed rail sidewall.
As a result of built

in C channels running
along the bars of the
Pioneer range, many
accessory options are
available including jerry can holders, spare
tyre mounts, bicycle
carriers, fishing rod
holders and more.
The Rhino-Rack
Pioneer Trays will fit
an existing roof rack
system as well as the
Rhino-Rack low profile

constant self-feeding
chipping with no lag
time. Its two J-shredder hammers and two
rectangular hammers
cut wood down to size
and mulch garden
waste efficiently, while

two chipping knives
ty to chip branches up
ensure optimal perfor- to 3-inches in diameter.
mance.
https://goo.gl/grK8bf
Powered by a 208-cc
Briggs & Stratton XR
Professional Series engine, the 2-in-1 chipper
shredder has the abili-

a Briggs & Stratton
Professional Series
engine as standard —
for no upcharge — and
a 10:1 reduction ratio,
turning 10 bags of garden waste into 1 bag of
mulch.
Engineered for
productivity, this garden chipper delivers
direct-drive engine
power to ensure
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Backbone System. Finished with high quality powder coating, the
racks will not rust or
fade, and is backed by
a 5-year warranty.
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THE SHOW

What makes Sydney a truly international
city in a way that Melbourne (for example)
can’t match is the sense it can give you of the
outsize and the extraordinary.
The newly reinvigorated Darling Harbour area, where the
gargantuan International Conference Centre sits astride a
vast concreted plain of restaurants, cafes, shops and open
public spaces, is one of those spaces.
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It was also a fitting setting for the HBT 2017 Conference.
With close to 650 members, the Hardware & Building Traders
(HBT) group has come a long way since its initial 13 stores 20
years ago.
This year’s conference was smooth, professional, and seemingly effortless — while still retaining that element of slightly
madcap fun generated by what the team behind HBT generously describe as the group’s “diverse” membership. There
are few industry conferences where a group manager would
appear onstage in a pink “fright wig” and sunglasses.
Underneath the fun, though, this was one of the more
serious conferences in HBT’s recent history. In our coverage,
HNN is taking a deep dive into what is behind coming changes at HBT. Ultimately, HBT is hard at work finding ways to
make the retailer/supplier market function more efficiently,
to the benefit of both sides. It is also reaching out to the new
breed of retailers entering hardware, who are intent on pursuing high-growth opportunities.
We’ve also covered the action on the tradeshow floor,
where many suppliers took this opportunity to preview new
products. HBT’s sponsorship of the Glenn McGrath Foundation, which supports breast cancer nurses, led to it declaring
one day a “wear pink” day. And there was, of course, the Gala
Dinner, a celebration of the 20-year anniversary of the group.

Top to bottom: Outside view of the ICC
building and Darling Harbour foreshore;
general manager Mike LoRicco makes a
“pink” point; ICC’s Pyrmont theatre held the
crowd; and the tradeshow floor on opening
day

It was a very good, very active conference. That was largely
down to the hard work put in by Ashlin Fisher, Taryn Kocwin,
Aimee Innes and Kerrie Windus. HNN sincerely thanks them
for all their generous support of our coverage.
Special thanks to Mike LoRicco for sharing his photographs of the event, and allowing us to publish these.
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HBT goes to the market
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The Hardware and Building Traders’ 2017
Conference in Sydney was planned over
a year ago as a celebration for the buying
group’s emergence as a major force in the
Australian home improvement retail industry. There were two milestones that would
have marked the event: the celebration of the
group’s 20th anniversary, and an announcement by HBT’s long-time group manager, Tim
Starkey, that he would retire, and formally
hand over management to a new team.
However, with the sad passing of Mr Starkey in late 2016, the conference instead took
on a stronger aspect. It became both the coming together of an industry-based community to share this deeply felt loss, as well as an
opportunity to look ahead, towards the possibilities on the horizon.
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Above, Mike
LoRicco addresses HBT members
and suppliers,
describing how
the group will
continue to grow
and evolve after
the sad passing
of Tim Starkey

For those less familiar with HBT’s community, it’s difficult
to account for the strong effect of the loss of Mr Starkey.
One of the group’s founders, Mike Coates, recounting in a
thoughtful and generous speech some of the details of what
had been a very private life, had his voice crack briefly as he
mentioned that Mr Starkey had purchased a retirement retreat in early 2016. At that moment everyone in the audience
probably had the same thought: if only he could just have
had another 12 months to better enjoy his achievements.

Adapting to change
Prior to the conference, in late 2016, the group had moved
quickly to both accelerate the expansion of its management
team ahead of what had been planned changes, and to draw
on further resources. Mr Coates was brought back out of
semi-retirement to help with the fundamentals of restructuring for the future. Long=time industry paicipant Mike LoRicco was coaxed to take on day-to-day management of much of
the group. The rest of the HBT team has stepped up as well,
adding to their previous responsibilities, and filling any gaps
that were left.

Accounting for the past
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Much as Mr Starkey would himself no doubt have wished,
even in the midst of these changes, there was also a great
sense of the continuity, and the strength of this community he was so instrumental in building. Gavin Keane, group
buying manager for HBT’s Industrial and Tool Traders (ITT),
long Mr Starkey’s colleague as the two travelled Australia to
bring new members on board, gave a strong speech about the
importance of the diversity of the members, and how their
differences were a big part of its ongoing strength.
Some of that diversity was directly represented by the
presence at the conference’s Gala Dinner of
many of those who were part of the first 13
stores to form the group. It’s a group that
came together in 1997 with a certain measure
of defiance, and just a bit of a larrikin spirit.
As Mr Coates said in some of his remarks:
We were once described by a senior member
of a very large and powerful hardware family as
“a bunch of rats and mice that won’t last long”.
We are proud to say that so far we have proved
One of the first-ever HBT conference meetings
that wrong. We feel that we are pretty much the
exact same organisation we were back then.
There are a few more of us, and we are a bit greyer around the
edges, but the feeling when we get together is still largely the
same.
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Developments
While Mr Coates’ speech began with the loss of an important manager, it rapidly moved on to the immediate challenges
HBT faces through 2017 and 2018. It became quickly clear that
he — as well as Mr LoRicco, in light of his own statements
— see these challenges as urgent and requiring immediate
attention. Many of them go to the very foundations of the
group and its operations.
While the past foundations worked for the group through
to 2016, they had limited capacity to handle further growth.
Two areas were consistently highlighted throughout the
conference by the two managers. The first was the group’s
information infrastructure, both on its member-accessed
website, and in its operational accounting and management
systems. The second was some needed changes to the way
HBT handles timber-sourcing arrangements.
HBT has also embarked on an ambitious expansion of its
“H” branded hardware store model. What began over five
years ago as a “brand-in-a-box”, consisting largely of a consistent system of interior and exterior store design elements,
has evolved over the past two years into a more sophisticated
retail system.
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While these developments are significant, they also contribute to one single, core point of focus for
HBT as it rebuilds itself for the future. That
point of focus is the relationship between
individual stores with suppliers, and the way
HBT helps that relationship work better. The
most important message that emerged from
the HBT 2017 Conference was that this relationship needs to change, and change quickly,
for the benefit of the group itself.
The overall direction the group is taking was
summed up by Mr LoRicco when he said:
We are unapologetic about our focus over the
coming year being internal. We can’t control
what will happen to our industry going forward.
What we can do is to ensure that we understand
the needs of our members and our suppliers,
and make sure that the relationship between us
is entirely harmonious and fruitful.

Introducing change

Mike LoRicco, general manager
Mike LoRicco’s Canada Bay store was one of the
founding members of HBT. Mr LoRicco was previously
a consultant to several large hardware and building
supply operations. He has also worked for Resurg as a
facilitator for store performance groups in the hardware
and grocery sectors. He is now HBT’s representative to
Hardware Australia.

Introducing the need for more rapid change after a 20year history where change has often been gradual would
have been a challenge at any time for HBT. With a new team
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in place, it was a particularly difficult task. However, as Mr
LoRicco commented in his own remarks, one of Mr Coates’
favourite sayings is “bite off more than you can chew, then
chew like buggery”. That seems to be what HBT’s management team is currently engaged with.
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Mr Coates began his business remarks by reminding HBT
members (and suppliers) of both his credentials, and that the
hardware industry has actually undergone some very sharp
changes in past decades. “I sat and had a beer with my dad
recently,” he began:
...and it struck me that the only thing in our industry that is
certain is that it is always changing. As you probably know, I
am from a five-generation timber milling and hardware family.
Over the 100-plus year life of our company, we saw massive
change.
My dad talks about the 70s when he and a group of New
South Wales country hardware stores formed the Country
Timber Merchants Association. That business had its own yard
in Homebush and imported timber from all over the world.
He also talks about the 80s when he was part of a group of
New South Wales hardware stores that started the 3-D paint
group. He reminisced about the start of self-service hardware.
In 1970, he built our first self-service store beside our timber
mill. My grandfather refused to let dad have customers helping themselves. He put a counter across the
front of the shop to stop the customers from
getting to the stock.
Times eventually changed. Our business over a
40 year period belonged to: Homestead in the
70s; Homesaver in the 80s; Home in the 90s;
independent for about 10 years; and then Mitre
10 for about five years. Until I ruined the whole
thing and sold it to Bunnings in 2010.
Change, he went on to say, isn’t so much the
“new normal”. It’s actually the “old normal”, at
least when it comes to hardware, though it has
become more predictable and manageable.
Adapting to change is an essential skill needed
Steve Fatileh, group buying manager HBT
by all business operators. Seeing change comMr Fatileh was recruited by HBT three years ago, and
ing is perhaps a little easier today with so much
comes from a background in FMCG. He is the driving
information available at the click of a mouse.
force behind HBT’s move to expand its H Hardware offerWe can follow trends in hardware retailing here
ing, as branded stores and own-brand products.
and abroad. I have been a keen observer of the
mature US hardware market for over 15 years. I have travelled
extensively in US and have studied with the best of their retail
operators.
If I were to take away just one thing from my experiences in
America, it would be the certain knowledge that our group
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and the stores that take an active part in our group, have a future in our industry. There will always be a place for a well-run
small operator, who knows the market, finds a niche, and can
exploit the advantages of being an owner-operator.

While part of what Mr Coates is saying is that being owner-operated, being local, and even to some extent being small,
carry some advantages, he is also quick to point out that
there are vulnerabilities and disadvantages as well.
Our national business environment seems increasingly skewed
towards large corporates. In small business nowadays there
is so much regulation and compliance that often the only way
you can continue to move forward, is to take calculated risks.
A small owner/operator has to be so many things to their business that it is nearly impossible to cover all bases.
We believe that is where we come in. Our group recognises
the fact that we have to do more to support our stores.

System improvements
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The first focus for HBT in continuing to improve its support for stores is a revision of its information systems. According to Mr Coates:
For a little over a year, we have been conducting a major refurbishment of our company information systems. Over recent
years our growth has been strong, but some of our systems
have not kept up. I am relieved to report that we
are now on the front foot again ... Central to the
refurbishment was the system we use to track
our member purchases and distribute rebates.
We have completely rebuilt that system, and
rolled it out live last quarter. Going forward we
now have much greater flexibility to improve
reporting from suppliers, streamline processing,
and collect data that will help us to seize opportunities.
Along with that has come an improvement
in the website services offered to members:
At this conference we will introduce major
changes to our website that will revolutionise
Mike Coates, CEO
how you deal with us on a daily basis. Included
Mr Coates was a founding member of HBT, then operin the initiatives is a forum for members to comating a large timber and hardware business in Lithgow,
municate and exchange ideas and information
NSW. He is a fifth-generation hardware/timber retailer.
... There are areas to showcase promotions and
collated deals, and our new product directory.
The new product directory is the core of our strategic alliance
with Vesta Timber and Hardware, that will give members
access to a wealth of supplier data. This great new tool will
provide the backbone for every member to enter the world of
e-commerce without the pain of going it alone.
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H Hardware
Since early in 2015, HBT has been steadily evolving its “H”
Hardware store offering. In 2017, it is set to continue this
development. Driven by the group buying manager for HBT
stores, Steve Fatileh, it is now rapidly expanding its range of
branded products, and has launched store catalogues as an
opt-in means of marketing its products to a wider audience.
Mr LoRicco outlined some of the coming developments:
”H” branded stores have seen an enormous lift in store traffic
and sales as a result of their brand transformation. They are
now asking for more. We are currently working on a standards
manual, so that we add some more products and services to
the H offer that can be held to appropriate standards.... There
are currently 21 stores and a further seven stores under development.
This year we started a committee to help guide us in rolling
out the new initiatives. Some of our H members are particularly keen and proactive, and we would like to thank them for
their continued enthusiasm and encouragement. We were
not sure where the H brand was going to take us, but we are
enjoying being along for the ride.

Timber
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Mr Coates made several mentions of his
particular area of expertise, timber, and how
HBT was committed to establishing better supplier relationships in that area. It was up to Mr
LoRicco, who also has a background in timber,
to expand on this issue.
Perhaps the most fragmented category in our
group is our timber purchasing. We are not Robinson Crusoe here. The whole industry battles
with the problems that are associated with such
a volatile commodity. It will be a major focus for
us going forward.
...
Traditionally timber purchasing has been around
relationships. Stores tend to form a firm relationship with a preferred supplier in an effort to
guarantee continuity of supply of commodity
items. Our job is to respect those relationships,
while getting some group solidarity. It sounds
easy when you say it quickly.

Gavin Keane, group buying manager ITT
Mr Keane is best known for his development of the Industrial & Tool Traders (ITT) sub-group of HBT. This group
has been responsible for the majority of the group’s
growth over the past two years. His background prior to
coming to HBT was with NatBuild

Supplier relationships
In the end, though, as both Mr Coates and Mr LoRicco
developed the issue, the need for change in timber supply
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was really an example of a change that needs to be applied
to many supplier relationships, in their view. As Mr LoRicco
remarked about timber:
Our aim is to keep our members competitive and at the same
time to focus their purchasing patterns to reward the committed suppliers.
This underlined many of Mr Coates’ more general comments. As he stated:
I think one of HBT’s main jobs going forward, is to help our
members to best meet the challenges of staying in business....
It’s not just about deals, in fact, it’s not just about stores. Our
suppliers need our help too.
He returned to this issue later in his remarks as well:
We have a good strong group, with a broad stable membership. Our job is to increase the support of our member stores
for our deals currently offered by our suppliers.
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He went on to clarify this:
At a really high level, here are some of the things we are
focusing on right now. We need to make sure that our deals
provide good value for both our members and our suppliers.
Sometimes we need to remind ourselves that for deal to be a
good one, it needs to be a win for our suppliers, just as much
is for our members.
Our suppliers are also under extreme pressure from corporate influences, in our industry. They are increasingly looking
for channels to market for their products that do not leave a
bad taste in their mouths. We recognise the fact that when we
make a deal, we have a responsibility to bring something to
the table in addition to the membership list.
I think it is fair to say that we have a good reputation in the
industry for being commercial and fair-minded. This is very important to us. As things get tougher, we want our established
relationships to be the glue that binds us all together.
While Mr Coates outlined the positive attitudes of the
group, Mr LoRicco was also willing to admit that there has
been criticism of some past results:
Our second year for the key supplier program will see us put
even more energy into making sure that our member support
is channelled through the supplier that is showing the greatest
commitment to our group. Our group has been criticised in
the past for being a bit too relaxed about deal support. That
might be a fair criticism. But we have also been known to show
some incredible displays of solidarity when rallied into a good
cause. We are going to do our best to encourage a cohesive
approach to our group’s purchasing.

Analysis
At its 2017 Conference HBT laid out what amounts to a
step-change in the way it seeks to guide the relations between suppliers and its member retailers. As Mr Coates and
Mr LoRicco were quick to point out, this isn’t actually an entirely new direction for the group. Right from its very beginnings, HBT has recognised that the needs of both suppliers
and retailers must be met.
What is new, however, is how those needs are interpreted,
and the actions that will be taken to better address them.
The bottom-line -- which is shared by just about every buying
group, in particular Metcash’s newly-formed amalgamation
of Mitre 10 and Home Hardware stores, the Independent
Hardware Group (IHG) -- is that demand (product orders)
need to be more concentrated with those suppliers offering
better deals.
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HBT store
distribution
Australia

What is most curious about this situation is that it has
ever actually arisen. In standard market theory, there should
be no reason to have to convince retailers to move to buying
products at a lower price, especially when it comes to commodity products.
The simple dynamics of the marketplace are that a consistent high volume of orders through a narrow range of suppliers leads to lower wholesale prices, which can then drive both
better consumer prices (leading to increased market share)
and return better margins. This should lead to the behaviour
we can observe in many markets, where former competitors
are constantly acquiring or merging with each other to gain
volume and market share advantages. Usually the problem
that has to be tackled is over-concentration of market power
in near-monopolies. That is why Australia has the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), among
other entities.
However, this strong dynamic does not always seem to
hold true for many categories of hardware suppliers, not
in Australia. Instead, most retailers would agree, there is a
general overabundance of suppliers, and while price/margin
pressures exert some influence when it comes to choosing
suppliers, it is not a dominant force.
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Historically, there are some reasons for this. The system
of tariffs Australia had prior to the 1990s helped to support
many smaller suppliers, and blunted the effects of the market
on them during their formative years. Geographically and
culturally, for suppliers Australia is at a crossroads of many

HBT

HTH

Thrifty-Link

Bunnings
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Mitre10

Hardware store
distribution
Melbourne area
Tru Value

sources of supply, so that some categories have suppliers
from North America, the European Union, and Asia all competing in the same space.
While those are certainly contributing factors, the market
forces at work are so strong, these alone do not really account for the current shape of the market.

Supply risk
When you come across this kind of situation, often the
cause for the behaviour can be found in how the market
handles risk. So it might be helpful to ask: how does the
hardware supplier/retailer market handle risk? Where is the
risk, and what do businesses on both side of that market do
to moderate the risk?
The dominant risk in many markets for hardware goods, it
turns out, is not in price, but rather in supply.
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Talk to just about any smaller, independent hardware
retailer, and they will be happy to (“off the record”) tell you
about the time this or that supplier let them down. The order
never came, the order did come, but it was short, and so forth.
For a smaller retailer, that order of 24 power drills they are
expecting in late-July can be crucial for a number of reasons.
Meeting payroll through profit on sales is just one of them,
along with retaining existing customers by adequately servicing their needs.
How do these retailers go about fixing these supply problems? They call someone up. It might be a rep they have
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HTH

Thrifty-Link
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Mitre10

Hardware store
distribution
Sydney area
Tru Value

known for 10 years, or if not, they will be able to begin a
conversation by saying “My store has been ordering from
you for 15 years now, and...” And, much of the time, they can
get things sorted, so that the effects are much less than they
might have been.
To put that into more technical terms, loyalty could be said
to be an effective strategy for mitigating supply risk. The cost
of loyalty may well be accepting prices that are slightly higher than those offered by a competitor, but the issue of supply
is so crucial, it overrides price advantages up to a certain
point.
Of course, it needs to be rapidly stated that suppliers do
not set out to create supply problems. They, too, are handling forms of supply risk from their side of the relationship.
Forecasting demand for metropolitan regions around Sydney,
Melbourne, Perth and Brisbane is difficult, but possible. Forecasting demand outside the metropolitan regions reliably is
just close to impossible. So many factors come into play. Will
the weather produce good crops? Is there a global surplus of
a commodity such as wheat? What is the dollar’s exchange
rate? What is industrial demand like in China?
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There are also the pure hardships of supply in Australia.
This nation is almost alone in the world in having a first
world economy grafted onto a third-world population distribution. Added to that are other economic features, such as
the price of diesel fuel running at an average of USD0.96 per
litre, versus a cost in the USA (a country of similar geographic size) of USD 0.66 per litre.

HBT

HTH

Thrifty-Link

Bunnings
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Hardware store
distribution
Brisbane area

Tru Value

The risk logjam
The reason why this kind of market situation tends to persist is that when markets do not manage risk well, they will
continue creating even more risk. At some point the whole
mechanism of dynamic change gets jammed up.
For example, in the current hardware retail market, what
really keeps things from changing isn’t just supply risk itself,
but the risk that comes from making any change to the current supply risk.
Once a retailer moves to a new supplier, the whole protection of loyalty is gone, vanished. That might not be a bad call,
in the end, but the retailer has almost no way of knowing
this for sure. The effect of removing the protection of loyalty, then ending up in a poor supply situation, could be close
to catastrophic for a small business. Better, many retailers
decide, to stick with what you do have, and just muddle
through.
From the supply-side, this inability to attract new customers, even with a very good price offer, completely jams up
the efforts by suppliers to mitigate their side of supply risks.
That is because there is one sure-fire way to reduce
supply risk: increase the range and volume of orders.
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This comes down to what is known as “portfolio theory”. If you invest in stocks, you probably know that it
is generally much less risky to invest in a wide range
of stocks, rather than to pick just one or two. The same
holds for supply situations. As the diversity, number
and overall size of retailers creating demand for a
supplier increases, the risk of forecasting goes down.
One regional area, for example, may have a drought,
another will get good rains. The appreciating Australian dollar will harm one industry, but benefit another.
Things even out, become more predictable, and risk is
radically reduced.

The role of HBT
This is where the role of an organisation such as
HBT in ensuring that markets do function effectively
becomes utterly crucial. HBT cannot, of course, directly address supply issues. It can’t guarantee that a
supplier will always have the stock that is needed, and
deliver it on time.
What HBT can do, however, is to effectively provide its
member retailers the same amount of protection that they
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would have received formerly through their long-term
loyalty. They mitigate the risk of switching from a loyalty
driven approach to purchasing, to a price/performance driven
approach. They do this by adding the weight of the group
as a whole to the problems of smaller retailers, and through
better, more defined channels of communication.
This means that the market gets a chance to change. As
more orders come through for the price/performance leaders,
volume and diversity of demand increases, supply forecasting therefore improves, and service issues will tend to diminish. The market could then start to work as it should, by
rewarding those who create the best value.

Why now?
It is quite obvious that there is little new about this market
situation, so why has it become more imperative for HBT to
tackle it now?
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Superficially, one very evident reason is the formation of
Metcash’s IHG, which has created a single source of supplier
demand worth roughly $1.85 billion a year. There are already
strong rumours of IHG driving very hard bargains with
suppliers. While the ACCC effectively limited its capacity
to restrict the sources of supply chosen by retailers,
there are a number of avenues Metcash could go down
to move retailers to do business with a relatively small
number of suppliers.

Hardware store
distribution
Adelaide area

HBT

Bunnings

HTH

Thrifty-Link

Mitre10

Tru Value

That is a superficial analysis because the amalgamation of Mitre 10 and Home Hardware into IHG was itself driven by exterior forces, and in the end it is those
forces that HBT is also responding to. The hardware
and home improvement industry continues to grow,
and as it grows it is changing. In terms of Australia
overall, retail revenue for hardware was $18.826 billion
in calendar 2016, up from $14.477 billion in 2010. (Original 2010 figure was $12.757 billion, adjusted for inflation
by Reserve Bank of Australia calculations.) That’s an
increase of just over 30% in six years.
Just as importantly, the way in which this growth
is occurring is shifting as well. While attention has
focused on construction growth rates in urban and
suburban areas of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane,
growth has also picked up in exurban areas as well.
Exurban areas are those that were formerly regional areas,
but have become linked for commuters to an urban area. A
good example is the town of Yarra Junction to the east of
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Melbourne, Victoria. Perched at the end of a system of highways, it is about a 65km to drive to Melbourne CBD, which
would take around 95 minutes during commute times. However, from what seems Melbourne’s only successful attempt
at decentralisation, Box Hill, it is 52km, and about a one-hour
drive during rush hour -- nearly bearable as a daily commute.
What lends some encouragement to this is that its median
house price is $450,000, versus the overall Melbourne median
of over $840,000.
There is some evidence that this is having an effect. According to Victorian Government figures, during calendar
2016, the area in the three postcodes immediately around
Yarra Junction (3139, 3797 and 3799) had building permits
issued for over $40 million in work. In calendar 2010 the same
area had $29.48 million of permits issued (inflation adjusted
to 2016 dollars from the original figure of $26 million). That’s
an increase of nearly 36% over inflation.
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These exurban areas represent just one of the new opportunities opening up for hardware retail in Australia. Chris
Moorfoot, who runs a newly converted H Hardware store in
Yarra Junction is typical of those who are developing their
stores in these regions. These are retailers who have chosen
hardware not just because they have an affinity with it, but
also because it is one of the best areas of retail in general to
be involved in at the moment.
To capture these dynamic, younger people running stores
in what will become high-growth areas, it is vital for HBT to
provide a modern offering, with more consolidation in suppliers offering a better deal for everyone, and strong brand
opportunities, such as H Hardware. While, as Mr Keane has
pointed out, the rich diversity of HBT needs to be honoured,
it is also moving rapidly to secure its future by attracting
some of the best of the new breed of hardware retailers.

Below, Yarra
Junction, home
to one of the
most recent H
Hardware stores.
Thanks to a
growing network
of freeways, this
is now under an
hour’s drive from
Box Hill, Melbourne’s most
serious effort at
decentralisation.
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A final word
Perhaps the attitude of HBT, and the way it has always sought to be more closely integrated with its suppliers, was best summed up by some comments offered
by Lawrie Peck of long-time supplier Romak.
Mr Peck was the very last interview (out of nearly
50) that HNN made at the conference. We stood on
the tradeshow floor just past noon, with the members
streaming past us, and that atmosphere tradeshows get
as they close down, glad to have been there, glad that it
went OK.
True to form, Mr Peck was wearing a wild “fright wig”
in bright pink, part of Romak’s support for the Glen McGrath Foundation, which provides breast care nurses
for cancer patients.
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This is what Mr Peck had to say when we asked him
about receiving the Grand Champion Hardware and
Building Supplies Award:
Lawrie Peck (centre) of Romak accepts one of the first Tim
Look, I find this particular award — we have won in the past, Starkey Memorial Awards for Grand Champion Hardware
and Building Supplies. Left, Mike LoRicco, right, Ashlin
a few awards, but this year winning the Supplier of the
Fisher
Year Award is is very special to me, very meaningful to me.
We have been a supplier to the HBT group for, since its
inception, so that means for the past 20 years. To have the first
award nominated to us, as the Tim Starkey Memorial award, is
very very special.
I was pretty close to Tim, and it is a sad day for the group, but
the group is going to move on, so we are just really proud to
get this particular award.
Hearing that, you know that HBT will more than endure. It
will, in fact, continue to change the hardware retail industry
in Australia.
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ITT: A secret to success
For outsiders to HBT — and even a few insiders — the “subgroup” known as Industrial and
Tool Traders (ITT) can sometimes seem confusing. ITT members are simply HBT members who
sell over 50% of there goods as power tools, or to
industrial customers.
What many do not understand about ITT is
just how potent a force the subgroup has been
in driving growth for HBT. From 2014 to 2017, ITT
members grew from 68 to 157 members, and it is
now responsible for 22% of total HBT business.
Given that between 2014 and 2017 total growth
for HBT was 166 stores, that means that ITT
accounted for slightly over half of all member
sign-ups.
At this year’s conference, Gavin Keane, group
buying manager for ITT, spoke briefly to clear
up the origins of the group, and what it really
means for HBT as a whole.
One of the great things with HBT is that we
are a bizarre and unique group. Because of our
diversity of membership. In fact, some of the
suppliers look and just shake their heads. That
is one of our great strengths because different types of retailers within our group, bring
different strengths and ideas to our group. While
H Hardware as a brand may not suit all of you,
you get the chance, with ITT, to have a strength
in areas where before HBT was weaker.

Interestingly, we have probably all heard about
how HBT got started up, well with ITT we did
not have a name for it initially, in fact — like
many of us in life — ITT started as an accident.
It was a good accident. It might’ve been four
years ago five years ago, I was at a Makita function in Melbourne. You had all your Total Tool
people sitting on this part of the room, and all
your Mitre 10 people on this corner. I happened
to be sitting on a table with some independent
tool specialists that I knew.
We just got talking. These guys had no rebates,
or very few rebates, so I thought well, they haven’t really got a home to go to. Either they go to
Total Tools, or United tools, and that was it. So
that was basically how that side of the business
started.
Initially, we did not have a name for it, and I
have to say when you knock on the door of an
independent tool specialist, a fastener specialists, or an industrial specialist, when you go
in wearing an HBT shirt, and you’ve got HBT,
“hardware building suppliers” on your business
card, and you hand that to them, they look at
you and they say: “What the bloody hell am I
going to do with a hardware group?” So, we
designed that new logo for industrial and tool.
That is the main reason it is there.
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Just remember, everybody is a member of HBT,
everybody has access to our deals, so, never see it
as a them and us.
That last sentiment was one that HBT CEO
Mike Coates clearly agreed with, saying in his
“state of the nation” notes on how HBT is going:
I think it is worth noting that the two parts
of our group have been very beneficial to each
other. Many opportunities for venturing into

other product areas have arisen from exposure
to another sector of our industry, and this has
definitely worked both ways. Of course, from the
very start Gavn Keane has been a great driver of
the ITT group, and he should be congratulated
for that.

ITT Store of the Year
Boss Industrial
Western Australia

Tony Smith started his business in 1980, and was a longtime member of CPS (Central Purchasing Services). He came
over to HBT and the ITT group two years ago.
Mr Smith says that things are a little tough in general in
WA, but his own business in faring well.

Right:, Tony Smith of Boss Industrial
accepts the ITT Store of the Year Award.
Left, Gavin Keane, middle, Tony Smith,
right, Mike LoRicco.

Left: the hard working staff at Boss Industrial kindly got together for a photo
to share their joy at winning this well-deserved award.
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HBT Store of the Year
A Wood Shed
Queensland
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Richard Ford, the store owner, accepted the award on behalf
of the great team who has helped to make A Wood Shed such
a great hardware retailer.
Mr Ford started this business in 2000, and has been an HBT
member for around three years.
He says that 2017 has been going well so far. The store has
retained the growth it achieved in 2016.
Top: Some of the team at A Wood Shed
pause in their working day to share a
picture.
Right: HBT general manager Mike
LoRicco alongside Richard Ford as he
receives the award for HBT Store of the
Year.
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Store of the Year 2017
Achievement Award

Wynyard H Hardware
Tasmania
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The Achievement Award for 2017 has been given
to Wynyard H Hardware in Tasmania, owned by
Wayne and Lesley Littler. The business was started
in 1991 by Wayne, with Leslie signing on in 1996.
Business is continuing to grow through 2017.
Above right: Wayne and Lesley Littler with HBT
group buying manager, Steve Fatileh.

Left: The people who make it possible, staff from
Wynyard H Hardware.
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Supplier of the Year 2017
Timber

Grand Champion Timber
Simmonds Lumber (Jacinta Colley)

Growth Champion Timber
ITI Australia (Michael Shadbot)
68

Hardware & Building Supplies
Grand Champion Hardware &
Building Supplies
Romak Hardware (Lawrie Peck)

Growth Champion Hardware &
Building Supplies
Spear & Jackson Australia (Mark Rowley)
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Talkin’ ‘bout H Hardware
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Steve Fatileh, HBT group buying manager has helped the H brand hardware store concept
grow from a simple solution to generic branding needs, to a fully-fledged brand, with
own-label products.
To help clearly describe both the costs and the benefits of converting to the H brand, Mr
Fatileh brought together two retailers who have recently gone through the process. Chris
Moorfoot’s store is in the Victorian exurban town of Yarra Junction. Leigh Muggleton’s store
is in the town of Inverell, located in the New England regional area of New South Wales.
They chatted about their experiences before an audience of HBT members at the 2017
Conference.

Steve: What was your trigger point? What was
made the right decision. Because there was
the reason that you decided at last year’s
absolutely no way that we could’ve gotten
conference that you wanted to become an H
our store to look like that. Thankfully that
store?
is exactly the way it appears now, it is just
Chris: We have had our business for about nine
remarkable the change it has made.
years and we worked a lot on trying to imSo it was a very simple choice. I remember
prove the way it looked. But as the picture
12 months ago Stuart Lord [owner, Whittleof this store shows we had not done a good
sea H Hardware] saying just do it. Well, we
job. We are not marketers, we are hardware
just did it. We just have not looked back. It
people, we are retailers.
has been the best thing we have done for
We had been wanting to refresh the look
our business, without any question. And reof our store, for probably only around 6 to 12
markably, the former logo into which we put
months. But we were very keen on keepa lot of time and investment at the time we
ing our own logo, which we had developed
bought our business, what we realized once
from the beginning. It meant a lot to us. So
we changed, is that that logo meant nothing
we had been trying to work with different
to anyone except us. It was more important
colour schemes, we had gotten different
for our customers for us to be there. For our
opinions, but we just couldn’t get anything
new customers it was more important that
really that would work for us. So when HBT
they were attracted to the new design. As
was putting together the H Hardware offer,
late as this morning, speaking to the guy
it really became a very compelling reason to
who runs our timber yard; we are getting
change. With the finance package, with the
fresh people in the store all the time.
assistance from the suppliers, with the store Steve: You’ve been an H branded store for
package for design. For us when we saw
about six months?
that the in-store design we knew we had
Chris: We went live in December.
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Left, Chris Moorfoot,
middle, Leigh Muggleton and far right, Mike
LoRicco, HBT general
manager. Onstage in
front of an audience of
HBT members

I remember 12
months ago
Stuart Lord
saying just do
it. Well, we just
did it. We just
have not looked
back. It has been
the best thing
we have done
for our business,
without any
question.
— Chris
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Steve: So, since the transformation has it
delivered what you had expected it would
deliver?
Chris: It was hard to say what we actually
expected. But it has delivered everything
that we could have expected. We have had
an increase in-store traffic. Literally from
December, we have had our best sales for
each of those months every single month.
So, our best December, our best January and
so forth. Store traffic has been up, margin
has been up, everyone wants their margin to
be up, and probably for those of you similar
to us who have had their business for a long
time, the thing that you know most about
your existing customers is that they know
where stuff is in your store. Now the process
that we followed, we wanted to change the
layout and jazz up the inside of the store,
before we did the outside. So when they
were coming into the store, they did not see
the same old same old, it was actually new
and fresh when they came in. The existing
customers would go to where the grinding
wheels used to be and they would ask so
where have you bloody moved them to now?
That is the sort of question you’re getting.
But the other question that we are getting is
do you stock grinding wheels? Do you stock
D-shackles? These are people who have not
Yarra Junction store before (top) and after (bottom) branding. Bottom picture is an
been in our business before. Our store has
artist’s impression of the finished store. Rendering this type of impression is part of the
been on that very same site is 1939. So you
service HBT offers to retailers making the transition to the H brand.
know straight away when people are asking
do you stock this item that they have not
tremendously great for us. We are really glad
been in your store before. So it has been
we did it. It was just a wonderful thing to go
fantastic.
through. It has the good, and the bad, and
Steve: Leigh it was also at last year’s national
a little bit of ugly now and then, but it was
conference that you bit the bullet and and
certainly worth going through to do.
and told me that you were going ahead with Chris: We have experienced the same thing.
H hardware. However in your case I was a
We have had a refreshed approach from our
little bit surprised because you have a very
staff, our staff has really got on board, to the
strong business already. And you have a
point where they are making suggestions,
We have a
very good following in your town. So could
they are wanting to do things beyond what
Bunnings in
you tell the audience what was the rationale
we would have expected them to. So there
town, and they
hide your conversion to H hardware?
has been a complete uplift, so much so that
are
well brandLeigh: The reason we wanted to change is, we
I don’t think anybody in our business wants
ed ... We really
have a Bunnings in town, and they are well
to stop. What I mean by that is, what else
felt it was time
branded. We were getting a few people who
can we improve? What else can we make
were saying -- not our builders, we have
look better? It really is a good injection of
for us to have a
them tied down, nailed and all that sort
energy.
brand, so that
of thing -- we really felt it was time for us
Steve: I suppose when you actually make the
they could see
to have a brand, so that they could see we
decision to do it, it is a little bit daunting to
we could fight
could fight the big boxes. We can fight anystart off with, because you think where do
the big boxes.
body and that we are part of the bigger picI start? So, Leigh, how would you describe
ture. We really felt it was time for that. Also
the support you received? How would you
— Leigh
I had looked in the mirror a little bit before
describe the support you receive from first,
the conference in Townsville last year, and
the suppliers, and HB T?
thought that this old painting won’t work so Leigh: The suppliers were just phenomenal.
it might be better to repaint our business.
They looked after us more than they really
It really has been just phenomenal for
should have. We received from them around
us. Our staff, our team, is just fantastic but
about $16,500. That came from about 15 supit has even reinvigorated them, they have
pliers. They threw other things in. Haymes
really got on board with it. It really has been
paints, we have a trade section, they gave
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us the paint at a very good price. It really
helped the whole process, as we have roughly 2500 m² undercover and our walls are
roughly about 5 m high, so you can imagine
that there are one or two litres of paint and
one or two hours of painting for the fellow
to do it, and it just gave us that extra boost
to knowing that yes, this is the way to go.
They just supported us so well.
Once it was painted, we had, I suppose you
would call it a rebranding day. We decided
to have like a little,mini trade set up, it was
just fantastic, we had about 10 suppliers
show up, and it was just a great day. We had
the radio station come in, and we had other
people come in, scouts came on Saturday,
and cooked. It really has put a thing through
our town, that we are here to stay.
We had the usual, in a small town, as soon
as you do something different, people think
that you are sold, that you have gone broke,
a new player has come in, and that is good
to a point, obviously you do not want people
thinking that you are going broke, but it was
great because it really gotten awareness in.
To answer part B of the question, I really cannot be thankful enough to Taryn
[Kocwin, HBT member services] and Steve in
particular, they nursed us through the process, they really did. Taryn made sure that
we were on track, and we did get off track a
couple of times, but in the end we got there.
Inverell H Hardware interior. Top, the paint counter, bottom, the aisles and signage.
The mockup pictures, I tell you even if you
go that far you won’t believe from this tired, Chris: We had the same thing. One comment
white building that had some “character”
was, because our business is basically at
to it — I think is the best word — and then
the entrance to Yarra Junction, so you have
seeing it in the HBT colours, it just blows
to drive past our business to come into the
you away.
town, coming from the Melbourne direction,
And then when you see it start being paintwe had somebody say to us, oh it is so good
ed, again you keep thinking, wow! It was so
to have such a good looking building at the
good, I happened to be out on the floor, and
entrance to the town. I had never thought
I really cannot be
we had a fellow come in, and he said “Are
of that. We had another customer come in –
thankful enough
you a hardware store?”
again, all of the feedback you get – she came
to Taryn [Kocwin,
You know me I’m not a stirrer in any way.
in and she said, oh, a paint job! Well this
HBT member
I said “Yes sir, we sell some hardware, yeah”.
place has looked like shit for 20 years. But it
services] and
He is local, has lived in the town all his life,
looks good now.
Steve
in particudriven past us. But he said you’ve got no
Steve: Mike, I think you wanted to add somesigns up. Well, you know we are painting.
thing.
lar, they nursed
He said the only reason I thought you might Mike LoRicco: One of the biggest assets for
us through the
have been a hardware, is that you have
us all is our staff. Both the guys touched
process, they
wheelbarrows out front.
on that. What it does to your staff, how it
really
did. Taryn
You know how long we have had wheelinvigorates them, is just phenomenal. The
made sure that
barrows out the front? Since we have been
other thing is also that the suppliers also
we were on
open.
see that as you are doing something with
The new design, it just catches your eye.
your business, it invigorates them as well.
track.
We had a couple of reps drive past, couple of
It makes them want to do more for your
— Leigh
builders the same, they knew that was the
business as well.
turn, they knew that was the driveway, but
I had the pleasure to visit both the stores.
they went oh hang on, then had to go and
I went to Leigh’s opening, and it was just
do a U-turn, so it really does just give you a
amazing to see the sparkle in the staff’s eyes,
great awareness. Which is what you want.
and the same in Chris’ store. It is definitely a
You want people to say, hey we want to go in
good call. They have both done a great job.
there.
Congratulations.
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H Hardware brands up
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In something of a surprise move, HBT
launched a number of new products for its
H branded range, with the primary target H
branded hardware stores. Steve Fatileh, group
buying manager for HBT, had said recently
that more products would be introduced. The
enquiries HNN made indicated it might be
some time before we saw any products show
up. However, just as he did in spreading H
Hardware adoption, Mr Fatileh obviously knew
how to motivate suppliers. The result is that
a number of significant products have been
added to the H range.
Pre-existing products included Duralex’s
range of interior latex paints, insulating house
wrap from Bradford Insulation printed with
the H Hardware logo, and a range of PVA products, also from Duralex.
The new products include: a decking oil,
water-based decking coating, and a timber
cleaning product from Haymes Paints; a range
of silicone products from Soudal; a lever handle set from Trio Group; paint brushes and a
frame/roller/tray kit from Uni-Pro; and a tape
measure made by Spear & Jackson.

Her past includes a partnership in a Paint Spot
store in Melbourne, working at Intergrain as
one of its original hires, as well as with Sikkens
and a division of Orica.
With that kind of experience, Ms Payne has a
good sense of the kind of product that would
work well for HBT members. Speaking before
a group of H Hardware store managers on the
morning of the first day of the conference, she
introduced the product and its concepts:
We are really pleased to showcase our new
range for you. We think that this one is a winner, in the sense that this is a relevant range to
a timber merchant and to a hardware and timber merchant. We started off looking at exterior, with decking products, and we also looked
at interior clears. But we decided not to go with
the interior clears. Most of you might already
be set up with polyurethanes and clears. So we
feel that the relevant range that we are going
to give you today is exterior products, it is just
timber preparation cleaning products, and the
two decking products. One decking oil, traditional decking oil, which as you know is a big
seller, and our water-based decking finish.
So, this is something that ticks along, and will
Haymes joins in
be provided in a Merbau colour and a natural
colour. Because a lot of you don’t have a tint
There is little doubt that, of all these prodmachine, so this will be factory-packed in meructs, it is the timber products from Haymes
bau and natural. So most people, and we’ve just
that are the big news. The product line has
done a recent survey, most people will only buy
been a project of Wendy Payne, Haymes’
Merbau and natural.
woodcare business development manager.
We’ve got competitive pricing. We’ve put these
Also known by some as “Wendy Woodcare”, Ms price points for you right where they should be,
Payne has over 30 years of experience in the
and this helps make it attractive to everybody.
timber and treatment side of the industry, with No tint machinery required, and it is backed
the most recent six years spent at Haymes.
by Haymes Paint. So you’ve got the backing
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Steve Fatileh
introduces
some surprise
new H branded
products to H
Hardware HBT
members on the
first day of the
conference
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and support of Wendy, and everybody else at
Haymes.
The goal, plainly, of the product is to add
some additional revenue for HBT timber
merchants who have limited coating facilities
available. It’s a natural extension of a timber purchase for a customer to buy coating
products as well. Haymes has selected the
two most popular products of this type, and
offered them in the two most popular tint
states.
In terms of quality and price, the selling
point Haymes is reaching for is what the company sees as the most effective. The quality
may not match the very top quality Haymes
offering, but it is very close, and is offered at
a very competitive price point. It is very far
from a “trade special”, and would likely deliver
results that would satisfy the vast majority of
the customers of deck installation companies.
As Ms Payne pointed out in an interview, the
one factor that the H branding would have
working against it, is simply brand recognition. Haymes has helped out with that by
effectively co-branding these products. While
the packaging is very much the H brand, each
paint container also indicates that it has been
developed and manufactured by Haymes.
With its clear, laser-focus on providing a
product for use by timber merchants who
have less extensive coating and treatment
options, Haymes also realised it needed to
handle the in-store sale situation as well. To
help HBT members better display the timber
products, Ms Payne designed a substantial
stand. The stand easily holds a total of 12
four-litre cans and eight ten-litre cans, as well
leaving space on its top shelf for the H branded Wood Clean product, which is available in
one-litre and six-litre sizes.
The stand is based on a heavy-duty black
Romak product, about 1.8m tall and wide, and
55cm deep. One of its most important features is that it has two placards, one on each
end of the shelf unit, one for the water-based
deck coating, and one for the decking oil.
Each of these provides a clear guide to the
steps required for application. They also have
actual wood samples, in Merbau, Spotted Gum,
and Treated Pine — the three most common
decking woods. These are very clear and
comprehensive guides, and seem to have been
hand-assembled by Ms Payne.

Soudal seals a deal
The offering from Soudal consists of three
basic products: a multi-purpose gap filler, a
multi-purpose adhesive, and a multi-purpose
silicone. In launching these products, Scott
Robinson from Soudal had this to say:
We feel as though we are branded as HBT as
well, and so we are very protective of that. It is
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like it is our baby, we are very precious over it,
so we’re out there fighting for you guys. Trying
to give you guys the right sort of offering, and
the right sort of pricing.
Soudal’s background is tile manufacturing, all
private label. So this type of thing is basically in
their DNA. They do it for a lot of the major players all around the world. Some of the differences that sets Soudal apart from our competitors
include that it is family-owned and therefore
not part of the corporate mentality.
Ninety-seven percent of the products that are
sold by Soudal are produced by Soudal. That
is unheard of. No one else could stand up here
and say that. That is because our competitors
are mostly sourcing something from us or from
other suppliers around the world. They are not
actually producing it themselves. So it gives us
a lot more flexibility, and a lot more ownership
in the product.

Trio Group goes for market
leverage
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George Demourtzidis from Trio Group helped
to introduce the new Trio product. This is a
locking lever action door set that can be used
for most purposes, including entries. The latch
is adjustable between 60mm and 70mm, and it
suits doors with a width between 30mm and
50mm, in a 54mm drill hole size. It has been
tested through 600,000 cycles, and is classified
as a Grade 2 lock. The finish is satin chrome,
with a chrome plate. It has a 10-year mechanical warranty, and five-year warranty on the finish. It is sold in individual packs, and key-alike
multiple prepacks.
Mr Demourtzidis introduced the engagement
of Trio with HBT on the H Hardware project:
There is no dispute that the H store trading
strategy is a great move for HBT. Obviously, just
repainting the stores is only half the battle. Uniformity needs to be reflected inside the store as
well. Which brings us to the H Hardware locks,
and what I believe is very special.
Why would you choose Trio to partner up with
product range? Trio is a very proud second-generation family business, we’ve been established
for over 45 years. We predominantly started off
as manufacturers, we were distributing to a lot
of what are now our competitors, and they were
distributing on to hardware stores.
The market has changed a lot over the past
20 years, and we obviously had to get involved
with going direct to hardware stores. We have
been fortunate enough to get a bit of support
through HBT members in doing that. And hopefully that will continue with the H Hardware
brand in the stores.
...
Looking at what we have proposed to you at
H stores, I believe it is something we can do. We
can do it very well.

Top, a slide from the
Soudal presentation,
showing its new H
branded range.

Above, a slide from
the Trio Group presentation, showing
details of its H branded lever and lock.
Right, from the
tradeshow floor at
the conference, a Trio
display unit for the H
branded product.
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As with Haymes, Mr Demourtzidis took up
the issue of how the products would be sold
in store. He offered a range of options, which
includes a specific display for this first product,
as well as more comprehensive product displays. He suggested that one thing that could
be considered was an “in-store destination” for
the products, not only Trio’s but those from all
manufacturers. That would help to drive interest, provide easy access, and lead to increased
sales.

Analysis
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There has been a long tradition of hardware
chains selling “own brand” goods, by buying
up some fairly cheap products and sticking
their own branding on them. The road that
HBT is taking is quite different. Like many HBT
strategies, while this one seems simple or even
expected in some ways, it is possibly directed at
some deep market strategies.
As HNN has commented elsewhere in this
edition, as HBT moves forward it seems to be
trying to find ways to influence the supply
market so as to help it become more efficient.
At the moment, parts of that market are somewhat “frozen”, in that a number of different
suppliers compete with very similar products for narrow areas of demand. The group
is evidently taking steps to try to help the
market become more rational, with a greater
concentration of orders running through some
suppliers, creating volume, which will create
efficiencies, making more profit available for
both suppliers and retailers.
What the H brand may be designed to do is to
help consolidate demand into several key sup-

pliers by creating a reliable “suite” of products,
that are made to take advantage of the realities
of the market. This new set of products is very
much what the average HBT customer — who
is more likely to be a tradie or a builder — really wants.
HBT is effectively creating an extra level of
marketing over these products, a recommendation that will cause customers who have “always” bought one product, to reconsider their
choice, and potentially choose an H branded
product instead.
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Above, the H branded tape measure from
Spear & Jackson

The Pink Pages
The McGrath Foundation funds breast care nurses for women suffering from breast cancer. The breast care nurse is able to put people in
contact with organisations that offer care and assistance to cancer patients. These organisations can offer help with transportation, accommodation, and other issues that arise during and after treatment.
The advantage of the McGrath Foundation breast care nurses is that
they are completely free, and that patients can self-refer.
The McGrath Foundation also supports a breast awareness program,
which it calls “Curve Lurve”. The goal is to encourage women to monitor the condition of their breasts on a regular basis, and to be sensitive
to any changes they notice. It is aimed in particular at young teenage
women, to get them into the habit early in their lives of being aware,
understanding what is “normal”, and knowing how to spot potentially
concerning changes.

Sponsorship
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In an amazing effort over the past year, HBT has managed to put
together a contribution of $51,443 to the foundation. Aimee Innes, HBT
manager of member services, showed how serious some HBT members
had been about their efforts in a series of images, with some going so
far as to paint their retail premises pink, and to hold funding events to
raise more money.
Tracy Bevan, one of the founders and currently a directer of the
foundation, appeared at the HBT Conference and spoke very movingly
about her motivation for starting the foundation, at the behest of Jane
McGrath, the wife of Glen McGrath who suffered terminal breast cancer. Explaining the benefits of contributing to the foundation, she said:
What we raise funds for is very tangible. So if you give me a dollar, I
can show you where that money has gone to. I can show you the family
that we’ve been able to support, and I can introduce you to the local
breast care nurses. It is very tangible.
Ms Bevan explained how she was there when Ms McGrath discovered
she had breast cancer, and that it was Ms McGrath who “discovered”
the very helpful role that breast care nurses could perform, and set
things in motion for the foundation to be brought to life.
HBT will continue to support the McGrath Foundation through 2017.
As part of that support, HBT declared the third and final day of the
Conference “Pink Day”, with members and suppliers encouraged to
wear something pink on the third and final day of the conference.
They should have known what was coming. You simply do not make
suggestions such as that lightly to HBT members.
On the pages that follow, HNN has documented what might be best
called a “Pink Extravaganza”. Whether its was something relatively
conservative, such as a pink bow-tie, or going the full pink by dressing
in pink tutus, HBT really embraced the need to get pink.
After some recent sad events, it was a really joyful change to have at
the conference. Congratulations to Ms Innes for her zest and organisational abilities.

Top, HNN’s publisher Betty Tanddo, who was treated for
breast cancer during 2016, was embracing her inner
photographer as others were embracing their inner
pinkness. The results are on the following pages.
Middle left, Tracy Bevan (left) accepts the HBT cheque.
Middle right, winners of the pink costume competiion.
Bottom, the boys at Hume show they are men enough
to get with the pink when they need to.
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The Pink Pages
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The Pink Pages

Gala Dinner
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MC, Ashlin Fisher
Sparkly ladies: l&r Roz LoRicco and Lisa Coates
l&r Chris Moorfoot and Mike LoRicco

l-r Steve and Fida Fatileh, Betty Tanddo
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Alex Coates
l-r John Lintott, Erin and Leigh Muggleton
David Kent with Wendy Payne

84

Mike Coates
l-r Steve McMillan, Betty Tanddo &
Lawrie Peck

l-r Sharon Peridis, Paul Hoye & Betty
Tanddo
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Peter Burke and Michelle Pearse

The Henderson family (Hendo’s Power
Tools, NSW)
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l-r Gail Ratcliffe, Margaret Manwaring & Klaus
Tietz
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“Glass & concrete palaces” — the view from
the foyer of the ICC grand ballroom

l-r Aimee Innes, Ashlin Fisher, Taryn Kocwin &
Kerrie Windus

l&r Brendan & David Kent

l-r Leanne Tamas, Gillian Wylie, Sue Marsh, Cheryl
Newing
l-r Mark Rowley, Peter Moon, Gavin Keane and
Gerhard & Mike (Armstrong H Hardware)
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l-r Brett Cornford, Lawrie Peck, Ian Stafford & Jeff
Cornford
Joy & Jeff Cornford

Brigid & Chris Nelson

Brenda & Graeme Kingsbury

l-r Mia & Dion Orlandi & Robyn Sloan-Orlandi
Con & Sharon Peridis

l-r Brian & Julia Marshall with Pam & Brian
Manfield
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THE TRADESHOW
After the HBT conference in Townsville, stepping into the
exhibition hall at Sydney’s International Convention Centre
was like going from an MG sports convertible into a Cadillac.
Townsville was fun and cosy, but Sydney felt luxurious.

That impression was added to by the really smooth way
in which everything seemed to run, the team at HBT led by
Ashlin Fisher making the whole thing seem almost effortless.
The vibe on the show floor was surprisingly focused and
busy. Judging by what HNN could see, there were some really
good deals on offer, and a surprising number of new and
innovative products showing up as well.
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Top to bottom: Zanda goes big in the
high-ceilinged hall; Imex does bright green
to good effect; AND ICCONS handles some
heavy traffic with ease.

Townsville had lifted the overall quality of the stands from
the previous year’s Melbourne show up a notch, and Sydney
seemed to improve further on Townsville. There were quite
a few really “stand out” exhibition stands. Zanda did a great
job of laying out its products for everyone to see, which can
be difficult with architectural hardware. Imex had a quite
striking design-based display. Simmonds, one of the supplier award winners, added a great touch, with a fake “tree” at
the front of its stand. ICCONS had a really good layout for
product display and visitor flow. Duralex had one of the most
informative stands, even bringing in the company’s research
and production chemist, Vivian Kluger, to answer any questions HBT members might have. Probably the most consistently busy stand we saw was Stanley Black & Decker, which
seemed to always have five or six retailers talking to the staff.
Without a doubt, though, the star of the show was the
Makita stand. Makita brought in its special truck, which
displays most of its available 18-volt cordless range of tools.
They had also set up a demonstration of its new 18-volt cordless laminate trimmer, which seems to be in great demand.
On the following pages we’ve selected about a quarter of
the stands — 45 — to profile.
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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Launched in 2016, but coming to independent retailers
in Australia for 2017, DeWalt’s FLEXVolt innovation has
brought new capability to cordless tools.
The FLEXVolt range uses 54-volt batteries, which can, by
switching between serial and parallel battery connections, also work with standard DeWalt 18-volt tools.
For your customers, that means that the expense of the
54-volt batteries and chargers gets amortised over a
wider spread of uses. They can use the 54-volt battery
on really powerful circular saw, then plug it into their
standard impact driver, and benefit from vastly extended battery life.
Soon DeWalt will be adding to its Australian range by
releasing 108-volt tools,which run off of two 54-volt batteries. An adapter also plugs into the battery sockets to
enable the tool to be powered directly from the mains,
or a generator.
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Duralex, one of Australia’s smaller but
highly inventive paint companies, has
released yet another innovative product,
its rustCONVERT.
This is a product that does three things
in just one step. Brushed onto a surface
that is mildly corroded, it will convert
and neutralise the rust, prme the surface, and seal it with protection.
That means that after rustCONVERT has
been applied to a ferrous surface, and
allowed to do its magic for just one hour,
the surface is fully prepped and ready to
paint.

Everyone knows that Makita routers
are some of the best in the world. Now
Makita has brought out a lightweight,
compact “laminate trimmer” router,
that runs off its standard 18-volt Li-ion
rechargeable battery system.
Brushless motor, of course. It features
an/off switch with safety lock and variable speed control, aluminium base with
rack and pinion depth adjustment, and
up to 30,000rpm no load speed. Also
features an LED job light for improved
visibility.
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Gerard Lighting is one of Australia’s
pioneers in affordable, high-finish,
high-quality lighting.
The company’s most recent runaway top
seller is the Crompton Hornet Floodlight. This is compact LED floodlight, with
an output of 650 lumens. It is rated at
IP44, which is one notch up from rain
resistant, to splash resistant, making it
ideal for exposed outdoor use.
Gerard says that the light is so popular,
they have trouble keeping it in stock,
but a new shipment should be landing
about the time you read this.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Cowdroy is well-known for its extensive range of door
seals, but it is equally proficient when it comes to door
hardware.
Cowdroy has recently launched its Exposed 90 product,
which is decorative sliding door hardware. Exposed 90
can support up to 90kg doors, which makes it ideal for
installations of heavy glass doors, as an example.
With more and more new home buyers opting for the
compact spaces of apartments and flats, sliding doors
are growing in popularity. Not only do they save space,
but they also provide a better way of changing spaces
dynamically in a small dwelling.
Featuring quality stainless steel components combined
with large, high-density rollers, the system is smooth
and effortless to roll, and is moisture resistant. That
makes it an ideal choice for bathrooms, ensuites and
laundries.

Tradies will tell you that the quality of
fasteners they encounter every day is
becoming increasingly variable. That
means there is far more risk of “rouding”
a stubborn bolt that become stuck due
to exposure to the weather.
Spear & Jackson have a solution to
that problem. The Eclipse wrench is a
“tri-grip” configuration, that grips not
only the sides of nut, but also the end,
providing more surface area to spread
the torque, and resulting in less stress
on the metal.

Laser level and measuring company Imex has released its iPower
solar-charged battery for use on the
worksite.
Designed to complement Imex’s new
range of laser levels with built-in
rechargeable Li-ion batteries, the iPower
provides power outputs through a standard UBS port.
That means it can be used to charge
not only Imex products but also smartphones, tablets and navigation aids.

Pool care is a newish category for most
HBT members, but as swimming continues to increase in popularity, particularly
with an older generation, it’s a business
that is set to grow. HBT supplier Astral
Pool provides just about everything a
customer needs once the pool is in the
ground.
In particular this includes a range of
chemicals, its Pure Care range, which
is rated non-DG (Dangerous Goods),
which eases the task of both storing and
transporting it.
The natural chemicals also appeal to
customers seeking safe alternatives.
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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Bradford is well-known for its insulation, and it is currently releasing a new product designed to be friendly
to DIY self-installers.
Bradford Black is actually white, and it has a soft, fluffy
feel to it, making it more pleasant to install. It is made
from recycled glass, with natural, organic binders. That
means it is both safe to use, and follows best sustainability practices.
Bradford Black is hypoallergenic and is approved by the
National Asthma Council’s Sensitive Choice program,
making it suitable for use in homes of asthma and
allergy sufferers.
Bradford is backing up the product with a high level of
marketing, including a TV ad campaign.
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Airco is currently revamping all of its nail
guns. However the really big news is
with the company’s framing guns.
The newly released Airco ProGas F34A
comes in a kit with two batteries and
provides exceptional performance in
framing and decking applications.

Klingspor’s most recent innovation is its
“diamond” range of cutting wheels for
grinders. Klingspor constructed a factory
specifically to produce these producs,
and expects it to become a popular
product.

BGC Fibre Cement has released GTEK™
Protect. The GTEK Protect System is a
double wall system that incorporates
fire-resistant GTEK Protect 25mm plasterboard panels within the wall cavity. It is
also rated for accoustic insulation.

The manufacturing process involves
state of the art production to manufacture high performance cutting blades
at competitive prices, with constant
concern for the total safety and quality
of the finished product; thus all the
segments are laser welded.

The great thing about the product is that,
while it is a plaster product, it is usually
affixed in place by carpenters (no “wet
trades” required). That means it will
appeal to a wide range of trades.
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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
ICCONS is best known for its fastener
products, but it sells a wide range of other
products as well. That includes the QuickPost product.
QuickPost is a resin based product that
enable the customer to replace up to 50kg
of concrete needed to set a fence or gate
post, with less than 2kg. Not only that, but
the size of the hole required to adequately
secure the post is sharply reduced. The resin
also provides an aesthetically pleasing
finished results.

Zanda Architectural Hardware has released its Stealth lock. This is one of the
new breed of locks that enables remote
lock and unlock.
There are three ways to use the Stealth.
It comes with two keyring fobs, which
will unlock the lock with the press of a
button.
There is also a numeric keypad, which
unlocks the Stealth when the correct
code is entered. Homeowners can also
assign one-time codes, handy for letting
in tradespeople or cleaners.

Austech’s newest product is an ultracapacitive charger for cars.
Where most car chargers rely on a battery that needs to be kept charged up,
this charger assumes that the car battery
is not completely “dead”, but just has too
low a voltage to turn the starter.
Hook this device up to a nearly flat battery, and it will charge itself, storing the
energy in a capacitor. When it hits full
charge, it can return the stored energy in
one hit to the vehicle, turning the starter
motor.

And, of course, there is a key as well!
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Uni-Pro, well-known for painting
supplies, is also marketing an unique
quick-release tie-down hitch.
Patented in the UK, this device feeds
the tie-down rope through a set of
cams, which effectively “grip” it. It’s easy
then to haul on the rope until it’s nice
and tight over a ladder or long plank
attached to a carry rack.
There’s none of the slippage that sometimes comes when tying off a knot, and
when the destination is reached, the
article can be unsecured in seconds by
just flipping the rope out of the Grippie.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

The Deckspacer is one of those products
that seem quite simple, but which have
actually required a bit of thought to
put together. The Deckspacer is a small
metal fitting that is attached to the joists
of a deck, and ensures the decking is at
set at the correct gap.
The installer simply lays the first decking
plank, inserts the Deckspacer at the
joists, then puts doen the adjacent
plank.
For further details, visit the website:
http://quiklii.com.au

Diadora is experiencing significant
growth in the hardware market, especially through HBT. The company reports
very high sell-through rates for boots
such as its Craze Lace with Zip workboot.

The FreeLec power kit is an Australian-designed, Chinese manufactured
device that provides a long-term
solution to bringing power and light to
offgrid locations.

Available in wheat and black colours, the
boot is lightweight, with toe protection
provided by a composite material toecap
(approved to AUS/NZ safety standards). It
features a durable nitrile rubber outsole,
and has been designed to absorb shock
and protect feet from stress.

Originally designed for third-world
conditions, the kit combines a sealed
lead-acid battery, a solar panel, a radio,
and three LED light bulbs. There is a USB
port available for charging smartphones,
tablets and other devices. The manufacturer states that a fully charged battery
will power one light bulb for 30 hours,
or all three for 10 hours.

The Diadora brand comes out of the
Overland Group, which has a national
sales team, and promises good customer
service and rapid turnaround times.
More details:
http://www.diadora.com.au/work.html
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For further details:
http://risingsales.com.au

ON THE FLOOR
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accessories, adhesives,
lubricants, cleaning products
accessories

Saint-Gobain

A leader in abrasives
manufacturing

cleaning

goo.gl/SCAqbb

Recochem

Solvents, oil products,
cleaners, additives,
timber care
goo.gl/5vZhme

27

adhesives

HB Fuller

157

adhesives

Adhesives, sealants,
silicones, fillers and
foams

150

Bostik Australia

Flooring, plumbing,
concrete repair, waterproofing and sealing

goo.gl/2dptMw

134

goo.gl/CmhECw

lubricants

accessories

Josco

96

Surface conditioning &
finishing products and
hand tools
goo.gl/OmhvRO

WD-40 Company

122

Maintenance, specialty, and cleaning
products
goo.gl/XuUf9o

16

lubricants

Allemlube

accessories

Greaseguns, hose
reels, refueling units

Klingspor

Products for finishing
surfaces and cutting
off materials

53

goo.gl/LjR4yY

accessories

Paramount Safety
Products
Quality personal protective equipment.
goo.gl/RS1iPX

55

goo.gl/7N6NMn

adhesives

Soudal Australia

Manufacturer of sealants, PU-Foams and
adhesives

95

goo.gl/RvBl6u

91
81

accessories

Richmond Wheel
& Castor

Trolleys, replacement
wheels and castors
goo.gl/o8kBc8
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KLINGSPOR ABRASIVES
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Paul Hoye managing director of Klingspor Australia, third from left

Paul Hoye of Klingspor is very
positive about the future with HBT.
He says that sales are continuing to
grow, and that members have embraced the new products Klingspor
has brought to market. In particular
Klingspor continues to sell high
volume of its very popular line of
1mm cutting discs.
Klingspor has developed many of
the types of abrasives in common
use today, he notes, including the
flat disc, which is now produced by
a range of companies around the
world. Mr Hoye says that despite

this emulation, Klingspor has managed to retain its leading position,
both by keeping prices down, and
by innovating with new products.
And, of course, Klingspor retains its
advantage of providing its goods
in convenient retail-sized packs for
HBT members.
Klingspor’s most recent innovation
is its “diamond” range of cutting
wheels for grinders. Klingspor
constructed a factory specifically to
produce these producs, according to
Mr Hoye, and expects it to become a
popular product.

Klingspor’s most
recent innovation,
the Diamond Blade
See review of the Diamond Blades:
Link: https://youtu.be/7m8nzZjrDBI
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SOUDAL
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Scott Robinson, national head of sales, Soudal Australia, far right

The big news for Soudal Australia is
that it is producing an “H” branded
set of products this year. Those
products include a multi-purpose
gap filler, a multi-purpose adhesive
and a multi-purpose silicone.

as silicone ages from the point of
manufacture, and while some competitors repackage their goods in
Australia, they are actually produced
in China, so there is little if any
difference in shelf life.

These products carry the “H” logo,
and the packaging has been carefully designed to match some of
the products with similar packaging
that are being produced by Duralux.

Soudal is a family-owned business
located in Belgium. Mr Robinson
said that the company currently
has turnover of around EUR750
million a year, and the goal is to
get toEUR1000 million. To do that,
Soudal is investing heavily in both
research and development, and
scaling up its production facilities.
He pointed out that the company
can easily do this, as it does not
have the same restrictions that
corporations have, and so is free to
make deep investments into the
future of the industry.

Scott Robinson of Soudal Australia
notes that a major point of difference is that Soudal makes all its
own products, right from scratch,
in its factory in Belgium. He said
that some competitors have tried
to suggest that this point of origin
can result in reduced shelf life.
Mr Robinson said this is not true,
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ALEMLUBE
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Gary Fitzhenry (r) with Mark Williamson, sales & marketing manager at Alemlube

Alemlube offers a range of products to
assist in the storage and dispensing of
lubricants and petrochemical liquids.
The company’s core products are its
greaseguns. A recent addition to this
range is a grease gun with a transparent barrel. This enables users to
easily see the kind of lubricant stored,
making it easier to find and apply the
correct substance.
According to Mark Williamson, sales
& marketing manager, there has
also been an increase in demand for
cordless greaseguns, with Alemlube
offering a range of these.

Top left, grease guns, including a transparent one, on sale
from Alemlube. Bottom left, a
small refuelling tank. Above,
a hose reel stand, which is a
new POS display the company
offers retailers.
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Another popular item is the company’s
polypropolene refueling tanks. These
come in sizes from 100 litres up to
600 litres. They can be transported via
forklift, and easily transported directly to a worksite, for construction or
agricultural jobs, providing convenient,
efficient refuelling of petrol and diesel
machinery.
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building supplies

cement

Boral Cement

Trade and DIY cement
products

cement

Sunstate Cement

goo.gl/vPtmtb

38

dampcourses

Cement and
weatherproof Drymix
products in QLD &
NSW
goo.gl/HRdr4h

Vespol 113 W.I.A

Dampcourses, expansion jointing and other
building materials

42

131

goo.gl/iVVMeZ

43

cement

Cement Australia

101

Cement Australia is
a leading supplier of
cement products

17

110

cladding

James Hardie

A wide range of building products, including cladding
goo.gl/Mue7SC

113

goo.gl/R1T8YX

render

101

plastics

River Sands
52

Mulford Building
Products

Plastics for roofing,
glazing, and cladding
goo.gl/qGHbco

Concrete Colour Systems, Applied Concrete
Solutions, Easy Mix,
Render Systems
goo.gl/g67pzF

concrete aids

Sika Australia

Chemical supplier
for the building and
construction industry
goo.gl/Mo4H7B
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When it comes to Drymix there’s only
hnn.bz

SUNSTATE CEMENT
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Left, Jacki Pigram and right, Sue Kasper, of Sunstate Cement

Sunstate Cement has confirmed its
reputation for excellence with the
release of its new OneMix range of
bagged Drymix products.
These include Concrete Mix, Rapid
Set concrete, Post Mix concrete,
Mortar and Paver Sand. OneMix is
supplied in 10kg, 20kg and 30kg
Form-Fill-Seal plastic bags.
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This means the product can be
safely stored (unopened) in the
outdoors. It also provides extended
shelf life, eliminates leakage, keeping bags dust free and the display
clean.
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homewares, lighting, outdoor living
homewares

Austral Clothes Hoist

100% Australian made and
owned clothes drying products
goo.gl/qWvsML

outdoor

homewares

32 33

Cyclone Tools Westmix

Puratec

Cyclone, Trojan, Nylex
& Gardenmaster

151

goo.gl/hsturT

lighting

Crompton—Gerard
Lighting

22

Power DC

High performance LED
worklights
goo.gl/3hkwL2

104

105 104

homewares

Dayton Tooling

outdoor

Wide range of home
garden watering
systems

goo.gl/fJpwsX

lighting

130

Offers a new & innovative range of interior &
exterior DIY products,
& LED lamps
goo.gl/7OgkKO

Holman Industries

Manufactures a wide
range of water filtration products

Rotary clotheslines
backed by a 15 year
structural warranty

13

goo.gl/QDqwor

goo.gl/H0xHQ1

homewares

outdoor

Local Products

Brand products for the
hardware, garden, &
fencing markets

AstralPool

Makes and supplies
swimming pool and
spa equipment

6

goo.gl/27kGDd

goo.gl/rssCGO

outdoor

79

84

Sabco Australia

JC & AT Searle

Market innovator in
the home garden
industry
goo.gl/mfet4L

cleaning

66

69

Comprehensive product range for household cleaning
goo.gl/eVavMW

CROMPTON are offering HUGE HBT Conference
discounts and competitions!
Come and see us at the Crompton stand for more
details and get your FREE Crompton Showbag*!
Stand 13
*Available while stocks last!

CROMPTON-GERARD LIGHTING
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Middle, Shanti Baumann, national manager – commercial services

Cromptom has picked up its game
for 2017, bringing out lots of exciting new products, and upgrading
its image and marketing, according to Shanti Baumann, national
manager for commercial serivces at
Gerard-Cromptom Lighting.

Download the latest Cromptom brochure at:
Link: goo.gl/3BXu1Z

One of the innovative new products
they have brought to market is the
Hornet Floodlight. A slim-line LED
floodlight, one of its key features is
that it is IP44 rated, which means
it is water resistant to one level
above rain-resistant, enhancing its
durability for outdoor use.
It is also very bright, at 650 lumens.
But it is its sleek looks (and great
price) that have lifted this to be
one of Cromptom’s best sellers. Ms
Baumann says that two previous
shipments sold out almost straight
away, and a third shipment is set
to land in early June. It’s a Gerard
exclusive product.

Cromptom’s Hornet floodlight
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Cromptom is also at the edge of
high-tech lighting features. They
are bringing out a range of LED
light globes that have inbuilt dimmers or colour temperature change
controls. That means customers can
set up light dimming and colour
change without having to install
additional hardware or electronic
controls.
Cromptom is also innovating in LED
downlights. Its new 11 Watt range
features an IP44 rating, making it
ideal for bathrooms and kitchens.
It’s being offered at a highly attractive price to retailers.
Gerard-Cromptom also offers a
range of in-store and POS stands
and shelving features. At the
moment its Cromptom Lampstand
offers $2050 worth of stock for just
$1750, and it includes an attractive
display as well.

ASTRAL POOL
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Middle, Steve Dowdall, national sales manager, Astral Pool

Astral Pools offers technically
advanced products for pool maintenance that are manufactured in
Australia.

Pure Care relies on “natural” chemicals to
provide a safe pool maintenance alternative

It is a comprehensive range of
products, that encompasses everything from the hardware associated
with pool maintenance, such as
pumps, filters and chlorinators.
It also supplies chemicals and
other maintenance consumables.
And, more recently, it markets its
Connect 10 system, which offers
the convenience of automation for
many pool systems.
The company has been in this
business since 1983, and manufacturers its hardware in Victoria,
and its chemicals in New South
Wales. It employes a sales force of
30 people across Australia, and has
nine branches that handle product
distribution.

Connect 10 provides full pool automation
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One of its more recent innovations
is the Pure Care range of pool
chemicals. These are rated as “nonDG” (not dangerous goods), which
simplifies both transportation and
storage concerns.
Astral’s equillibrium System offers
a unique pool dosing system, that
activelycontrols chlorine and acide
levels in the pool.
Astral’s Connect 10 automation
system is comprehensive, and
offers an internet-connected system
that can be managed via a control
panel, or through apps downloadd
to Apple or Android smartphones.
In the past, Astral distributed its
products through pool shops and
to pool builders at large scale. The
company is has just started to offer
its product to hardware stores.
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power tools
power tools

Hitachi Power Tools

Cordless, corded and outdoor
power equipment
goo.gl/QvIqKs

air tools

specialty tools

28 29

Paslode Australia

Suplies trade clients
with gas and pneumatic fastening solutions

Stinger Caps
System

Tools for securing
house wraps and
roofing underlays

154

goo.gl/e6aGlz

143

pressure tools

goo.gl/wJDJgd

142

BAR Group

outdoor p.e.

Supplies pressure
cleaners, industrial
high pressure pumps
& sewer jetters

Husqvarna Aust.
46

goo.gl/lF7ZLt

108

Outoor powr equipment & construction
tools
goo.gl/L6vRTr

power tools

Stanley Black &
Decker

DeWalt high capability corded & cordless
power tools
goo.gl/S2VTLJ

power tools

levels

Imex

9

Linear measuring and
laser levels for tradies

Makita Australia

goo.gl/HQ9iCU

Cordless & corded
power tools with a reputation for reliability
goo.gl/uB868b

air tools

Peerless Products
Just introduced a
range of screw compressors to Australia

58

levels

Spot-on Laser &
Tool Company

2

Laser levels and meauring tools

1

goo.gl/cqKq1k

70

goo.gl/AdagFL

64
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IMEX
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Left, Stephen Sandeman, right Carl Sandeman, of Imex

Imex has continued to innovate in
the field of laser levels. One of its latest products, the LX3DR, is aimed at
the interior trades. It features a single
horizontal line, and two vertical lines.
Not only does it have an inbuilt Lithium-ion battery, but this battery can
be charged using the same chargers
used for mobile phones, via a USB
connection.
It’s useful for almost the full spectrum of interior trades, including
tilers, carpenters, plasterers and
plumbers. It’s available with either
a red or a green laser. All of Imex’s
green laser products are built using
actual green laser diodes.

Imex’s LX3DR green laser level

Associated with the LX3DR is Imex’s
iPower Solar Power Bank. This is a
battery extender that can be charged
via its inbuild solar panel simply by
leaving it in the sun. Ideal for more
remote jobs, where the power is
not on yet, the iPower can help to
recharge devices such as the LX3DR.
Imex iPower Solar Power Bank

Imex offers in-store displays
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STANLEY BLACK & DECKER
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The Stanley Black & Decker exhibition booth

The Stanley Black & Decker stand
was buzzing at this year’s conference. The big news from the
company is its new FLEXVolt range
of tools, based on a 54-volt batter
that can also be used with 18-volt
tools.

Left, Kevin Marshall with Inverell H Hardware
store owner Leigh Muggleton

FLEXVolt grinding power

The DeWalt FLEXVolt 108-volt mitre saw uses two 54-volt batteries. It comes with an adapter that
enables it to be plugged directly
into mains power

The battery at the heart of
FLEXVolt
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Stanley has only recently released
FLEXVolt to independent retailers
(it delayed the release, company
sources say, to ensure adequate
supply of the new product line).
The FLEXVolt tools are so powerful
that they come close to matching
corded tools. In fact, soon to be
released are the second stage of
FLEXVolt products, that use two 54volt batteries, and can be plugged
into mains power through a simple
adapter.

MAKITA AUSTRALIA

Makita Australia pulled out the
big guns by driving its promo
truck into the display hall at ICC.
Far left, Makita’s new 18-volt
laminate trimmer (router).
Left, the team at Makita, from
l-to-r, Steve Fatileh of HBT; Shane
McMullen, Makita; and Dave
Rand, Makita
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fasteners
fasteners

Hobson Engineering

Largest fastener company in its
chosen product range
goo.gl/F2FXcE

supplier

fasteners

30

Inox World

Wholesale supplier
of a wide range of
stainless fasteners

ITW Proline
39

goo.gl/rihIyb

146

148

Distributor of fasteners
to retail customers
goo.gl/JPf24Y

homewares

133

Is an intricate part of
the building industry
supply chain
goo.gl/adAl06

tools

113

Koala Nails

Airco Fasteners &
Senco Products

automotive

Champion Parts

Well-known for high
quality products in
construction.

Range is designed for
the requirements of
automotive and engineering workshops

goo.gl/TSNM5e

goo.gl/rP6nqO

construction

Bremick
Fasteners

Used in many critical
applications for major
projects in Australia
goo.gl/jV4N6w

11

industrial

Macsim Fastenings

96

International wholesaler of industrial
fasteners
goo.gl/q9wc01

87 86

distribution

ICCONS Fasteners

Supporting independent distribution
through a range of
construction supplies
goo.gl/iWMHnO

67 68
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AIRCO
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Left, Patrick O’Connell national account manager for HBT

Airco has introduced two new generators at the 2017 Conference. These have outputs of 3.8kVA, and 7.8kVa. These
are ready to go to work as worksite generators. The engines
are rated at 1000 hours, versus the more usual 500 hours of
many competing brands.

Airco is currently revamping all of its nail guns. However the
really big news is with the company’s framing guns. The newly
released Airco ProGas F34A comes in a kit with two batteries
and provides exceptional performance in framing and decking
applications.

It features a large 15 litre petrol tank, which means it can run
for 11 hours at 50% load.

According to Patrick O’Connell, price is also a big selling point.
The Airco tools compete very favourably in the market.

The Airco ProGas F34A is proving to be a
bestseller.

Colt’s new generators offered
improved run-time
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The Colt 265 compressor continues the
traditional quality of Colt compressors

MACSIM FASTENINGS
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The Macsim team were a large presence on the trade show floor

The main innovations that Macsim
brought to the Conference were
to do with product display. According to Ian Mathews, national
account manager, the company
has moved away from its former
generic displays, to ones which are
more strongly branded, and which
provide aids to customers in finding
the right fastener.
The new nails display, for example, presents a clear labelling as
“nails”, and the products are clearly
grouped below. For more complex
fastener categories, there are
overall category headers above the
shelving, and “shelf talkers” which
extend horizontally into the aisle
with specific labelling. This makes it
easy for customers to glance down
an aisle, and to see what is on the
shelving.

A coherent, simplified layout adds to shelf appeal

Shelf talkers help customers find fasteners
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ICCONS FASTENERS
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Philip Digby of ICCONS

ICCONS stands for “Independent
Channel CONstruction Supply”,
which gives a good clue about the
company’s intention to support
independent retailers of its products. It is a relatively new company,
started just four years ago, but it
has already grown to 35 employees
with seven warehouses around
Australia.
The company has a clear focus on
what it calls “the top end of town”.
It’s all about high quality products
designed for serious jobs.

QuikPost is a simple solution for setting
fence posts. It’s a lightweight resin product

Australia has only recently put out
its own standards for masonery and
mechanical anchoring, contained
in SA TS 101:2015. This follows
the European standards (not US
standards). ICCONS has a particular
advantage in providing a full suite
of products that alrealy meets
these standards. That’s because the
company sources its products from
Europe.
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Its chemical anchors are sourced
from the Netherlands, and its
mechanical anchors come from
Italy. All of these already meet
European standards. Philip Digby
of ICCONS points out that this is not
true of many “standard” fasteners
that have been used in Australia in
the past.
ICCONS also sells gear for diamond
coring, which Mr Digby says will
outperform similar products from
Hilti by a considerable margin.
Other innovative products include
QuikPost. This enables customers
to easily set posts for fences, using
simple-to-use resin product that
replaces up to 50kg of concrete in
traditional post-setting. It requires
a smaller hole, and produces an
aethetically pleasing result.
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paint, coatings and ladders
brushes

C & A Brushware

Manufacturer and supplier of
quality painting products

timber

goo.gl/qWvsML

Cabot’s

paints

33

Oldfields

Brushes, rollers, tools,
and scaffolding
goo.gl/HovYeF

Comprehensive range
of stains, varnishes,
clear finishes, oils,
paints and polishes
goo.gl/tT5c7l

152

25
24

41

goo.gl/J0hfBU

Duralex

Water-based acrylic paints,
including HBT’s H Brand
paints
goo.gl/8QfCt5

118

timber

111

Bondall

The highest level of
indoor/outdoor protection for timber projects

106

ladders

Valspar

Valspar has a paint
suited to almost every
application

131

H brand

paints

Gorilla Ladders

50

Rugged ladders for
trade and home use
goo.gl/xeBcv5

goo.gl/8Ep3t2

marking

Dy-Mark Australia
Manufacture & distribution of marking
paints and coatings
goo.gl/4P4C3j

ladders

Ladder
Solutions

Industrial, construction, custom ladders

paints

goo.gl/ycYutT

4

88
83

brushes

Uni-Pro Painting
Equipment

Broad range of accessory painting products
goo.gl/yeM51X
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Haymes Paints

Range of paints for
independent retailers
goo.gl/tOFSlO

DURALEX
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Left, Vivian Kluger, chemist, and beside her Peter Miranda, managing director, Duralex

For a relatively small company in
a field that has some of the larger
corporations on the planet, Duralex
continues to amaze the market with
plucky innovations.
Duralex has already become HBT’s
H brand supplier for high-quality
interior latex paint, and is now
pushing into the area of paints for
metal surfaces.
The metal paints have all the
hallmarks of a Duralex product: water-based, low-odour, with minimal
VOC (volatile organic compound)
emissions during drying.

Top, Duralex’s new rust conversion coating,
and bottom, its metal primer

One of the products, rustCONVERT
is for the treatment of ferrous
metal surfaces. It is a “3-in-1”,
offering rust conversion, priming
for further painting, and surface
sealing, which protects from further
corrosion. The surface it is applied
to will be ready for further painting
in just an hour.
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As an extension of that product,
Duralex is also offering a metal
primer — again, water-based and
fast-drying. It can be used to prime
a wide range of metal surfaces,
including copper, aluminium, lead
and galvanised iron. It dries to a
very hard finish, and can be painted
over with either water-based or
solvent-based paints.
If that’s not enough, Duralex also
has a new wood finish it has just
released, called Duracoat. Water-based, this coating can be used
for exterior and interior finishes. It
is not designed for use on decking,
but on vertical surfaces, such as the
walls of a shed. It can be used not
only on wood, but also on masonery, making it a true multi-purpose coating.
The company’s head, Peter Miranda
says developing products is something of a passion in his company.

HAYMES PAINTS
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Wendy Payne of Haymes Paints. She is pictured next to the stand she developed for the H brand wood treatments.

Haymes Paints has launched three
products which it is branding as
HBT’s H brand products. These are
woodcare products, and they are
being launched under the guidance of Wendy Payne, known in the
industry as “Wendy Woodcare” for
her dedication to this product area.
The products are: a water-based
decking finish; a traditional
decking oil; and a timber cleaning
product.
These products have been carefully
selected and designed to fit in
with the needs of HBT members
who are timber merchants. Aware
that most of those retailers will not
have paint colour mixing machines,
the wood products come in both a
“natural” finish, and a pre-mixed
Merbau wood finish (usually the
most popular selection for decks).
The H brand products. Top, Haymes’ water
based deck finish, and bottom, its traditional
decking oil.

The H branded “wood clean”
product is, Ms Payne explains,
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something of a shortcut to timber
preparation, for customers who
cannot take the six weeks necessary
to properly prepare decking timber.
In addition to the coatings and
treatments, Haymes is also offering
HBT members a specially designed
stand in a powder-coated black finish for product display. In addition
to providing shelving for the paint,
it comes with “silent salesman”
placards at either end of the stand.
At one end, it provides instructions
for preparing timber rapidly, using
the cleaner. At the other end are
instructions for the slower preparation, including how to perform a
water penetration test to determine
if the timber has developed its
“key”.
Haymes intent is to help timber
merchants capture more of the
value moving through their stores,
by giving timber customers the
add-ons they need.

UNI-PRO
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Terry Andrews, national sales manager for Uni-Pro, far right

Uni-Pro has come on board with the
H Hardware brands by offering two
products: a roller and tray kit, and a
set of three brushes.
Terry Andrews, national sales
manager with Uni-Pro, explained
that the roller kit is one of UniPro’s higher end kits. The cover is
made from micro-fibre. The frame
is constructed using a heavy-duty
gauged frame, with bearing rollers
to ensure it will function smoothly
for a long time. The paint tray is
made from thick plastic, and it is a
standard size, which means standard Uni-Pro liners will fit to it.
The brushes are also of high quality
material. They feature a stainless
steel ferrule for durability, and use
a composite, high-gloss finished
handle. The bristel is a flagged

The Grippie is a unique tie-down product
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synthetic filaments. The brush pack
includes three sizes: 25mm, 38mm
and 50mm.
Expected retail price on the brush
kit will be $10. The frame kit will
retail between $14 and $15.
Uni-Pro is also pleased to offer a
new tie-down product, the Grippie. The Grippie makes it easier
to secure items such as ladders to
roof racks. It is a small, pulley-like
device that feeds the rope through
a set of cams. These enable the user
the easily tighten the rope, securing items with ease. When it is time
to unload, the rope is simply flicked
out of the cams.
Patented in the UK, the expected
retail price for the Grippie is $9.95.

DY-MARK
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L-R, Leanne Studer, Greg Symons and Andrew Cope

Dy-Mark markets a wide range of products, for
both marking and protection. The company has
been in business for 53 years.
Spray & Mark are the marking paints for industrial and construction use. The paints have the
highest industry standard percentage of actual
pigment, rather than using cheap fillers. They
come in a water-based version, for safer use.
Spray Lacquer provides a way to mark stencils
and do colour-coding. There is also a specialty
stencil paing, Spray Ink, which is designed
to minimise paint build-up on the stencils
themselves.
Dy-Mark’s Line Marking Paint is ideal for
marking out spaces in a carpark, and is specially
forumlated to make the lines last a long time.
Turf Master is a temporary line-marking paint
for grass, and has a low-toxicity formula to
make sure the grass is not harmed.
Landscape Chalk is a paint designed to make
laying out designs on the ground easy. It dries
quickly, but can last for up to 30 days outdoors.
The Grippie is a unique tie-down product
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tools

tools

Apex Tool Group

cutting

Markets 30 professional hand and power tool
brands

Intech Australia

Manufacturers and distributors of industrial
grade tools

goo.gl/M1McZC

40

goo.gl/LnyE9N

cutting

141

Sheffield Blades

129

tiling

Solutions in cutting
tools thorugh its range
of Sterling products

DTA Australia

Manufactures, imports
and distributes tools,
especially for tiling

goo.gl/Ou0zDM

goo.gl/Ee7z9R
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drills

tools

Newell Australia

A range of products for
consumer and trade

102

14

goo.gl/np2Iz5

Bahco and other wellknown tool brands

High-quality power
tool accessories and
cutting tools
goo.gl/KBJWXD

bahco

SNA E Australia

Sutton Tools

trades

8

Ox Group Intn’l

Quality hand tools for
tradespeople

goo.gl/i51QEt

goo.gl/0O0I7t

90

outdoor

82

Spear & Jackson

85

tools

Austech

Historic brand known
for woodworking and
gardening tools

Compressors, airtools,
SP tools range

goo.gl/yeM51X

71

65

tools

goo.gl/jTqdAG

tools

Kinchrome
Australia

Typhoon Tools

Automotive, industrial, hardware tools
and equipment supplier
goo.gl/JLtHi9
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High finish hand tools
designed for performance and looks
goo.gl/U31gbn

SPEAR & JACKSON
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The Spear & Jackson stand saw a lot of traffice at the conference
HBT chose Spear & Jackson to make its H Brand tape measure.
It is standard, high quality tape measure, with prominent
branding, and offered at a very attractive price to HBT members.

world where there is an increasing chance of tradies encountering low-quality metal in a bolt and nut set. The Eclipse
comes in two sizes, with the smaller retailing for $29.95, and
the larger for $39.95.

Spear & Jackson is also marketing a new type of wrench for
the company. The Eclipse wrench is a “tri-grip” wrench, which
enables the user to apply pressure to four surfaces of a hex
nut at one time. This means the metal of the nut suffers less
stress on the gripping surfaces. That means it is far less likely
to “round off” the nut in a situation where a great deal of
torque must be applied. It is a particularly useful device in a

The company has also released a gas-powered framing nail
gun. Developed over four years, the gun has a five-year
guarantee. It runs on a standard gascell, available from most
hardware stores.

The H Hardware branded tape measure

Eclipse tri-grip wrenches
come in two sizes
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Developed over four years, the gas-powered framing gun has a five-year warranty

SHEFFIELD GROUP
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Martin Allbut, national account manager
The Sheffield Group is excited to bring the RES-Q diamond
cutting blade to Australia, for which the company now has
exclusive distribution rights.
The RES-Q shot to fame in 2001 when it became the tool of
choice for use by first responders and others in coming to the
aid of those trapped in the Twin Towers during the events of
9-11.
This tough blade can cut through just about anything: including concrete, glass, cement board, hardwood, and anything
else that gets in the way.

The RES-Q diamond blade can cut
through just about anything

Sheffield also has an exclusive on the SDS REO Buster. This
is drill bit that is cast as a single piece for extra strength, and
features dual flutes and is carbide tipped. It comes in sizes
from 5mm up to 52mm.
Not to forget what made Sheffield so famous in the first place,
its superior cutting tools. Recently released is the Sport Pro
II Knife. This features a quick-change utility blade along with
incorporating a sharp sport and rescue blade. Its compact
folding design makes it easy to switch between blades. It’s an
ideal utility knife for a tradie.

A multi-purpose knife that uses exchangeable blades, the Sport Pro II is
an ideal “carry” for trades that need a reliable, rugged cutting tool
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AUSTECH
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Peter Sengstock, a regional sales manager with Austech

Austech has built its reputation
on SP brand tools. Historically,
SP began as a manufacturer of
pneumatic tools over 50 years ago,
then branched over into making
hand tools. More recently it has
added compressors and compression-driven washers to its range. The
company still manufactures its tools
in Japan, ensuring a high level of
quality.
Equipment available includes a line
of compressors ideal for use by carpenters on a worksite, and electricity
generators that produce a full sine
wave output, making them suitable
for more sensitive electronics.
One of its exciting recent releases
is an ultracapacitive jump starter.
Rather than relying on its own battery, the device draws the remaining
power from a car battery, stores it in
a capacitor, then jolts a full 12-volts
back into the car.

Top, the ultracapacitive jumpstarter for
cars. Bottom, some of the range of SP tools
Austech sells. Right, a jet washer
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wood products

timber

Tilling Timber

Manufacturer of engineered wood products

160

goo.gl/k8eTzl

144

wholesaler

Hurford Wholesale

veneer

Quality timber
wholesaler with
national distribution

Wesbeam

Markets laminated veneer timber products

120

goo.gl/L66QEy

129

116

goo.gl/QlP0Ie

housing

sawn timber

Simmonds Lumber

Hyne & Son

One of Australia’s largest producers of sawn
timber products

51

goo.gl/fUdZrC

Wholesaler of a range
of timber products for
the housing industry,
commercial construction, and other
markets.
goo.gl/pCS8B9

pine

Tasman KB

Importer of New Zealand Radiata, Treated &
H3 Pre Primed Pine

7

94

goo.gl/GCHSMK

building
wood

Empire Wood
Solutions

72

General wood products
goo.gl/Y38D8l

Woodhouse Timber Co

Services the QLD, NSW,
ACT & VIC with premium building productss
goo.gl/p3wq5P
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SIMMONDS
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L-to-r: Jacinta Colley, Aaron Martello, and Jack Forbes, all of Simmonds

Simmonds won the HBT award for
Grand Champion Timber at the Conference. Speaking to HNN, national
account manager Jacinta Colley
said that the award had made the
company very happy. She said the
award came after a solid 12 months
of making sure that the level of
representation to retailers was as
high as possible, check on service
and quality, and above all always
following through on requests from
retailers.

ing. It’s a matter of always keeping
an eye on currencty exchange rates,
and what the competition is up to.

While Simmonds trades in a wide
range of products, Ms Colley says
that pine framing is always in high
demand. Merbau products are in
demand as well. Also, pine finger-jointed mouldings have seen
their popularity increase in recent
times.

The board is designed to span joists
with 600mm centres. It can thus
replace the more commonly used
22mm board for that purpose.
This makes it possible for timber
merchants to stock one thickness
that can be used for a wider variety
of purposes.

She admits that dealing with the
highly volatile Merbau market can
be tough, but it really comes down
to doing a good job with forecast-

SimBoard is availabe in treated and
untreated finishes.
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Simmonds does have a new
product coming out in the near
future, which is called “SimBoard”.
This is produced in Germany, and
is an oriented strand manufactured
wood board suitable for flooring
applications. It is 18mm thick, and
comes in the standard 3600mm by
900mm size.

Congratulations, Simmonds!

HURFORD WHOLESALE
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L-to-r: Kevin Swadling, Melinda Larkham, Brian Taylor, and Stuart Stansell from Hurford Wholesale

Hurford is one of Australia’s long-time timber
suppliers, with over 85 years in the business.
There are two companies, Hurford Hardwood
which processes the timber, and Hurford Wholesale which looks after sales to timber merchants.
The company specialises in hardwood products,
which includes flooring, including engineered
flooring products, decking and cladding. The
company uses primarily Australian species, but
does also trade in imported species as well.
A trend in recent years has been towards
European Oak, which has become very popular,
especially as a flooring product, Stuart Stansell,
Hurford’s business development manager told
HNN. That said, native species remain very popular, and decking has been a good seller for many
years now, as it suits the Aussie lifestyle.

Putting your wood where your stand is: Huford had a lovely custom
stand that directly showed off some of its products

Mr Stansell admits that the decking market can
be a tough place to operate, due to competition.
However, he says that Hurford does see itself
having some advantages in the market due both
to the range and quality of the wood it sells, and
in profile sizing as well.
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SCIENTIFIC WATERPROOFING
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Left, Kellie Lightfoot, and right, Bruce Leslie, of Scientific Waterproofing, wearing pink to support the McGrath Foundation

Drizoro waterproofing products are
unique in a number of ways. Firstly,
they actually require a wet surface
in order to function properly on
application. Secondly, applied to a
porous substrate, they are capable
of handling “negative pressure”.
These two properties make them
ideal for tasks such as sealing watertanks, by application to the outside
of the tank. This elminates the need
to first empty the tank.
The “secret” behind these almost
magical properties is that the
products have been developed to
enable cement and sand to mix
effectively with latex and polyester
resin — the same kind of resin used
in the construction of boats, and
some surfboards.
What results from the application of
products such as Maxseal Flex is a
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surface that behaves like “normal”
masonary. This means a surface that
has been treated can ge painted,
tiled over, and even rendered over.
Drizoro products are sourced from
Spain, where they have been
manufactured since 1977. Scientific
Waterproofing has been representing Drizoro in Oceania for the past
25 years.
One recent innovative use of these
products is sealing viewports into
swimming pools. These viewports
are usually made of clear polycarbonate (not glass) which is a form
of plastic. Getting that plastic of
effectively seal with concrete. Both
Maxseal Flex and Max Joint Elastic
can be used to produce a safe,
effective seal.

NORMA GROUP
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Mark Stibbard of the Norma Group

Norma Group has been hard at work
improving the way that hardware
stores can display its merchandise.
As Mark Stibbard, a long-time
regional sales manager with Norma
Group explained to HNN, in the past
its well-known line of hose clamps
were sold loose in a box. This created some difficulties at POS, as they
could not effectively attach barcodes
to these.
Now, Norma has moved to put
these clamps in small plastic bags
instead, and attaches the barcode
to that. This also offers the clamps
a measure of protection, and has
made it possible to display them in
hang racks, which many customers
find easier to use.
The same attention to detail for
store display has also been focused
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on the PumpMaster pumps that
Norma sells. The company had
developed a metal stand that can
be used to display the pumps in a
convenient and compact form.
To further assist in the sales process,
Norma has also developed information placards that accompany the
pumps on display.
Norma Group was originally founded in 1949 near Frankfurt, Germany,
by Ove Skafte Rasmussen, the son
of a Danish industrialist. It was
family-owned until 2006, when it
underwent a management buyout,
and merged with Swedish company
ABA. The company was publicly
listed in 2011.
It has production facilities in both
China and Brazil.
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MERLIN SOFTWARE
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L-to-r: Mike Procyk, David Beard, Paula Napoli and Sam Roberts, all of Merlin Software

Merlin Software’s Cobalt retail
system is, according to Mike Procyk
of Merlin, really a fully integrated
business management system.
That means that it combines most
business functions a retailer needs
into a single, integrated package.
Cobalt includes: POS, accounting,
payroll, inventory management
(including automated ordering), as
well as invoicing.
What makes Cobalt really unique
in the market, is that it is sold as
a “software as a service” (SAAS)
package. That means that businesses using Cobalt pay a regular fee
for the software. That fee includes
all upgrades and service provision
as well.
The service provision is extensive.
For example, Merlin will provide
complete assistance to retailers in
moving from their current system to
the Cobalt system, including shifting over all the data they need and
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have accumulated over the years.
According to Mr Procyk, he’s never
experienced a real hitch in transferring over data for all the customers
he’s helped with service, and that is
15 customers so far.
The two features that really win
customers over, Mr Procyk says, are
stock management, and the ability
to go to multi-site installations
easily.
The stock management system
looks after things such as stocktaking. Users can set a maximum and a
minimum level to each item held in
stock, with the system automatically
moving to reordering when there is
less than the minimum.
Multi-site means that if a retailer
adds another retail outlet, it is a
simple matter to integrate that into
the system, and to offer a consolidated overview of all accounting
data across all sites.
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CENTURY YUASA BATTERIES
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Jason Hill, national manager — major accounts, for Century Yuasa Batteries

Century Yuasa Batteries did a major upgrade to its factory
here in Australia in 2016. The purpose of the upgrade was to
make it possible to bring out a new range of sealed, maintenance-free lead-acid batteries, which have now been launched
on the market.
The batteries are mainly aimed at uses in the automotive
sector, but the batteries are also useful for some industrial
applications, and on ride-on mowers.

Battery longevity depends on many factors. Century’s batteries
have a three-year warranty, but Jason Hill, national manager
for major accounts, says he knows of cases where batteries
have lasted as long as six year.
One thing that improves the performance of Century batteries
is that they are designed and manufactured in Australia, so
they are developed with Aussie conditions in mind.
1. Cast Plate
The cast plate design has lower
internal resistance promoting
superior starting power, improved
vibration resistance and provides
longer service life.
2. Enhanced Plate Paste
Enhanced paste formulation reduces water loss and improves charge
acceptance.
3. Expanded Grid Design
The expanded grid has uniform
strength for improved corrosion
resistance.
4. Separators
Separator improves electrolyte dispersion for enhanced performance.
5. Flame Arrestor
The integrated flame arrestor
protects the battery from explosion
due to external system resources.
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6. Mud Rack
Mud rack container design
improves plate support.
7. Polypropylene Case
Reinforced design provides resistance to shock and vibration.
8. Carry Handle
Ergonomic design provides a
thicker grooved carry handle to
ensure comfort.
9. State of Charge Indicator
Built-in state of charge indicator
for on the spot diagnosis of battery
condition.
10. Cast on Strap
Thicker cast on strap ensures
durability and lower electrical resistance for longer battery life.
11. Labyrinth lid technology
Spill proof double lid to assist in
reducing water loss promoting
longer battery life.
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ABSCO
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L-to-r: Richard Colwell and Fiona Zhou of ABSCO

ABSCO is well known for its extensive range of easy-to-assemble garden sheds. These range in size from double-car storage,
all the way down to smaller sheds suitable for covering pool
pumps, providing a handy place to keep wood for open fires,
or providing a convenient storage space in smaller gardens.
At the conference, ABSCO was highlighting these smaller
sheds. It was also promoting its handy, small above-ground
garden bed enclosures, which make it possible to position

elements of a garden just about anywhere. The small garden
beds can be constructed in a variety of shapes and configurations, and come in a range of colours.
The highlight of ABSCO products is always how easy they are
to assemble. At the stand, Fiona Zhou of ABSCO told HNN that
she put together the small shed in under 45 minutes, and it
took about five minutes for the garden beds.
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PRYDA
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David Taylor, category manager at Pryda
Pryda has an unrivalled history when
it comes to timber
structure construction
for housing in Australia. It is also one of
the most widely used
systems for timber
frame fabrication.
There are about 350
truss and frame fabricators in Australia,
and 125 of these use
the Pryda system.
That’s hardly surprising as Pryda has been
in the business for
over 50 years.
For hardware retailers, Pryda offers a
wide range of timber
connectors which
meet all relevant
standards and
provide quality and
durability.
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BRADFORD INSULATION
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Left, Neville Taylor, national key accounts manager and Michelle Hutchison, account manager

Bradford Insulation was one of the
original supporters of H Hardware
branded products. Its construction
foil wrap, printed with the H logo,
rapidly became a surprise seller for
Bradford. Not only was it popular
with builders, but many H Hardware owners used it to assist with
their store branding — now there is
some real HBT thinking!
This year, Bradford is extending its
involvement with H Hardware by
offering a competition incentive
to customers purchasing Bradford
Insulation. All the customer needs
to do is to purchase $200 worth of
Bradford products, and they go into
a draw to win a $500 debit card, to
spend wherever they want.

The H brand products. Top, the building wrap
with the H logo. Bottom, Bradford announces
its sales incentive.

Bradford is also looking after the
store owners. The store that generates the most entries wins $1000,
which goes into their social club
account, to the benefit of the staff
and owners.
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Bradford’s other news at the show
was the introduction of its Bradford
Black insulation. This is further
development of the glasswool
products Bradford has been making
over the past 50 years and more.
Bradford Black is actually white,
and it has a soft, fluffy feel to it,
making it more pleasant to install.
It is made from recycled glass,
with natural, organic binders. That
means it is both safe to use, and
follows best sustainability practices.
Bradford Black is hypoallergenic
and is approved by the National
Asthma Council’s Sensitive Choice
program, making it suitable for use
in homes of asthma and allergy
sufferers.
Bradford is backing up the product
with a high level of marketing,
including a TV ad campaign.

BGC FIBRE CEMENT
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Left, Andrew Flintoff, and right, Brett Johnson of BGC Fibre Cement

Like many other suppliers, BGC
Fibre Cement sees most builders
looking for the most cost effective
solutions in terms both of product
cost and time taken to install.
For BGC’s cladding products that
has meant increased interest in its
wider weatherboard products. For
example, the 300 Stratum Weatherboard has seen a sales boost
in recent years. That said, the old
standards of 175 and 205 cladding
continues to be very popular.
The same thinking applies to
flooring. One product that BGC will
be releasing in the near future is
a thicker DuraFloor product. At the
moment most of the flooring is
19mm thick, but the new range will
be 22mm thick. That means it will
be certified to span 600mm joist
centres, a construction choice that
can help speed up build times.
GTEK Protect offers fire safety
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BGC is keeping up with modern
trends in other areas as well.
Another product that has been
recently released is GTEK™ Protect.
The GTEK Protect System is a double
wall system that incorporates
fire-resistant GTEK Protect 25mm
plasterboard panels within the wall
cavity. It is also rated for accoustic
insulation.
The great thing about the product
is that, while it is a plaster product,
it is usually affixed in place by carpenters (no “wet trades” required).
That means it will appeal to a wide
range of trades.
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COWDROY
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The crew from Cowdroy led by business development manager, Peter Doyle (second from right)

Cowdroy is best known to HBT
members for its wide range of
door seals, which has proven very
successful for the company. These
come in a wide range of types and
shapes, to suit a number of different door sealing situations.
Cowdroy has recently launched its
Exposed 90 product, which is decorative sliding door hardware.
Exposed 90 can support up to 90kg
doors, which makes it ideal for
installations of heavy glass doors,
as an example.
Featuring quality stainless steel
components combined with large,
high-density rollers, the system is
smooth and effortless to roll, and
is moisture resistant. That makes
it an ideal choice for bathrooms,
ensuites and laundries.
Left, details of the Exposed 90
sliding door system
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TRIO GROUP
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Left, Con Nicola, and right, Jenny Davies, of Trio Group

The Trio Group is a second-generation family run business located in
South Australia. In the past its lock
business was largely manufacturing for other brands, but in recent
years it has developed its own
branded products.
In line with this, Trio has now
agreed to supply some H branded
products to HBT. The first product is has launched in a simple
door lever handle. Trio’s business
development manager, Con Nicola,
explained to HNN that the product
had been carefully selected.
The goal was a prodcut that would
attract tradie buyers. That means it
has to be reliable, sturdy (it comes
with a 10-year warranty) and easy
to install. Mr Nicola said the company did not go with the ultra-high
end, as that would not sell as well
as a step down from that.
Top, part of the display of the H brand door
lever handle. Bottom, the Trro Patriot deadbolt
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Mr Nicola said that early indications
were the door lever would prove
popular with retailers.
One of the other outstanding
products Trio has produced is the
Patriot deadbolt. This unique lock
uses a tab indicator on the inside
of the lock to show when the door
has been double locked. This is
useful both to prevent accidental
double-locking, and in the event of
a fire, when the tab may indicate
the door will not provide a workable exit.
In addition to this unique feature,
Trio also invest a lot of design effort
into making the Trio simple to
install. For example, it features a
spring-loaded, adjustable spindle,
which means it automatically fits a
wide range of door widths. Features
like this make it great not only for
tradies, but for DIYers as well.

ZANDA
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L-to-r, Rifat Skrgic, Brent Wallis and Greg Wallis of Zanda

Zanda sells high-finish, high-quality architectural hardware. One of its
leading products at the moment is
the Stealth electronic deadbolt that
has been on the market for about
one year.
The Stealth can be operated in
three ways. There is a keyring fob
(the unit ships with two of these)
that pops open the lock at the press
of a button. A keypad will accept
a code to open the door. And, of
course, there is also a manual
physical key override as well.
Entry codes can be set up to work
once only, providing access to
cleaners or tradies if needed. The
Stealth’s battery lasts about 18
months, and it’s a simple matter of
replacing a standard AA cell.
According to Brent Wallis, operations manager at Zanda, matte
Top left, the Stealth. Bottom left, matte black is
popular. Right, Zanda has a big selection
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black fittings are continuing to be
popular with the Australian public.
Zanda is catering to this demand
with a newly released suite of
matte black products, covering the
entire range of indoor needs, from
pull handles to hinges.
Achieving a matte black finish
that is durable is no easy task. The
fittings are heated to 200 degrees
Celsius before the Dulux brand
black powder coating is applied. Mr
Wallis said that Dulux provides a
10-year warranty on its integrity.
Zanda itself has great integrity
as well. The parent company was
established 90 years ago, and the
company has flourished in Australia, as demand for high-quality,
well-designed architectural fittings
continues to grow.

ROMAK
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Left, Lawrie Peck of Romak, centre, Mike LoRicco of HBT, right, Frank Marini

Romak won HBT’s award for Grand Champion
Hardware and Building Supplies this year,
known henceforth as one of the Tim Starkey
Memorial Awards.
It’s certainly a deserved award, with Romak
responding to a request by HBT to bring out a
line of mailboxes, signs and street numbers
for its members. The result has been a high
quality set of products, with the letters and
signs selling particularly well.
Lawrie Peck, national sales manager at Romak, is something of a fixture at HBT events.
In fact, without his presence, a conference
just wouldn’t seem like a conference. This
year was no exception, with Mr Peck dressing
up in some of the more extravagant pink
gear in support of the Glenn McGrath Foundation, which supports breast care nurses.
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At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.

160

ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au

Special Advertising Section

The Driving Force behind
Airco’s ProGas Range
The Airco ProGas Range provides a variety of
fastening solutions ideally suited to job sites where
carrying around a compressor just isn’t an option

161
Cordless tools are ideal
for on-site work where
there are no electrical
outlets or areas that are
simply too difficult to
access with a compressor, and the Airco ProGas
range provides fastening
solutions perfectly suited
to these situations. They
remove the hassle of
carrying extra equipment,
such as compressors and
hoses, around the job site,
and because the actuation
mechanism is powered by
gas, they are more powerful than their battery-only
counterparts.
There are five different
models available in the
ProGas range: The framing nailer, which is suited
for 50-90mm framing
nails; the DA Bradder, for
32-64mm DA brads; the
Angled C Bradder, for

32-64mm C brads; the
Straight C Bradder, also for
32-64mm C brads; and the
C1 Bradder, for 15-50mm
C1 brads.
All of the ProGas tools
come standard with a
tool-free, easy-clear nose
that eliminates the difficulty that can sometimes
accompany clearing of
jams. They are all fitted
with adjustable depth-ofdrive settings to ensure
precision nailing, and
protective nose coverings
to minimise marring to the
work surface, leaving you
with a perfect, professional
finish. They are also fitted
with a reversible belt hook
to suit all users and the
framing nailer is compatible with the Airco ProCell
gas packs.
Although there is a multitude of benefits to using

cordless tools, frequent
complaints usually include
having to charge the
battery, which can affect
the amount of downtime
that is experienced on the
job. Airco’s ProGas tools,
however, are all bundled
with an additional 6 Volt,
1.3 Amp Hour battery to
ensure that you always
have one spare. Each of
these batteries is capable

of 4500 shots per charge
and each fuel cell is capable of 1000 shots.
The Airco ProGas Range
is available from all leading distributers.
For more information,
please contact Airco on
1300 139 015 or visit
aircofasteners.com.au.
Marketed and distributed
by Airco Fasteners Pty. Ltd.

Airco Fasteners Pty Ltd

1 Short Street ∙ Auburn ∙ NSW 2144

www.aircofasteners.com.au
Phone: 1300 139 015

Special Advertising Section

Starrett Australia introduces new bi-metal hole saws
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The origins of the L.S.
Starrett company go back
to 1880 when Laroy Starrett, a farmer from the state
of Maine in the US, set
out to make a new kind of
combination square. The
problem in producing the
square was that the heat
generated in grinding the
straight edge would lead
to the formation of an imperfect edge. In what was
to become a trademark
for the Starrett company,
Mr Starrett solved this
problem in production and
metallurgy, and produced
a square that became a
“hot seller” in the market.
Soon Starrett added a
range of other measuring
tools, such as steel tapes,
callipers and micrometers.
The next advance in metallurgy Mr Starrett brought
to the field came with the
production of hacksaw
blades. Unsatisfied with
the quality of blade that
then-standard processes
produced, he developed
the unique “bi-metal”
blade. Bi-metal unique
technology joins two strips
of high-speed steel wires
to a backing steel in a solid
phase, using the principle
of solid-state diffusion
bonding.
Bi-metal unique technology is totally different from
traditional weld or laser
bonding, which rely on
metal fusion as the union
agent at the interface.

Hole Saws
The newest version of
this bi-metal process has
now been released in
Starrett’s latest hole saw

products, the Fast Cut and
the Deep Cut lines.

Fast Cut
The new Fast Cut Bi-Metal Hole Saws contain an
extra cobalt HSS tooth
material for enhanced
heat and wear resistance,
along with a new 5.5 TPI
positive rake tooth design,
to ensure a smoother and
faster cut when compared
against our previous Constant Pitch Hole Saw.
The features include:
• New tooth material with
extra cobalt for enhanced heat and wear
resistance - improving
the product life.
• New 5.5 TPI positive
rake tooth form provides less torque for a
smoother, faster cut in
all materials.
• 30% extra gullet volume
for better material penetration.
• Ideal for stainless steel
and mild steel sheet,
tubes and other materials with a thickness of
up to 3mm (1/8”).
• Size range: 14mm
- 210mm (9/16” 8.9/32”).
• 41mm (1.5/8”) hole saw
depth.

Deep Cut
The new Deep Cut
Bi-Metal Hole Saws combine the aggressive tooth
form from our previous
Dual Pitch Hole Saws, with
the new extra cobalt HSS
teeth to provide enhanced
heat and wear resistance.
The features include:
• 51mm (2”) hole saw
depth improves cutting

Starrett hole saws come in handy kits, which make great PoS displays

•

•
•
•
•

performance on tubes,
particularly where there
is a need to cut through
both sides.
New tooth material with
extra cobalt for enhanced heat and wear
resistance - improving
the product life.
Ideal for solid materials
greater than 3mm (1/8”)
in thickness.
Aggressive material
penetration and kerf
clearance.
Size range: 19mm 210mm (3/4” - 8.9/32”).
51mm (2”) hole saw
depth - requires arbors
with an extended length

pilot drill (e.g. A1E, A2E
or A17-38E etc.).

Packaging
In addition to innovative
products, Starrett also
offers attractive packaging
and PoS materials. These
EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) cases offer protection
for Starrett’s hole saws,
and make a great sales
tool as well.
The kits are designed for
specific uses, including
locksmiths, electricians,
plumbers, industrial uses,
and general purpose kits.

Contact Starrett Australia:
Tel: 61 2 9620 6944
Fax: 61 2 9620 6988
info@starrett.com.au
au.starrett.com
Unit 2, 57 Prince William Drive
Seven Hills, NSW 2147
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Cowdroy Weatherseal range
Easy-to-install range of weather seals and gap fillers
for windows and doors

Cowdroy’s Weatherseal
range can be integrated into
any design, or fitted by the
consumer to existing doors or
windows. The range is made
as easy as possible to install
and come complete with fitting instructions and self-adhesive backing tape. They are a
cost-effective way to seal gaps
and cut energy bills.
The range of weatherseals
and gap fillers can be fitted to
jambs, faces or edges of most
windows and doors. Choosing
the right product depends on
the specific needs.

CM48 Rubber
Windows & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
doors. It suits most windows
and doors and will seal against
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise, insects and
seals against rodents. It will
seal gaps 3mm to 5mm, is 5m
long and comes in white or
brown.

CM59 Rubber
Window & Door Seal

CM11 Gap Filler
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This continuous rubber seal
can be fitted to jambs, faces
Gap Filler seals gaps in most
and edges of windows and
windows and doors that are
doors. It suits most windows
3mm to 4mm. It is easy to apand doors and seals against
ply and saves time and money
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
on expensive sealants when
draughts, noise, insects and
large gaps or cracks require
rodents. It seals gaps 2mm to
filling.
3mm, is 5m long and comes in
It is suitable for domestic and
white and brown.
commercial applications and is
available in 6mm, 10mm and
CM61 Brush
15mm diameters. The product Window & Door Seal
comes in a 5m roll and is availThis continuous brush seal
able in white.
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
CM14 Foam
Windows & Door Seal doors and seals against the
heat, cold, dust, draughts and
This continuous foam seal
insects. It suits all windows and
may be fitted to jambs, faces
doors and seals gaps 3mm to
or edges of most windows and
5mm. It is 5m long and comes
doors. It is suitable for most
in grey.
windows and doors and seals
against the heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise and insects.
Contact Cowdroy
It is available in three difCowdroy can be contract by
ferent sizes. CM14 measures
phone
at:
9mm x 6mm, suitable to seal
1800COWDROY
gaps 3mm to 5mm and is 5m
long. It is available in grey and or by email at:
white.
sales@cowdroy.com.au
CM14A is 19mm x 6mm,
The Cowdroy website is
suitable to seal gaps 3mm to
located at:
5mm, is 5m long and is white.
www.cowdroy.com.au
CM14B is 12mm x 12mm,
seals gaps 8mm to 11mm, is
2.5m long and is white.
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OneMix

Sunstate Cement has released a range of bagged
drymix products for consumers and professionals
Sunstate Cement has
long been recognised as
one of Australia’s premier
suppliers of bulk cement
products in its home state
of Queensland, and northern New South Wales. Its
products have been used
on many iconic Australian
construction projects, including the Clem 7 Tunnel
and the Gateway Bridge.
Its reputation for reliability is backed up by Sunstate’s ISO 9001 standards
compliance, and its NATA
accredited laboratory
which tests daily to ensure
products meet all necessary standards.
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These include Concrete
mix, Rapid Set concrete,
Post Mix concrete, Mortar
and Paver Sand. OneMix
is supplied in 10kg, 20kg
and 30kg Form-Fill-Seal
plastic bags.
This means the product
can be safely stored (unopened) in the outdoors.
It also provides extended
shelf life, eliminates leakage, keeping bags dust
free and the display clean.

Experience

Sunstate Cement Ltd. is
jointly owned by two of
Australia’s largest cement
manufacturers, Adelaide
OneMix
Brighton Cement Ltd. and
Boral Cement (a division of
In 2017 the company is
Boral Limited). This gives
building on this reputation the company access to the
for excellence with the
broadest possible range of
release of its new OneMix technical expertise, as well
range of bagged drymix
as new product developproducts.
ments.

Values
The company pursues
five key values in its business:
• Safety – Sunstate believes that “all injuries
are preventable”
• Respect – The company
places the customer at
the centre of its activities, and also pursues
values of diversity and
equality
• Teamwork – The company values all contributions and works to
achieve mutual goals
• Focus – Sunstate believes in continuous
improvement in the
pursuit of specific goals
• Sustainability – The company seeks to minimise
environmental impacts
by using resources
responsibly and economically

continued next page

Concrete

OneMix Concrete is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate
and sand suitable for
applications where
a quality concrete is
required.

• Suitable for the
professional or home
handy person
• Consistent quality cement, aggregate and
sand ensures high
performance
• Compressive
strength of 25MPa
when fully cured
• Convenient and easy
to use

OneMix Concrete is
well suited for smaller
concreting jobs such
as pathways, slabs,
footings and garden
edging. OneMix Concrete is also suitable
for securing posts
and uprights in the
ground etc.
Sunstate Cement’s facility at Brisbane Port, QLD

www.onemix.com.au
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OneMix – continued
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Rapid Set

Mortar

OneMix Rapid Set is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate,
sand and additives
designed to rapidly
harden without any
mixing.

OneMix Mortar is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement and sand suitable for all block and
brick projects where
a quality mortar is
required.

• No mixing is required, just add clean
water
• Will harden in 15
minutes when used
as directed
• Compressive
strength of 25MPa
when fully cured

OneMix Rapid Set
is ideal for setting
fence posts, clothes
lines and letter boxes, as well as other
non-structural uses
around the home and
garden where fast
setting is required.

• Suitable for the
professional or home
handy person
• Consistent quality
cement and sand
ensures high performance
• Excellent workability

OneMix Mortar is
suitable for a wide
range of brick and
blockwork applications such as letterboxes, BBQs, garden
edging, setting stonework and general
purpose grouting.

Post Mix

OneMix Post Mix is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate
and sand suitable for
non-structural concrete applications.

• Designed specifically
for post hole applications
• Economical alternative to OneMix
Concrete
• Compressive
strength of 15MPa
- 20MPa when fully
cured

OneMix Post Mix is
designed for setting
fence posts, logs and
letterboxes into the
ground. OneMix Post
Mix is not suitable for
use in structural and/
or load bearing applications.

PH: (07) 3895 9800
FAX: (07) 3895 9801
enquiries@onemix.com.au

www.onemix.com.au
Special Advertising Section

Paver Sand

OneMix Paver Sand
is a graded sand with
a bonding agent additive and is suitable
for filling joints in
paving applications.
Sunstate has access
to a range of sand
products suitable for
paving applications
and landscaping
works.
Other sand products
can be made available depending on
market demand.

Flexispray – Change Is Easy
Smart showering with digital
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Flexispray has been delivering quality affordable
showers to the Australian
market since 1975.
Helping Australian families save on their water
usage for over a decade,
Flexispray partnered with
local water suppliers and
Bunnings to swap out
Australians’ high water
flow shower heads with
more efficient Flexispray
Bermuda showers. Initially
in Victoria, during one of
the state’s worst droughts,
and most recently last year
in Western Australia. Many
homes still have these 9L
per minute showers and
consumers continue to
enjoy them every day.
The Flexispray mantra is;
‘Change is Easy’.

Updating
your shower
shouldn’t
be a daunting experience. All
Flexispray
products
have been
engineered
and designed to
be very easy
for the user
to install.
These showers may be
installed into
new bathrooms or as
an update
to existing
installations. In
many
instances,
changing
Methven’s Flexispray makes it easy to upgrade your shower
your shower
can be as easy as screwer handset. This digital
ing off your old shower
screen displays the showand screwing on the new. er’s current temperature
There are also retro-fit rail and water consumption
shower products within the - all powered by the water
Flexispray range that utiitself – so there’s no need
lise existing drilled holes in for batteries. This integratthe tiles.
ed display changes colour
However, making users’
from blue, to purple and
lives easy’ doesn’t have
then to red to indicate
to end once the shower is when the shower is warm
installed. For example, the enough for users to enFlexispray Digital shower
joy. The screen also shows
range includes a digital
the actual live temperaLED screen in the showture of the shower and

the amount of water used
during a given shower session. This digital capability
helps users be mindful of
their water use without
being intrusive – it’s simply
a reminder.
Change should be exciting, affordable, quality
and most of all…EASY.
To learn more about the
Flexispray range, go to the
website www.flexispray.
com.au

Contact Methven:
1300 638 483
www.methven.com
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Drizoro Construction Products
The most comprehensive range of cement based
waterproofing and concrete repair products.
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One of the most common causes of damage
and durability problems
to concrete and masonry
surfaces is water. Damage
caused by moisture, is rapidly becoming the major
cause of structural destruction to masonry structures.
The range of Drizoro
Construction Products
available from Scientific
Waterproofing Products
(SWP) makes waterproofing of concrete and
masonry surfaces a simple undertaking. Specific
brands include Maxseal
Foundation, Maxseal Flex,
Maxplug and Maxjoint
Elastic. They have been
widely used in Australia
since 1992, and manufactured in Spain since 1977.
Each of these products
from Drizoro is cement

based so they penetrate
the pores and actually become part of the surface.
This provides a totally dry
interface against either
positive or negative flow.
Once cured, Drizoro
products can be rendered,
tiled or painted over.
Furthermore, they can be
tinted to achieve decorative colours, textured
and troweled to achieve a

Maxseal Foundation

Maxseal Flex

Maxplug

Maxjoint Elastic

Maxseal Flex is a coating
with flexible and waterproofing properties that
adheres to practically
every surface including
concrete, natural and artificial stone, mortar plasters,
bricks, concrete blocks –
when they are subjected
to both positive or negative high water pressure.
Once applied and cured,
Maxseal Flex provides
a non-toxic, flexible and
waterproof coating.

Maxplug is a quick-setting cement-based mortar
that instantly stops running
water from cracks, fissures,
holes or other openings in
concrete and masonry. It is
non-shrink and sets within
three to five minutes depending on the temperature. Once Maxplug sets,
it adheres perfectly to the
substrate. It only requires
water for mixing.

Maxjolnt Elastlc is a
two-component product.
Component A is a liquid
based on special synthetic
resins. Component B is
supplied in powder form,
as a mortar based mixture of cements, additives
and special aggregates.
When both components
are mixed, an elastomeric
product with high bond
strength is achieved.

Maxseal Foundation is
a cement-based product
that, with special additives
and selected aggregates,
can provide total waterproofing protection to
concrete, bricks and blocks
due to its high resistance
to aggressive waters. It will
seal against positive and
negative water pressure.

decorative finish.
The Drizoro range is
user-friendly, suitable
with potable water and
non-toxic. This makes
suitable for extremely
confined places, and clean
up is achieved with water,
eliminating the use of toxic
chemicals and solvents.
Surfaces requiring resistance to hydrostatic or static pressure such retaining

walls (including DINCEL) in
car parks and basements
pose no problems for
Drizoro materials. They
must be applied to a wet
surface, making it ideal for
this type of work.
Drizoro Construction
Products are available from
Scientific Waterproofing
Products.

Contact details

Unit 4/92 Bryant Street
Padstow NSW 2211
Phone: (02) 9771 0011
Fax:(02) 9771 0077

Website:

http://www.scientificwaterproofingproducts.com.
au/

Email:

info@scientificwaterproofingproducts.com.au
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Imex Lasers

Imex looks after its retailers as well
as it looks after its end users
The Australian-owned
Imex Lasers is not only
about making great laser
levels and measuring tools,
it’s also about supporting
the retailers who stock its
products. It aims to assist
retailers to maximise sales
growth in this category by
providing a truly complete
range of display options.
This is backed up with a
high level of service and
end user support, making
sure both retailers and end
users are happy with its
comprehensive range of
products.
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In short, through offering long warranties (two
years and five years), a
staff training program and
exceptional after-sales
service, Imex brings a
holistic approach to what
has traditionally been a
difficult, ad-hoc category
for stores. It helps retailers
offer an extensive product
offer, in what is now a fast
growing category.

Products

Great displays and great
service need to be backed
up by great tools. Imex
Store Displays
is constantly innovating
to make sure Australian
The display options pro- retailers and tradies have
vided by Imex will suit both access to the latest and
large and small stores.
best new technologies.
Imex measureMART point
Imex has a comprehenof sale options include a
sive range of line and
complete walk in, storedot lasers, rotating lasers,
within-a-store, down to
spirit and digital levels,
compact counter displays stud finders, laser distance
for smaller items.
measurers, testing tools
The display systems
and various tape meaare enhanced with video
sures, along with all accesscreens which can run
sories and options.
product videos to assist
The latest line and dot
store staff in helping their laser range from Imex
customers choose the
has some of the most
right tool for their tasks.
innovative laserEDGE
To ensure that both retail
features available, with the
staff and tradies are kept
new technology diodes
up to date with latest in
producing the brightest
the fast-moving world of
Class 11 beams in the
laser-based devices, Imex world and red and green
offers the tradieCONNECT beam versions across the
program. This links stores, whole range. Most models
retail staff and their end
are one-metre drop test
user customers with Imex winner in their respective
to help them find the
categories.
right tool through correct
Made for the harshest
advice.
of jobsites, they are also
Imex also has two wareoven test winners, with all
houses for prompt desbeams continuing to accupatch, as well as reprerately emit at high temsentatives covering all of
peratures. An expansive
Australia.
range with different line

Display options from Imex suit all store sizes

and dot variations, is tailor
made for every professional trade and they all have
pulse mode for outdoor
use for up to 55m with
optional detectors.
As well as the new line
and dot laser range there
are two new high accuracy
Bullseye laser distance
measurers; 30m and 80m
range models, which are
very competitively priced
and are loaded with innovative features. The 80m
model has a tilt function to
give angles and a 99 measurement recall, and both
models have superfast
measuring engine technology for faster and accurate
measuring.

The construction range
of rotating lasers continues
to become the class leader
and the 66,77,88,and 99
series are used on jobsites
throughout Australia and
Europe every day, with
great efficiency and reliability. With 5-year warranties and quality inclusions
like dual batteries and
heavy duty receivers the
Imex rotating laser range
is the choice of professionals.
All Imex lasers come with
Calibration Certificates
and are control checked
and pre-tested before
being sent out to retail
customers.

Contact Imex Lasers:
1800 669 110

www.imexlasers.com.au
info@imexlasers.com.au

accurate for life
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Klingspor’s new diamond
wheels
Klingspor is pleased to announce the launch of its

K

new diamond products in Australia.

lingspor is a German based
manufacturer of abrasive
products with over 120
years’ experience.
The Klingspor range of abrasives
includes everything from abrasive
belts to cutting and grinding discs,
flap discs and a complete range of
other abrasives and accessories.
In 2015, Klingspor invested in a
new, state of the art diamond wheel
manufacturing plant in Europe.
The range and quality Klingspor
can now offer is unrivalled in Australia. The range includes;

• Segmented diamond wheels
from 100mm to 500mm in diameter
• Turbo rim diamond wheels for
general applications
• Continuous rim wheels for tile
cutting
• Cup grinding wheels for surface
grinding
• Core drills in a variety of diameters
The diamond range Klingspor
is offering is made from the highest
quality raw materials with the finest
manufacturing processes. This is

what Klingspor have built their reputation on for over a century.
The product is well presented in
retail friendly packaging and retail display stands are available on
request.
For more details, please contact
Klingspor: www.klingspor.com.au

Klingspor’s proud history of product development
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After intensive research
KLINGSPOR succeeds in
developing a process for
the manufacture of waterproof abrasive paper, for
the first time in Europe.
This innovation was of
real significance for the
automobile industry as wet
grinding is an important
procedure that is made
possible only by means
of waterproof abrasive
paper. This KLINGSPOR
innovation improves the efficiency of the automobile
production worldwide.

For the first time, KLINGSPOR produces highspeed, fabric bonded
grinding discs. Due to
noticeably higher speeds,
this KLINGSPOR innovation leads to an enormous
increase in the productivity
and profitability as well as
to an effective change of
the whole abrasive cutting
technology.

The KLINGSPOR abrasive
mop is patented. The idea
is as simple, as it is
ingenious: Many abrasive
flaps are combined into an
abrasive mop wheel. It
adapts perfectly to each
workpiece and, thus, is
ideal for fine, flexible
surface grinding. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
enhances the possibilities
of application technology
for grinding in many ways.

The CMT abrasive mop
disc with rapid action system as well as the WSM
abrasive mop wheel with
80 m/s approval provide
for further growth. Both
innovations are suitable
for use on standard angle
grinders. With rapid tool
change in seconds and no
tightening tool required,
the CMT is the perfect
solution for high ease of
use and significantly reduced set-up times!
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